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CONDITIONS OF SALE
1. A buyer’s premium of 19% (plus V.A.T. @ 20%) of the hammer price is payable by the buyers of all lots.
2. Cheques to be made payable to ‘Knights Sporting Limited’.
3. Knights Sporting Ltd, Registered Office, The Thatched Gallery, The Green, Aldborough, Norwich, Norfolk. NR11 7AA
4. Postage and packing will be charged at current rates for all postal deliveries.
4a Postage and packing is subject to V.A.T. at 20%.
5. The seller warrants to the Auctioneer and to the buyer that he is the true owner or is properly authorised to sell the property by the

true owner and is able to transfer good and marketable title to the property free from any third party claim.
6. The highest bidder to be the buyer. If during the auction the Auctioneer considers that a dispute has arisen he has absolute authority 

to settle it or re-offer the lot. The Auctioneer may at his sole discretion determine the advance of bidding or refuse a bid, divide any
lot, combine any two or more lots or withdraw any lot without prior notice.

7. The buyer shall pay the price at which a lot is knocked down by the Auctioneer to the buyer (the hammer price) together with a
premium of 19% (plus V.A.T. @ 20%) of the hammer price, all of which are hereafter collectively referred to as ‘the total sum due’.
By making any bid the buyer acknowledges that his attention has been drawn to the fact that on the sale of any lot the Auctioneer
will receive from the seller commission at its usual rates in addition to the said premium of 19% (plus V.A.T. @ 20%) and assents to
the Auctioneer receiving the said commission.

8. The buyer shall forthwith upon the purchase give in his name and pay to the Auctioneer immediately after the conclusion of the
auction the total sum due.

9. If the buyer fails to pay for or take away any lot or lots the Auctioneer as agent for the seller shall be entitled after consultation with
the seller to exercise one or other of the following rights:
i) Rescind the sale of that or any other lots sold to the buyer who defaults and re-sell the lot or lots whereupon the defaulting buyer
shall pay to the Auctioneer any shortfall between the proceeds of that sale after deduction of costs of re-sale and the total sum due.
Any surplus shall belong to the seller.
ii) Proceed with damages for breach of contract.

10. Ownership of the lot purchased shall not pass to the buyer until he has paid to the Auctioneer the total sum due.
11. The seller shall be entitled to place a reserve on any lot and the Auctioneer shall have the right to bid on behalf of the seller for any

lot on which a reserve has been placed. A seller may not bid on any lot on which a reserve has been placed.
12. All unsold lots will attract a fee per lot of £10.00 + VAT.
12a. Where any lot fails to sell, the Auctioneer shall notify the seller accordingly. The seller shall make arrangements either to re-offer the

lot for sale or to collect the lot.
13. Any representation or statement by the Auctioneer in any catalogue, brochure or advertisement of forthcoming sales as to

authorship, attribution, genuineness, origin, date, age, provenance, condition or estimated selling price is a statement of opinion only.
Every person interested should exercise and rely on his own judgement as to such matters and neither the Auctioneer nor his servants
or agents are responsible for the correctness of such opinions. No warranty whatsoever is given by the Auctioneer or the seller in
respect of any lot and any express or implied warranties are hereby excluded.

14. Notwithstanding any other terms of these conditions, if within fourteen days of the sale the Auctioneer has received from the buyer
of any lot notice in writing that in his view the lot is a deliberate forgery and within fourteen days after such notification the buyer
returns the same to the Auctioneer in the same condition as at the time of the sale and satisfies the Auctioneer that considered in the
light of the entry in the catalogue the lot is a deliberate forgery then the sale of the lot will be rescinded and the purchase price of
the same refunded. ‘A deliberate forgery’ means a lot made with intent to deceive.

15. A buyer’s claim under the above condition shall be limited to the amount paid to the Auctioneer for the lot and for the purpose of
this condition the buyer shall be the person to whom the original invoice was made out by the Auctioneer.

16. Lots may be removed during the sale after full settlement.
17. All goods delivered to the Auctioneer’s premises will be deemed to be delivered for sale by auction unless otherwise stated in writing

and will be catalogued and sold at the Auctioneer’s discretion and accepted by the Auctioneer subject to all these conditions. By
delivering the goods to the Auctioneer for inclusion in his auction sales each seller acknowledges that he/she accepts and agrees to
all the conditions.

18. The Auctioneer shall remit the proceeds of the sale to the seller no later than forty days after the day of the auction provided that
the Auctioneer has received the total sum due from the buyer. In all other cases the Auctioneer will remit the proceeds of sale to the
seller within seven days of the receipt by the Auctioneer of the total sum due. The Auctioneer will not be deemed to have received
the total sum due until after any cheque delivered by the buyer has been cleared. In the event of the Auctioneer exercising his right
to rescind the sale his obligation to the seller hereunder lapses.

19. In the case of the seller withdrawing instructions to the Auctioneer to sell any lot or lots, the Auctioneer may charge a fee of the lot
withdrawn and any expenses incurred in respect of the lot or lots.

20. Live telephone bidding
i) Live telephone bidding can be arranged (subject to paragraph 20iii) below) by contacting the Auctioneer two days prior to the day
of the Auction.
ii) Knight’s have a mandatory minimum lot estimate of £80.00 on all live calls.
iii) The arrangement referred to in paragraph 20i) above will be at the buyer’s risk and no guarantee can be given by the Auctioneer
that telephone facilities will be available or working on the day of the Auction.

21. These conditions shall be governed by and construed in accordance with English Law.

Online Bidding. 
In completing the bidder registration on www.the-saleroom.com and providing your credit card details and unless alternative
arrangements are agreed with Knights Sporting Limited Ltd you: authorise Knights Sporting Limited Ltd, if they so wish, to charge the
credit card given in part or full payment, including all fees, for items successfully purchased in the auction via the-saleroom.com, and
confirm that you are authorised to provide these credit card details to Knights Sporting Limited Ltd through www.the-saleroom.com
and agree that Knights Sporting Limited Ltd are entitled to ship the goods to the card holder name and card holder address provided
in fulfilment of the sale. Please note that any lots purchased via the-saleroom.com live auction service will be subject to an additional
3% commission charge + VAT at the rate imposed on the hammer price’



CRICKET EPHEMERA

1 ‘The Old Whig (London)‘. Early and
original ‘tabloid’ size four page
newspaper, with revenue stamp, for
the 24th June 1737, published by J.
Roberts of Warwick Lane. With
lengthy   sixteen line report on
pages 2/3 of a ‘cricket match
between his Royal Highness the
Prince of Wales, for Surry and
London and the Lord John Sackville,
Son to his Grace the Duke of Dorset,
for Kent was play’d on Kennington
Common’. Kent beat Surry by 40
runs. ‘There was a pavilion erected
for the Reception of his Royal
Higness, who was accompanied by
several persons of distinction and
the greatest concourse of people
ever known on such an occasion’. In
the next column there is a seven line
report of two Officers of the Excise
seizing a woman for retailing
Geneva (Genever was the precursor
to English gin) on Lamb‚. Conduit
Fields. Some cricket players
immediately came to her rescue,
stopping the tax officers from taking
her before the Magistrates. The
excise men fled!The newspaper has
some minor wear to edges
otherwise in good condition for its
age. A rare item  £100/150

2 ‘The London Evening Post’. Early
and original four page newspaper,
with revenue stamp, for 8th to 10th
July 1746, printed by J. Meres of
Ludgate. On page four there is an
announcement in a fourteen line
report that a return match would be
played on Monday next between
the Gentlemen of Bromley and
Addington against the counties of
Kent and Surrey on the Artillery
Ground... The wickets will be
pitched by one o’clock and the
match must be played out, several
hundred pounds being depended’.
The first match at Dover’s Hill,
Croydon had been played the
previous week and was one of the
best that ever was played. A report
is given with the counties narrowly
beat the parishes by four notches.
See also Maun I-p167. The
newspaper has some minor wear to
edges, minor staining and splitting

to spine otherwise in good condition
for its age. A rare item 

£80/120

3 ‘Daily Gazetteer’. Early and original
one page, two sided newspaper,
with revenue stamp, for 26th July
1746, printed by J. Griffiths of Fleet
Street. The paper with six line notice
on the second page of two great
matches between Kent and the
World, one at Bromley Common
and the other at the Artillery
Ground. See also Maun I-p168 and
Waghorn. The newspaper has some
minor wear to edges otherwise in
good condition for its age. A rare
item £70/100

4 ‘The London Chronicle’. Early and
original ‘tabloid’ size eight page
newspaper for 8th to 10th August
1758, printed and sold by J. Wilkie
of St. Paul’s Church-Yard. With ten
line report of a match between Five
of London and Five of Camberwell,
Streatham and Clapham at
Kennington Common. Faulkner and
Harris are named in the London side
who won in the second innings.
‘There were considerable odds laid
against the Londoners at going off’.
Not recorded by Maun. Derek
Underwood records Tom Faulkner as
a colourful character with a perilous
career as a prize-fighter as well as
cricketer. The newspaper has some
minor wear to edges otherwise in
good condition for its age. A rare
item £70/100

5 ‘The London Chronicle’. Early and
original ‘tabloid’ size eight page
newspaper for 2nd to 4th
September 1788, printed and sold
by J. Wilkie of St. Paul’s Church-
Yard. With twenty three line report,
on the second page, of the third and
deciding match between Ware and
Hertford. Hot favourites Ware lost
this game by an innings. Odds of
ten to one were offered against
Hertford as Ware consistently had
some of the most celebrated players
in the kingdom. There is also a
lengthy report on the last page of
the many-titled Duke of
Manchester. His death is supposed
to have occurred from a cold caused
by lying on the grass ‘after being

heated by the play of a match of
cricket’. The newspaper has some
minor wear to edges and splitting to
part of spine otherwise in good
condition for its age. A rare item 

£80/120

6 ‘Ayre’s Sunday London Chronicle’.
Early and original four page
newspaper, with revenue stamp, for
Sunday 5th June 1791, printed and
sold by J.S. Barr of Covent Garden.
With interesting and amusing
twenty-four line notice on the front
page of a match to be played
tomorrow [6 June] at Lord‚. cricket
ground, Marylebone, between
Eleven of the Hambledon Club and
Twenty two of Middlesex for 1000
guineas a side. The 33 players are
listed and include Beldam, Harris,
Taylor, Walker, Small sen and jun.
Dinners for select parties, no dogs
and finishes with N.B. If Harris falls
lame, Clifford is to play for him. The
newspaper has some minor wear to
edges otherwise in good condition
for its age. A rare item £120/180

7 Albert Craig. ‘On the brilliant
defence of Dr W.G. Grace and
Captain Shuter against the
Australians at Lords on May 28th
1888’. ‘Mr Shuter secured 71 runs in
fine style, Dr Grace obtained 150
no, in his old form’. Original
broadsheet poem regarding the
match. ‘It wasn’t by chance, It
was’nt by luck, twas the outcome of
stout-hearted true British pluck,
when to forthcoming fights our
Champions repair, may the
evergreen Grace and Shuter be
there’. The rear has an
advertisement for F.H.Ayres. Light
folds, minor age toning to edges
otherwise in good/very good
condition. Rare £100/150

8 Albert Craig. ‘Our Grand Old Man.
England v Australia Match at the
Oval, August 12th 1886’. Original
broadsheet poem regarding W.G.
Grace scoring 170 runs, ‘in grand
style’, in the game. ‘That you are still
our Champion in the fray, We
proudly add to many a brilliant
score, a hundred and seventy
notches more’. Minor foxing and
light soiling to edges otherwise in
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good/very good condition. Rare 
£100/150

9 W.G. Grace. Liebig decorative menu
card with image of Grace head and
shoulders to top left hand corner and
below walking down the pavilion
steps  out to bat. Produced in 1897.
With biographical details of Grace
and Liebig advert to reverse. Minor
adhesive marks to verso otherwise in
good condition £120/160

10 ‘All England Eleven v Twenty-Two of
the County of Buckinghamshire
1859’. Small rare original match
ticket printed on card for the match
played at Fenny Stratford on the
10th June 1859. The All England
Eleven won the match by 10
wickets, famous cricketing names
who played in the match include
George Parr, Stephenson, Hayward,
Jackson, Diver, Daft, Hirst, Clarke
etc. G/VG £60/90

The Buckinghamshire ‘22’ were
bowled out for 134 in their first
innings with Benthall top scoring
with 27, Parr taking ten wickets in
the innings and Reynolds five. In the
All England Eleven innings, Hayward
top scored with 85, out of a total of
179 with Slinn taking seven wickets.
In the Buckinghamshire second
innings, they were bowled out
cheaply for 55, Benthall, again, top
scoring with 26no, Jackson eight
and Parr seven wickets in the
innings

11 All England v Sussex handbill 1833.
Original handbill for the match
played at the Royal Cricket Grounds,
Brighton 19th-20th August 1833.
Woodcut illustration of a cricket
match with titles and team lists
below. Players for All England
include Lord Clonbrock, Jenner,
Mynn, Ward, Pilch etc. For Sussex,
W. Broadbridge, J. Broadbridge, Box,
W. Lillywhite, Wells etc. The handbill
advertises that ‘A cold collation will
be provided for visitors upon
moderate terms’. Rare. Minor
staining, otherwise VG 

£600/900

All England won the match by one
run. William Ward top scored in the
match with 22 runs in England’s first
innings

12 ‘W.G. Grace. Champion Cricketer of
the World’. Large cotton

handkerchief commemorating a
Century of Centuries by Grace. The
handkerchief has a central portrait of
Grace three quarter length in cricket
attire holding a cricket bat, with
biography and record of each
individual score and opponents to
outer border. Decorated with cricket
bats and balls in a floral outer border.
Produced in 1895. Some ‘light’
fading otherwise in generally good
condition. 23”x24”  

£50/70

13 ‘The M.C.C. Grand Jubilee Match
1837’. Very rare original silk
handkerchief produced to
commemorate the Jubilee of the
Marylebone Cricket Club in 1837.
The large handkerchief with central
image of the match being played at
Lord’s with wording ‘The Grand
Jubilee Match played Monday July
10th 1837 at Lord’s Ground
between the North and the South of
England. Box and Cobbett given to
the former to commemorate the
50th year of the Marylebone Club’.
Floral patterned borders in blue,
white and gold thread. The
handkerchief measuring 34.5”x33”
has some fading to central image
and minor wear otherwise in very
good condition for its age. A scarce
survivor £600/800

14 ‘Lease of Adelaide Oval’ 1898.
Original eight page printed lease for
the Adelaide Oval, dated 1st July
1898. The lease ‘Between the
Corporation of the City of Adelaide
of the first part and Sir Edwin
Thomas Smith, K.C.M.G., Sir Charles
Todd, K.C.M.G. and Harry Yorke
Sparks all of Adelaide’, trustees of
the South Australian Cricketing
Association. Rare. G/VG 

£150/250

Smith was a brewer, businessman,
councillor, mayor, politician and
benefactor, knighted in 1888, and
was a member of the South
Australian Legislative Council 1894-
1902. Todd was engaged by the
government of South Australia as
astronomical and meteorological
observer, and was head of the
electric telegraph department. Little
is known of Sparks

15 New Zealand tour of England 1957.
‘The Bristol Brewery. Georges & Co
Ltd’ Original folding fixture card for

1937 listing the fixtures of the New
Zealand tourists, Gloucestershire and
Somerset teams plus the fixtures of
the Bristol Brewery C.C. Original
decorative wrappers. Some wear to
edges, minor foxing, slight splitting
to folds, minor notes handwritten to
fixtures otherwise in good condition 

£30/50

16 Australia to England 1926. ‘Test
Cricket’. Small 48pp booklet issued
by brewers Samuel Allsopp & Sons
Ltd of Burton on Trent in 1926 for
the Australian tour to England.
Contains biographies and
photographs of the tourists, tour
fixtures and cricket records. G/VG.
Sold with ‘Players Please. Cricket
Fixtures. Fixture booklet for 1929. G 

£40/60

17 Australian tour of Great Britain 1938.
‘1938- Australian XI Tour in Great
Britain’. Official players itinerary for
the tour with lion and kangaroo, title
and trimming in Australian colours to
top border. Itinerary, fixtures, touring
party, functions, map of England,
travel arrangements etc. Covers a
little grubby and worn, notes
handwritten to rear cover. G 

£50/80

18 Nottinghamshire Benefits. Official
printed four page folding Benefit
Appeal letters for Charlie Harris
(1949) and Eric Meads (1950). Each
with image of the player to front
wrapper. Minor wear, good £25/35

19 England Tour Itineraries 1979-1997.
Twelve official tour Itinerary booklets
for England (7) and England ‘A’ (5)
tours. England tours are
Australia/India 1979-80, West Indies
1990, India and Sri Lanka 199/93,
South Africa 1995/96, Zimbabwe
1996 and New Zealand 1997. Odd
duplicates. VG £30/40

20 Middlesex & Surrey cricketers. Order
of Service of Thanksgiving for Sir
George O. Allen (1989), Freddie
Brown (1991), Denis Compton
(1997) and Alfred Gover (2002, with
invitation/ticket). Qty 4. G/VG 

£40/60

21 Lancashire cricketers. Order of
Service of Thanksgiving for Winston
Place (2002), Ken Cranston (2007)
and Robert (Bob) Berry (2006). Qty
3. G/VG £30/50
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22 Cricketers funerals. Order of Service
for the funeral (February 2000) and
Service of Thanksgiving (March
2000) for E.W. Swanton and Order
of Service of Thanksgiving for Lord
Cowdrey of Tonbridge ( 2001, 2
copies) and Brian Johnston (1994).
Qty 4. G/VG £30/40

23 Cricket funerals. Order of Service of
Thanksgiving for Diana Mary Rait
Kerr (2013), Brian Johnston (1994,
with invitation/ticket), Lord
Alexander of Weedon Q.C. (2006)
and Keith Crump (2006). Qty 4.
G/VG £25/35

24 Streatham Cricket Club. Selection of
ephemera including a nicely
presented scrapbook covering the
period 1932-1936, the book
includes handwritten rules, match
reports and scores, biographies of
the players, with photographs,
averages etc, a handwritten club
magazine ‘The Streatnorian’ 1935, a
selection of club fixture cards 1957-
1991 (12) etc. Sold with two
Streatham Cricket Club caps, one
hooped in three colours and the
other with club emblem to front. G 

£40/60

25 St. Annes-on-the-Sea C.C. Ten
official folding fixture cards for
seasons 1937-1939, 1946-1949 and
1955-1957. Sold with a AGM
agenda and statement of accounts
for 1947. Also a Ribblesdale Cricket
League Official Handbook, 1951. G 

£30/40

26 Victorian cricket scraps. Good
selection of five cricket related
scraps, two advertising ‘Enameline’
and ‘Jacques Favarger- Fabrique de
Chocolat’. Various sizes. G £25/35

27 Yorkshire C.C.C. 1970/80s.
Collection of Test and County match
tickets, guest passes, dinners etc. VG

£15/25

AUTOGRAPHED CRICKET EPHEMERA

28 Frederick Robert Spofforth. New
South Wales, Victoria & Australia
1874-1888. Excellent two page
handwritten folding letter, with
address The Cedars, Breadsall, Derby
and dated 4th October 1888, from
Spofforth to Mr T.R. Deny, Vice
President of the Belper Meadows
Cricket Club (Derbyshire) in
response to an offer to play cricket

for the club ‘With reference to your
letter inviting me to play with the
above club in the season 1889.
While feeling the honour you have
done in asking me, I regret very
much that at present I cannot decide
as I believe there is some chance of
my playing for a county next season.
Apologising for not answering your
letter before I am again thanking
you, I am yours truly Frederick
Spofforth’. Light folds otherwise in
very good condition. A very rare
letter from an Australian legend 

£800/1200

Spofforth, the ‘Demon Bowler’ was
arguably the Australian cricket
team’s finest pace bowler of the
nineteenth century and was the first
bowler to take 50 Test wickets and
the first to take a test hat-trick in
1879. He played in Test Matches for
Australia between 1877 and 1887
taking ninety four wickets at an
average of 18.41. In 1888 at the end
of his first class career he settled in
England and married an
Englishwoman and played for
Derbyshire (not first class) from
1889 to 1891. Derbyshire CCC tried
unsuccessfully to persuade the
County Cricket Council to allow him
to play for Derbyshire without
waiting for the usual two years’
residential qualification. However,
Yorkshire were willing to waive the
point so that Spofforth could play
against them in two matches in the
1889 season. In one of these games
he took fifteen Yorkshire wickets for
81 runs. With the residential qualifi-
cation met in the following year,
Spofforth was able not only to play
for Derbyshire but to captain the
side in the 1890 season. In England,
he went into business as a tea-
merchant and became the managing
director of the Star Tea Company
which belonged to his wife’s father
and was very successful. He
revisited Australia on more than one
occasion and retained his interest in
the game to the end.

Spofforth died on the eve of the
1926 Ashes series from chronic
colitis at the age of 72. He left a
fortune of £164,000

29 C.W. Alcock. Signed pre-paid postal
card dated 29 August 1876 from
Charles Alcock [Secretary of Surrey

C.C.C.] to W.E. Tinley in
Nottingham, asking if Tinley could
find a scorer for the Surrey v Notts
game on Thursday. ‘Either
Chatterton or Martin or Rowbotham
will stand for us.’ [as umpire] ‘Could
you find a scorer for us’. Nicely
signed by Alcock. The three players
mentioned were famous cricketing
names from pre-Championship days.
Notts won the match at Trent Bridge
(31st August to 2nd September
1876) by an innings and twenty four
runs with Surrey all out for 26 in
their first innings. Shaw and Morley
taking nine and eleven wickets for
Nottinghamshire in the match.
Martin stood as Umpire for Surrey. G

£80/120

30 F.S. Ashley-Cooper. Interesting
handwritten four page letter, dated
19th January 1901, to Rev E.S.
Burrows of Haggerston, concerning
the match between Sussex and Kent
on 25th and 26th August, 1838 at
Brighton. The match was not played
out to a result as implied in
Haygarth‚. Scores & Biographies, but
ended by bad light on the second
day. Typical detailed list of sources
on the match. Bells Life stated that
‚night setting in, the play was
declined, and the contest given up,
Kent having yet two wickets to go
down ...‚. Cooper goes on to thank
Burrows for his favourable
comments on his writing in ‘Cricket’
and adds that he travelled over
11,400 miles last summer to watch
cricket ‚. ‚ almost a record for one
season‚.. VG £100/150

31 K.A. Auty. One page (26 lines)
handwritten letter on Auty’s headed
airmail paper, dated 22nd May
1954, to J D Coldham thanking him
for the books received. Auty notes
that Coldham had passed on to
Gutteridge of Epworth Books some
of his needs. He hopes that Coldham
had not passed on Auty‚. comments
about ‘rackets amongst the
booksellers’. G £50/80

32 Earl Bessborough [Frederick
Ponsonby] in Ireland. Three page
handwritten letter from Ponsonby,
with addressed envelope (adhesive
marks to verso), to the well known
collector Thomas Padwick, dated
October 31st 1891. Very interesting
comments to Padwick on Arthur
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Haygarth and his problems.
Bessborough gave up answering the
deluge of letters and queries sent by
AH, and Bessborough no longer
hears from him. Remunerative offers
have been made to him but
Haygarth refuses to allow
publication of his papers by others. ‘I
think an offer was made to him of a
publication of selections of matches
of interest for him and remuneration
to him but he would not hear of any
ommission. If anything could be
done to help him in his present
circumstances I shall be glad to help’.
As Ponsonby, Bessborough played
one game for Surrey in 1839. VG  

£100/150

33 Lord Birkenhead. One page
typewritten letter, dated 26
November 1965, to collector and
fellow lawyer J.W. Goldman,
thanking him for writing to him
about Walter [Viscount] Monckton
on whom Birkenhead was clearly
preparing his book on Monckton,
who had acted as Edward VIII‚. legal
adviser at the time of abdication. He
had died in January 1965.
Birkenhead will try to get hold of a
copy of Goldman‚. Bibliography for
which Monckton wrote the
foreword; also hoping to find a copy
of the photograph of the 1910
harrow side for which Monckton
played. Signed, Birkenhead. VG 

£50/80

34 H.R. Bromley-Davenport
(Worcestershire, 32 matches): Two
page handwritten letter to a Mr
Milne, dated 18th October 1948,
regarding the signing and returning
of a cricket bat, which he has signed
for Milne and also got the signatures
of Warner, Leveson Gower,
Gillingham and MacBryan at the
Stock Exchange. He comments on
the Cambridge XI of 1893, which
was better than that of 1892, as
Ranji was playing, he also mentions
taking 5 for 11 in the Varsity match
of 1893, including that of Palairet.
He regards Bradman, who has
signed the bat, as in a class of his
own. Signed by Bromley-Davenport.
VG £70/100

Bradman had just completed his last
tour of England in 1948

35 A.M.W. Christopher (Cambridge
University ‚ blue‚. in 1843): Four

page handwritten letter, dated 26th
October 1904, to J D Betham,
author of ‘Oxford and Cambridge
scores and biographies of 1905’. In
his 85th year and his 46th as rector
of St Aldate‚., Oxford, Christopher
recalls the match between Oxford
and Cambridge in which he played,
the journey by stagecoach from
Cambridge to Bullingdon Green,
Oxford, the fine bowling of ‘a very
formidable Oxford Bowler’
Moberley for Oxford (14 wickets, 7
in each innings), although
Cambridge won by 54 runs. He
remembers some of the players and
gives detail of his own career; fine
easily legible letter for his age. Nicely
signed by Christopher. VG 

£100/150

Christopher opened the innings for
Cambridge and made 17 & 1

36 William Findlay (Lancashire, 58
matches): Four page handwritten
letter, dated January 5th 1951 to ‚
My Dear Pelham‚. [Warner]. Thanks
to Warner for suggesting that
Findlay should follow Warner as the
next President of M.C.C., but asking
for time to consider the matter. He
goes on to discuss Committee
matters, particularly the Enquiry
Report on County Cricket, lack of
enthusiasm for M.C.C. taking a
central role, particularly down in
Kent, where Findlay lives. Signed
,affectionately Billy‚.. VG £60/90

Findley was secretary at Surrey
County Cricket Club until 1920
when he was appointed as assistant
secretary to Sir Francis Lacey at the
Marylebone Cricket Club at Lord’s.
He succeeded Lacey as secretary in
1926 and served until 1936. He was
president of MCC in 1951-52

37 A.J. Gaston. Three page handwritten
letter, dated August 25th 1900, to
author Philip Norman. Gaston has
sent the 1754 edition of Love‚. poem
and will send the 1744 edition when
a copy can be found. He also has a
copy of a 1790 poem ‚The
Cryketeers. A Gymnastic Poeme
Sublyme and beautiful in four and
twenty Cantos by Edmund Byrk
Esquire‚., [see Padwick 6398].
Gaston offers this at 21/-. This
throws light on Norman as a
collector as well as author... Nicely
signed by Gaston. Irregular trimming

to edge of page, breaking to fold
otherwise in good condition 

£80/120

38 Edgar M. Grace (son of E.M. Grace).
Two page handwritten letter, dated
23rd February 1960, to Neville
Weston, referring to Weston’s work-
in-progress on ‘W.G.‚  scores in
Minor Matches’. Notes that he has
moved from Park House to
Alverston, near the Ship Inn and the
cricket ground that ‚my Father
created‚ . Thornbury Cricket Score
Books now with his solicitor, but the
author has details of the scores of
E.M., W.G. and G.F. for Thornbury
and other records, busy sorting out
family cricket records, after retiring
from the N.H.S. Nicely signed Edgar
M. Grace. VG £60/90

39 R.D. Walker (Middlesex. 45
matches, 1861-65). Excellent two
page handwritten letter with good
cricket content, dated November
12th (1920) to Eddie‚  (Dowson,
Surrey 1860-1870). Middlesex had
clinched the title after beating Surrey
in the last match of the season and
Walker had been present in a
wheelchair. Only five members of
the teams in the match between the
two clubs in 1864 survive and
Walker and Dowson were two of
them. Walker was one of the famous
Walker brothers (Southgate).
Reminiscing about A J Webbe
(Webbie’), who will be taking the
chair at the dinner, Warner, mention
of W Catling (Middx pro of the
1860s), Hearne, Hendren,etc.
Signed‚ Russie‚ . VG £100/150

Walker died in early 1922

40 Evelyn Rockley Wilson (Yorkshire &
England, 1 Test): Good and
interesting two page handwritten
letter, dated August 23rd 1947, to
‘My Dear RK’ [R.S. Rait-Kerr, MCC
Secretary], enclosing a letter from
‘the great W Clarke, Sec A.E.E. (All
England Eleven). He does not seem a
very good scholar’. Wilson will
present it to Lord’s, ‘if you care to
have it’. Much about the All England
Eleven, R C Thorp, ERW’s uncle, who
complied a cricket annual in 1863
[Pad 914 states 1862] before
Wisden started, guaranteed three
matches for A.E.E. in Yorkshire.
Recalls his mother say that he
(Thorp) paid George Parr £200 a
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match ‘wickets were bad in those
days and matches finished pretty
quickly’. Parr and W E Tinley came to
breakfast with Wilson’s grandfather,
Richard Thorp. R.C. Tinley drank
himself to death at a very early age.
Hoping to see Lancashire at Lord’s
[1-2 September]. Signed ‘E.R.W.’ G 

£100/150

41 William Gilbert Grace.
Gloucestershire & England. 1865-
1908. One page handwritten letter,
on London County Cricket Club,
Crystal Palace headed paper and
dated 25th April 1909, to a Mr John
Meaden (?) giving a reference to a
landlord ‘You could not possibly
have a better tenant than Grimmett
he is thoroughly trustworthy etc.
Yours in haste’ and very nicely
signed by Grace. Tape repair to fold
to letter verso otherwise in good
condition £180/250

42 Sir Joseph Montagu Cotterill. Sussex
1870-1888. Handwritten letter in ink
with black bereavement border to all
edges. ‘Sir Montagu Cotterill begs to
send his most sincere sympathy. Dec
15 1925’. Recipient unknown.
Horizontal fold and minor foxing,
otherwise in good condition. Sold
with seven handwritten and typed
letters, mainly from cricketers
responding to requests to play or
attend dinners. Players include Doug
Insole, Richard Hutton, John
Hampshire etc. Also a dinner menu
for the England v South Africa Test
match, Headingley 6th-10th August
1998, signed in ink to the front cover
by Raman Subba Row and Brian
Statham. G/VG £30/40

Joseph Cotterill played twenty
seven matches for Sussex. He was
one of the best known surgeons of
his day

43 Thomas Peter Bromley Smith. Essex
& England 1929-1951. Handwritten
note in ink on ‘Pope & Smith Ltd’
headed note paper responding to a
request for his autograph. Signed by
Smith and dated 8th January 1948.
Light folds, otherwise G £30/40

44 Harding Isaac Young. Essex &
England 1898-1912. Handwritten
note in ink  responding to a request
for his autograph. Nicely signed by
Young and dated 25th January
1949. G/VG £50/70

45 George Geary. Leicestershire &
England 1912-1938. Handwritten
note in ink laid down to paper
responding to a request for his
autograph. Signed by Geary and
dated ‘Jan 26’. Also an album page
with a piece laid down, signed in ink
by Geary, also to the page in pencil
by J.C. Bradshaw and W.E. Astill.
Qty 2. G £30/40

46 Harold Thomas William Hardinge.
Kent & England 1902-1933.
Handwritten note in ink responding
to a request for his autograph. Nicely
signed by Hardinge and dated 29th
January 1949. Small adhesive marks
to verso, otherwise VG £30/40

47 Leonard Charles Braund. Surrey,
Somerset, London County &
England 1896-1920. Handwritten
note in ink responding to a request
for his autograph. Nicely signed by
Braund and dated 24th January
1949. VG £50/70

48 Willliam Brockwell. Surrey,
Kimberley, London County &
England 1886-1903. Handwritten
letter in ink to ‘Billie’ asking for
advice on where he might find an
advertisement for a coaching
position. ‘I have thought Ireland
might be a venue and if you would
kindly suggest a paper that would be
likely to contain a position in that
sphere, I should esteem it a favour’.
The letter is dated 5th February
1916 and is nicely signed by
Brockwell. Horizontal and vertical
folds, otherwise G/VG £180/250

It is not known whether Brockwell
was successful in his quest for a
coaching position, but he fell on
hard times after retiring from first
class cricket and died in 1935 in
abject poverty

49 Cricket letters and ephemera. Eleven
letters written to Anthony Podmore.
Letters include one, dated 17th April
1978, from the Curator of the
M.C.C. thanking him for the
donation of a John Edrich plate. Jim
Swanton on Daily Telegraph headed
paper dated 14th April 1975
replying to Podmore regarding
Swanton’s impending retirement.
Signed by Swanton with hand
written postscript, ‘I’ve had many
letters but no nicer one’. One from
David Frith, 1987, regarding the

recent publication of Frith’s book,
‘Pageant of Cricket’, signed by Frith.
Two letters from Hampshire C.C.C.
regarding a Coalport plate. A
handwritten letter from Derek
Randall regarding his testimonial
fund etc. Sold with two poems by
Les Bailey on Boycott and Sutcliffe,
both signed by Bailey etc. G/VG 

£30/50

50 Gerald de Lisle Hough. Kent 1919-
1920. Two page handwritten letter
on official Kent County Cricket Club
headed paper, dated 9th August
1943. The letter to H.W. Warner,
Kent enthusiast, author and
collector, concerns a copy of the
Jubilee Book received by Hough, the
collection of Wisden Almanacks,
Lillywhites, Blue Books and other
publications. ‘If there is time after
the war I hope to get all our books
set out properly... They’ll have to be
under lock and key, and I expect the
Canterbury Week office will be the
only suitable place’. He also
discusses the need to produce a full
‘Roll of those who have Kent
“Caps”... I was trying to get all the
photos before the war... the best
part of it is that I’ve not got a photo
of myself and it would be silly to
have one taken now & try to make it
look like myself 25 years ago!’.
Hough concludes with a reference to
the Kent Centenary Book. ‘Had
there been no war, I know who was
going to be invited to produce it but
don’t think I may divulge the name...
but I will bear your offer in mind as
he may not be able to do the job. I
thought the M.C.C. Centenary Book
was very good’. Good wartime
content. VG £80/120

Hough played fourteen matches for
Kent. He was appointed Manager
and later Secretary of Kent,
resigning through ill health in 1949

51 Hubert Ashton. Essex 1921-1939.
One page handwritten letter from
Ashton, dated August 1978,
regarding an autograph request. He
talks of the present Essex team being
a very good side and the possibility
of winning something this year etc.
Signed by Ashton. G £15/25

52 Desmond Eagar. Gloucestershire &
Hampshire 1935-1957. Typed one
page airmail letter, written as
Secretary of Hampshire C.C.C., to a
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L.J. Youngren, Illinois, dated 15th
September 1962 in response to
receipt of ‘an exciting parcel’ of
cricket memorabilia. Items
mentioned include letters from Dr
T.R. Hunter, a picture of E.W.
Swanton as a young man with a
moustache ‘looking like Hitler!’, a
copy of ‘Willow Leaves’, and his
desire for Hampshire to tour the
United States ‘as did Julian Cahn in
the old days... unfortunately we
must find a millionaire before we can
even think of doing such a thing !!’.
He ends with a reference to
Hampshire’s poor season. Nicely
signed in ink by Eagar. G £40/60

Eagar was captain of Hampshire
from 1946-1957 and Secretary from
1946 to his death in 1977. His son,
Patrick is the well known sports
photographer

53 Learie Constantine. Typed one page
letter, dated 10th March 1968, to a
Mrs Barwell from Constantine in
Trinidad and Tobago while following
England’s tour to the West Indies. He
comments how he is pleased that
‘you enjoyed the programme The
Time of My Life with Rex Alston
broadcast around the Xmas period’.
He also comments on a match in
which he played, ‘It was the
Scarborough Festival of 1928 and
can recall at the score of 51, Emmett
Robinson clean bowled me with a
ball I thought was going away from
me but which came in instead. It was
a grand game and a good day and I
too have pleasant reminiscences of
it’. He also recalls P.F. Warner’s
description of the West Indies as
being ‘set like a string of pearls in a
glittering sea’. Nicely signed in ink by
Constantine. VG £60/90

54 Wilfred Wooller. Cambridge
University & Glamorgan 1935-1962.
Interesting single page typed letter
on official Glamorgan C.C.C. headed
paper to John Arlott, dated 14th
August 1963. Writing to Arlott as
Secretary, enclosing a complimentary
copy of the 1962 year book. He also
criticises ‘James Swanton’ for
believing Glamorgan are ‘one jump
out of the trees. He will get a rude
shock when two of our players are
established members of the English
side, the third knocking at the door’.
He also refers to a letter written to

Billy Griffiths regarding the selection
of Alan Jones to tour India. ‘I will bet
him a level £5 that he gets more
runs than any member on the tour.
My boys are brought up on the basic
correct straight back technique and
are not hoikers across the line as
Parfitt and others’. Signed in ink
‘Wilf’. G £50/70

55 Middlesex. Three hand written
letters written by John Wormald,
Nigel Turner (one match for
Middlesex) and Sydney Beton, with
one typed letter from Frank Lee. The
letters, all nicely signed in ink, relate
to a request for Beton’s autograph, a
request to Turner for a list of I Zingari
members, a fundraising campaign
Lee was involved with for the
National Playing Fields Association
etc. The letters written in the
1950s/1960s. Qty 4. Sold with
various other cricket ephemera
including a signed letter from Richie
Benaud, one postcard and five first
day covers, all signed by one player
or more . Signatures include Gooch,
Underwood, Gatting, Atherton,
R.T.Simpson etc. G £25/35 

56 M.C.C. tour of Australia 1946/47.
Original Dinner menu from the
Union-Castle Line ‘M.V. Stirling
Castle’ ship that took the M.C.C.
team to Australia. The double sided
menu dated Saturday, 31st August
1946, the day it sailed from
Southampton, and features to front
the ‘Union-Castle Line coloured flag
with printed title and Dinner menu.
To verso are the signatures of all
eighteen members of the touring
party, including the Manager
Howard, in ink. Signatures include
Hammond (Cpt), Compton, Yardley,
Washbrook, Voce, Evans, Edrich,
Ikin, Hutton, Langridge, Bedser,
Hardstaff etc. Minor soiling/staining
otherwise in good condition 

£140/180

57 M.C.C. Dinner menus. Three official
menus to The Australian Touring
Team, Lord’s 1985, to The New
Zealand Touring Team, Lords 1986
and to The Australian Touring Team,
Arundel 2001. The menus signed by
five Australian players including
Wessels, Wood, Lawson etc.
Includes official tickets for the 1985
and 1986 Dinners and table plans for
all three. Plus official invitation card

for Gubby Allen’s 80th Birthday
Dinner 1982. G £30/40

58 Sussex C.C.C. ‘A Celebration lunch
for Robin Marlar and Jim Parks 80th
Birthdays’ (2011). Limited edition of
150 copies of which this is number
24, signed by Marlar and Parks (only
eighty menus were signed). Sold
with a further menu for ‘A
Celebration Lunch for Rupert Webb’
(2012). Limited edition of 90 copies
of which this number 48, signed by
Webb. Sold with official menus for
Sussex Dinners for the 150 Years
Celebration in 1989 at Hove Town
Hall and the 175th Anniversary held
at the Hove Ground ground in 2014.
Qty 4. VG £30/40

59 South Africa Tour to England 1955.
Dinner menu for the South African
Touring Team held at the Solarium
Restaurant, Overstone, 30th June
1955, during the tour match against
Northamptonshire. The menu with
card cover and yellow ribbon tie, the
internal pages with printed
photographs of the British Timken
factory, Northampton. Signed in ink
to the front cover by thirteen
members of the touring party.
Signatures include McGlew, Endean,
Adcock, Murray, Duckworth,
Goddard, Mansell etc. Some staining
to cover, adhesive marks to verso,
otherwise G. Rare £50/70

The tour match was drawn,
Duckworth scoring 158 for South
Africa in their first innings

60 South African tour of England 1994.
Official menu for the British
Sportsman’s Club luncheon given to
the South African cricket team in
1994 to welcome the team back to
England after twenty nine years. The
luncheon was held at The Savoy
Hotel, London on 22nd June 1994.
The menu with cartoon cover
illustration by Roy Ullyett. Signed to
the front and inside by twenty two
attendees. South African signatures
include Wessels (Captain), G.
Kirsten, P. Kirsten, Rhodes, de
Villiers, McMillan, Shaw, Bing
(Manager) etc. Also signed by
Edward Heath. VG £40/60

61 Don Bradman. Australian Cricket
Society. South Australia 11th Annual
Dinner 1988. Official menu for the
Dinner held at the Sturt Football
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Club, Unley on the 14th October
1988. Eight signatures in ink to front
cover of Bradman, Bill O’Reilly, Neil
Harvey, Geoffrey Noblet, Len
Maddocks, Ian Johnson, Kim Hughes
and Greg Chappell. G/VG £40/60

62 Australian tour of England 1993.
Official menu for the British
Sportsman’s Club luncheon given to
the Australian cricket team in 1993.
The luncheon was held at The Savoy
Hotel, London on 28th April 1993.
The menu with cartoon cover
illustration by Roy Ullyett. Signed to
the front and inside by seventeen
attendees. Australian signatures
include Border (Captain), Lillee,
Taylor, Simpson, Healy, Slater,
Martyn etc. Also signed by Edward
Heath. File holes to top edge,
otherwise VG £40/60

63 Middlesex Wanderers Association
Football Club. Original menu for the
50th anniversary dinner held at the
Cafe Royal, 16th November 1957.
Signed in ink to the back cover by
eleven guests including five
cricketers. Cricketers’ signatures are
Brian Close, Eric Bedser, Alec Bedser,
Arthur McIntyre and Patsy Hendren.
Other signatures include Jack
Crayston, Arsenal Manager, George
Robb and Arthur Grimsdell of
Tottenham Hotspur, Gordon Turner,
Luton Town etc. The menu with blue
cord tie to spine, with typed guest
list. Significant loss and damage to
cover, otherwise G football £30/50

64 William Gunn. Nottinghamshire &
England 1880-1904. Bookplate
photograph of Gunn in batting pose,
nicely signed to lower border ‘Yours
Faithfully’ by Gunn. Bookplate
appears to have been taken from the
‘Jubilee Book of Cricket’, Ranjitsinhji
1897. Approx 6”x8.5”. G/VG  

£150/250

65 Andrew Ernest Stoddart. Middlesex
& England 1885-1900. Bookplate
photograph of Stoddart in ‘Driving’
pose, nicely signed to lower border
by Stoddart. Bookplate appears to
have been taken from the ‘Jubilee
Book of Cricket’, Ranjitsinhji 1897.
Approx 6”x8.5”. G/VG  £150/250

66 Arthur Frederick Augustus Lilley.
Warwickshire & England 1894-1911.
Bookplate photograph of Lilley in
wicket keeping mode ‘taking a rising
ball’, nicely signed to lower border

by Lilley. Bookplate appears to have
been taken from the ‘Jubilee Book of
Cricket’, Ranjitsinhji 1897. Approx
6”x8.5”. G/VG  £150/250

67 William ‘Billy’ Newham. Sussex &
England, 1881-1905. Bookplate
photograph of Newham in batting
mode wearing cap, nicely signed to
lower border by Newham. Bookplate
taken from the ‘Jubilee Book of
Cricket’, Ranjitsinhji 1897. Nicely
signed to verso by the Lancashire
team who played Australia in the
tour match played at Old Trafford on
the 19th-22th June 1921. Signatures
nicely signed in black ink include
Green (Cpt), Barnes, Makepeace,
Parkin, Iddon, E. Tyldesley, Sibbles,
McDonald, R. Tyldesley, Watson etc.
Approx 6”x8.75”. G/VG £130/160

Australia won the match by an
innings & 77 runs, Mailey taking 11
wickets in the match

68 Kumar Shri Ranjitsinhji. Sussex &
England. 1895-1920. Bookplate
photograph of Ranjitsinhji in batting
mode wearing cap, nicely signed to
lower border by Ranjitsinhji.
Bookplate taken from the ‘Jubilee
Book of Cricket’, Ranjitsinhji 1897.
Nicely signed to verso by the
England team who played Australia
in the Test match played at Lord’s on
the 26th-29th June 1921. Eleven
signatures nicely signed in black ink
include Carr (Cpt), Woolley,
Chapman, Larwood, Sutcliffe,
Hobbs, Root, Tate etc. Approx
6”x8.75”. G/VG £150/250

The 2nd Test was drawn, Bardsley
made 193no, Macartney 133no,
Hendren 127no and Hobbs 119

69 Lionel Charles Hamilton Palairet.
Somerset & England. 1891-1909.
Bookplate photograph of Palairet in
batting pose, very nicely signed to
lower border by Palairet. Bookplate
taken from the ‘Jubilee Book of
Cricket’, Ranjitsinhji 1897. Signed to
verso by eleven members of the
Gloucestershire who played Australia
in the tour match played at
Cheltenham on 20th to 23rd August
1921. Signatures, nicely signed in
black ink, include F.G. Robinson,
Rowlands, Barnett, Keigwin, Dipper,
Parker, Wally Hammond, Seabrook
etc. Approx 6”x8.5” G/VG 

£130/160

The Australians won by an innings
and 136 runs. This was the famous
match where Arthur Mailey took all
ten wickets in the second innings.
His figures were 28.4 overs, five
maidens, ten wickets for sixty six
runs. ‘10-66’ became the title for his
autobiography in later life 

70 Bodyline. ‘The 1932-33 Victorious
English Cricket Team’. Large full
page ‘Supplement to “The News’,
March 11th 1933’ featuring printed
cameo pictures of all seventeen
members of the M.C.C. team who
toured Australia in 1932/33, with
names printed beneath, with Harold
Larwood to centre in bowling pose.
Further text with details of the
results in each Test to lower border.
The supplement nicely signed in
black ink by all seventeen players
featured. Signatures are Jardine
(Capt), Hammond, Leyland,
Larwood, Allen, Bowes, Sutcliffe,
Ames, Verity, Voce, Nawab of
Pataudi, Paynter, Mitchell, Brown,
Wyatt, Duckworth and Tate. The
supplement page mounted, framed
and glazed. 14.5”x10.5”, overall
20.5”x14”. Minor faults to right
hand border not affecting the image
otherwise in very good condition.
Signatures excellent £1000/1500

71 South African tour of England 1960.
Official Playfair tour brochure edited
by Gordon Ross, signed to pen
pictures by ten members of the
touring party plus Charles Fortune,
South African sports broadcaster and
writer. Signatures include Goddard,
Carlstein, Fellows-Smith, Griffin,
McKinnon, O’Linn, Pithey,
Pothecary, Tayfield etc. In addition
the title page is signed by sixteen
members of the Glamorgan playing
staff including Wooller, Parkhouse,
Oldfield, Evans, Hedges, Morgan,
Shepherd, Walker, Thomas etc. Sold
with official Playfair tour brochures
from the 1947 (2), 1951 and 1955
South African tours of England. G 

£40/60

72 Lord Taverners v Old England 1967.
Official programme for the Match
played at the St Helens Ground,
Swansea on the 19th August 1967,
signed to title page by many of the
players who played in the match and
others. Twenty one signatures
including Dai Davies, Stuart
Surridge, Eric Hollies, Barry Knight,
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J.F. Pretlove, David Frost, Harry
Secombe, Wilfred Wooller, M.D.
Fenner, Alf Gover, Peter May, G.
Parkhouse, Bill Edwards etc. Sold
with seven various tour brochures
from India 1946 tour of England to
1969. Odd faults, good £30/50

73 John Edrich ‘Century of Centuries’
souvenir scorecard/brochure 1977.
Signed to front cover by Edrich. Sold
with a souvenir scorecard for the
match Surrey v Hampshire, 1977, in
which Edrich completed his
hundredth century. G £20/30

74 ‚‘The Centurions - Scorers of 100
First-Class Centuries’. Headed book
insert by Boundary Books containing
the ink signatures of nine players
who have achieved the feat.
Signatures, nicely signed in ink, by
Don Bradman, Glenn Turner, Zaheer,
Colin Cowdrey, Tom Graveney,
Geoff Boycott, John Edrich, Graham
Gooch and Dennis Amiss. 9”x12.5”.
G/VG £70/100

75 Australia tour to England 1956. Blue
folder containing an official
autograph sheet fully signed by all
seventeen players in the touring
party. Unevenly trimmed and laid to
page. Signatures are Johnson
(Captain), Miller (Vice-Captain),
Archer, Benaud, Burge, Burke, Craig,
Crawford, Davidson, Harvey,
Langley, Lindwall, Maddocks,
Mackay, McDonald, Rutherford and
Wilson. Also includes a postcard,
copy photograph or printed
photograph of each player (lacking
Burke) laid down to an individual
page, each signed by the player,
with short biography below. The
majority on original postcards. G/VG

£70/100

76 George Oswald Browning ‘Gubby’
Allen. Cambridge University,
Middlesex & England 1921-1950.
Large collection of diaries kept by
Allen covering the years 1925-1929,
1931, 1940, 1942-1952, 1956,
1958-1961, 1964, 1966, 1968-
1972, 1974, 1976-1982, 1985 and
1988, during his playing days, War-
time and as a selector, name of
ownership handwritten to most
diaries, some with handwritten
inscription from Pelham ‘Plum’
Warner (some were given to Allen
by Warner). The majority of the
diaries are ‘The Badminton Diary’

and later ones are M.C.C. diaries
with gilt initials to covers. The diaries
contain his sporting and private
appointments for the year (in his
hand). In addition there references
to matches played, parties including
the Ritz, the Varsity rugby matches,
personal scores and averages,
telephone numbers including Ronnie
Aird, Cowdrey, Compton, Bedser,
Ames, Hutton etc, crossed out IOUs,
dates of tours with the M.C.C., war-
time entries, record of his father’s
death, M.C.C. Committee meetings
etc. Wear to some diaries, overall
good. Qty 38 £150/250

77 Walter William Read, Surrey &
England 1873-97. One page
handwritten letter, on W.W. Read &
Co, Auctioneers & Valuers,
Cheapside, London headed paper,
dated 10th May 1893 replying to a
request to obtain autographs for a
Mr Hallows. ‘In reply to your letter
of the 7th instant I shall be pleased
to get some autographs for you
during the season. This letter of
course will provide you with my
(mine) now’ and very nicely signed
‘Yours Faithfully Walter W. Read’.
Letter laid down to lined page and
with staining to, mainly, right hand
side of the letter £70/100

The following twelve lots of
signatures may well be the
signatures requested, they nearly all
have the same lined paper to backs
and appear to have come from the
same scrapbook at some point

78 John James Ferris. New South Wales,
Gloucestershire, South Australia &
Australia 1886-1896. Ink signature
of Ferris to small paper piece/scrap.
Trimming slightly tight to bottom of
signature. G  £40/60

79 Walter Frank Giffen. South Australia
& Australia 1882-1902. Excellent ink
signature of Giffen to paper piece. G

£50/80

80 Charles Edward McLeod. Victoria &
Australia 1893-1904. Good ink
signature of McLeod to small paper
piece/scrap. G  £40/60

81 Reverend Henry Charles Lenox
Tindall. Kent 1893-1895 (3
matches). Excellent ink signature of
Tindall to paper piece. G  £40/60

82 Archibald Palmer Wickham.

Somerset 1891-1907. Excellent ink
signature of Wickham to paper
piece. G  £25/35

83 Tom Richardson. Surrey & England
1892-1904. Good ink signature of
Richardson to small thin paper
piece/scrap. G  £60/90

84 Kent. Alec Hearne. Kent & England.
1884-1906 and John Richard
Mason. Kent & England 1893-1919.
Good ink signatures of Hearne and
Mason to paper pieces. G  £50/70

85 Kent. Stanley Christopherson. Kent
& England 1883-1890 and Gerald
John Villiers Weigall. Kent 1891-
1903. Ink signatures of
Christopherson and Weigall to paper
pieces. Paper pieces stained, viewing
essential  £60/90

86 Middlesex. John Thomas Hearne.
Middlesex & England 1888-1923
and Hugh Bromley-Davenport.
Cambridge University, Middlesex &
England 1892-1899. Ink signatures
of Hearne and Bromley-Davenport
to paper pieces. Paper piece (from
bottom of letter) with the Bromley-
Davenport signature stained, the
Hearne signature on a thin paper
piece, trimming a little tight to
bottom of signature, viewing
essential  £50/70

87 William Henry Patterson. Oxford
University & Kent 1880-1900. Bold
ink signature of Patterson, taken
from the bottom of a letter, ‘yours
sincerely’. G  £40/60

88 England v Australia 1893. Small
page nicely signed in ink by three
Australians and one England Test
player from the series. Signatures are
Henry ‘Harry’ Graham (Victoria,
Otago & Australia 1892-1903),
Hugh Trumble (Victoria & Australia
1887-1904), John James Lyons
(South Australia & Australia 1884-
1900) and William Henry Lockwood
(Nottinghamshire, Surrey & England
1886-1904). All four players played
in the England v Australia Test series
in England in 1893 and presumably
this is when they were signed.
Staining to right hand side of page.
The page measures 4.5”x3”. Good
early signatures. Good condition 

£150/250
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89 England v Australia 1893. Page
nicely signed in ink by four
Australians and two England Test
players from the series. Signatures
are Andrew Ernest Stoddart
(Middlesex & England 1885-1900),
George Giffen (South Australia &
Australia, 1877-1904), John
McCarthy Blackham (Victoria &
Australia 1874-1895), William
Gilbert Grace (Gloucestershire &
England. 1865-1908), George
‘Harry’ Henry Stevens Trott (Victoria
& Australia 1885-1908) and
Alexander Charles Bannerman (New
South Wales & Australia 1876-1894)
plus a further ink signature of
Herbert Drewett.  All six players
played in the England v Australia
Test series in England in 1893 and
presumably this is when they were
signed. Staining to left hand side of
page. The page measures
4.25”x6.25”. Good early signatures.
Adhesive marks to verso, odd
marks/faults otherwise in good
condition £400/600

90 Philip Albert Myburgh Hands.
Western Province & South Africa
1906-1927. Good ink signature of
Hands to paper piece, laid down to
card. G  £30/40

91 Thomas (Tom) Emmett, Yorkshire &
England, 1866-1888. Excellent ink
signature of Emmett on paper piece
laid down to slightly larger white
card. Sold with a sepia copy
photograph of the player. Rare. VG 

£200/300

Tom Emmett played for England in
seven Test matches on the 1876/7,
1878/9 and 1881/2 tours to
Australia. He played 298 matches
for Yorkshire, Captaining the side
1878-82 and also played for
Northamptonshire, pre first-class in
1870

92 Alfred Perry (Bunny) Lucas, Surrey,
Cambridge University, Essex,
Middlesex & England, 1874-1907.
Ink signature of Lucas on paper
piece. Sold with a sepia copy
photograph of the player. Rare. VG 

£150/250

Bunny Lucas played for England in
five Test matches 1878/9 to 1884.
He first played for Essex in 1889 (pre
first-class), and was captain 1892 to
1894 and joint captain 1901

93 Albert Neilson (Monkey) Hornby,
Lancashire & England, 1867-1906.
Ink signature of Hornby on card
piece. Sold with a sepia copy
photograph of the player. Rare.
Slight smudging to signature,
otherwise VG £140/180

Monkey Hornby, who was an
opening batsman, a bowler who
bowled both right and left handed,
and an excellent cover fielder,
played for England in three Test
matches 1878/9 to 1884. He
captained Lancashire 1880-1893
and was President 1894-1916.
Hornby, also a noted rugby union
player, was capped nine times for
England 

94 Edward Mills Grace, Gloucestershire
& England, 1862-1896. Excellent ink
signature of Grace on piece laid
down to slightly larger white card.
Sold with a sepia copy photograph
of the player. Rare. VG £80/120

Grace was a member of Parr’s tour
to Australia and New Zealand
1863/4, the second time an English
XI had visited the antipodes. His
only official Test for England was in
1880. Grace made his first class
debut for MCC against Kent at
Canterbury in 1862, scoring 192no
and taking ten wickets in an innings

95 William Gilbert Grace,
Gloucestershire, Kent, London
County & England, 1870-1904.
Excellent ink signature of Grace on
piece laid down to slightly larger
white card. Sold with a sepia copy
photograph of the player. Rare. VG 

£150/250

Grace played for England twenty
two times from 1880-1899. His
career record of runs scored and
centuries remained unbeaten for
many years and he was the first to
score one hundred first class
centuries

96 Hon Alfred Lyttleton, Cambridge
University, Middlesex & England,
1877-1887. Excellent ink signature
of Lyttleton on piece laid down to
slightly larger white card. Sold with a
sepia copy photograph of the player.
Rare. VG £150/250

Lyttleton hailed from a sporting
family, seven of his brothers playing
first class or club cricket. A middle-

order batsman and wicket keeper,
he played for England in four Tests
1880-1884. An all round sportsman
and  good footballer, he played for
the Old Etonians in the FA Cup Final
of 1876. Lyttleton was President of
the MCC in 1898 and a Member of
Parliament from 1895 until his
death in 1913

97 Edmund (Ted) Peate, Yorkshire &
England 1879-1887. Excellent ink
signature of Peate on piece laid
down to slightly larger white card.
Sold with a sepia copy photograph
of the player. Rare. VG £150/250

Peate played nine Tests for England
between 1881-1886

98 John Maurice Read, Surrey &
England 1880-1895. Excellent ink
signature of Read on piece laid down
to slightly larger white card. Sold
with a sepia copy photograph of the
player. Rare. VG £150/250

Read played seventeen Tests for
England between 1882-1893

99 Edward Ferdinando Sutton Tylecote,
Oxford University, Kent & England
1875-1886. Excellent ink signature
of Tylecote on piece laid down to
slightly larger white card. Sold with a
sepia copy photograph of the player.
Rare. VG £140/180

Tylecote played six Tests for England
between 1882-1886

100 Sir Timothy Carew (Tim) O’Brien,
Middlesex, Oxford University,
Ireland & England 1881-1907.
Excellent ink signature of O’Brien on
piece laid down to slightly larger
white card. Sold with a sepia copy
photograph of the player. Rare. VG 

£100/150

O’Brien played five Tests for
England between 1884-1896

101 Wilfred Flowers, Nottinghamshire &
England 1877-1896. Ink signature of
Flowers on piece laid down to
slightly larger white card. Sold with a
sepia copy photograph of the player.
Rare. Some foxing and staining to
piece, otherwise G/VG £100/150

Flowers played eight Tests for
England between 1884-1893

102 Frank Hearne, Kent, Western
Province, South Africa & England
1879-1904. Excellent ink signature
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of Hearne on piece laid down to
slightly larger white card. Sold with a
sepia copy photograph of the player.
Rare. VG £100/150

Hearne played two Tests for England
on the 1888/9 tour to South Africa,
and four Tests for South Africa
1891-1896

103 Alec Hearne, Kent & England 1884-
1910. Excellent ink signature of
Hearne on piece laid down to slightly
larger white card. Sold with a sepia
copy photograph of the player. Rare.
VG £100/150

Alec Hearne played one Test for
England on the 1891/2 tour to
South Africa

104 George Gibbons Hearne, Kent &
England 1875-1895. Excellent ink
signature of Hearne on piece laid
down to slightly larger white card.
Sold with a sepia copy photograph
of the player. Rare. VG £100/150

George Hearne played one Test for
England on the 1891/2 tour to
South Africa

105 Victor Alexander Barton, Kent,
Hampshire & England 1889-1902.
Excellent ink signature of Hearne on
piece laid down to slightly larger
white card. Sold with a sepia copy
photograph of the player. Rare. VG 

£80/120

Barton played one Test for England
on the 1891/2 tour to South Africa

106 Edward (Ted) Wainwright, Yorkshire
& England 1888-1902. Excellent ink
signature of Wainwright on piece
laid down to slightly larger white
card. Sold with a sepia copy
photograph of the player. Rare. VG 

£80/120

Wainwright played five Tests for
England between 1893-1898

107 William Henry (Bill) Lockwood,
Nottinghamshire, Surrey & England
1886-1904. Excellent ink signature
of Lockwood on piece laid down to
slightly larger white card. Sold with a
sepia copy photograph of the player.
Rare. VG £70/100

Lockwood played twelve Tests for
England between 1893-1902

108 Hugh Richard Bromley-Davenport,
Cambridge University, Middlesex &
England 1892-1899. Excellent ink

signature of Bromley-Davenport on
piece laid down to slightly larger
white card. Sold with a sepia copy
photograph of the player. Rare. VG 

£40/60

Bromley-Davenport played four
Tests for England between 1895-
1899. He was one of the few players
of his era who played cricket
wearing glasses

109 Audley Montague Miller, MCC &
England 1896-1903. Excellent ink
signature of Miller on piece laid
down to slightly larger white card.
Sold with a sepia copy photograph
of the player. Rare. VG £70/100

Miller played only one Test for
England on Hawke’s tour to South
Africa 1895/6, standing as umpire in
the other two matches

110 William Storer, Derbyshire, London
County & England 1887-1905.
Excellent ink signature of Storer on
piece laid down to slightly larger
white card. Sold with a sepia copy
photograph of the player. Rare. VG 

£70/100

Storer played in six Tests for England
between 1897-1899. He hit 1000
runs in seven seasons and played
soccer for Derby County

111 Norman Frank Druce, Surrey &
England 1894-1913. Ink signature of
Druce on piece laid down to slightly
larger white card. Sold with a sepia
copy photograph of the player. Rare.
VG £60/90

Druce played in five Tests for
England on Stoddart’s tour to
Australia 1897/8

112 Rev Clement Eustace Macro Wilson,
Cambridge University, Yorkshire &
England 1895-1900. Ink signature of
Wilson on piece laid down to slightly
larger white card. Sold with a sepia
copy photograph of the player. Rare.
VG £70/100

Wilson played in two Tests for
England on Hawke’s tour to South
Africa 1898/9. Unusually he bowled
right-arm medium and slow left
arm, often changing during the
course of a match

113 Willis Robert Cuttell, Lancashire &
England 1896-1906. Excellent ink
signature of Cuttell on piece laid
down to slightly larger white card.

Sold with a sepia copy photograph
of the player. Rare. VG £60/90

Cuttell played in two Tests for
England on Hawke’s tour to South
Africa 1898/9

114 Schofield Haigh, Yorkshire &
England 1895-1913. Excellent ink
signature of Haigh on piece laid
down to slightly larger white card.
Sold with a sepia copy photograph
of the player. Rare. Minor foxing to
piece, otherwise VG £50/70

Haigh played in eleven Tests for
England between 1898-1912

115 Charles Lucas (Charlie) Townsend,
Gloucestershire, London County &
England 1893-1922. Excellent ink
signature of Townsend on piece laid
down to slightly larger white card.
Sold with a sepia copy photograph
of the player. Rare. VG £50/70

Townsend made his two Test
appearances for England in the
Ashes series of 1899 playing in the
2nd Test at Lord’s and  the 5th Test
at the Oval. The Australians won the
Test at Lord’s and drew the Oval
Test and Australia won the Test
series 1-0 

116 Albert Ernest Knight, Leicestershire,
London County & England 1895-
1912. Excellent ink signature of
Knight on piece laid down to slightly
larger white card. Sold with a sepia
copy photograph of the player. Rare.
VG £50/70

Knight’s three Test matches for
England were on the first MCC tour
to Australia 1903/4

117 Evelyn Rockley Wilson, Cambridge
University, Yorkshire & England
1899-1923. Excellent ink signature
of Wilson on piece laid down to
slightly larger white card. Sold with a
sepia copy photograph of the player.
Rare. VG £40/60

Wilson’s only Test match for
England was in the fifth Test at
Sydney in the 1920/1 Ashes series,
which Australia won by nine wickets

118 George Edward Charles Wood,
Cambridge University, Kent &
England 1913-1936. Excellent ink
signature of Wood on piece laid
down to slightly larger white card.
Sold with a sepia copy photograph
of the player. Rare. Minor foxing to
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piece, otherwise VG £30/50

Wood played three Tests for England
in the 1924 tour against South
Africa

119 John Herbert King, Leicestershire &
England 1895-1925. Excellent ink
signature of King on piece laid down
to slightly larger white card. Sold
with a sepia copy photograph of the
player. Rare. VG £30/50

King played one Test for England in
1909

120 George Henry Stevens (Harry) Trott,
Victoria & Australia 1885-1908.
Excellent ink signature of Trott on
piece laid down to slightly larger
white card. Sold with a sepia copy
photograph of the player. Rare. VG 

£150/250

Trott played twenty four matches for
Australia between 1888-1898, and
was captain in eight Tests leading
them to a 4-1 win in the 1897/8
Ashes series 

121 Henry Donnan, New South Wales &
Australia 1887-1901. Ink signature
of Donnan, with handwritten listing
of the school he attended, Sydney
Grammer School, and his first and
last first class matches played, on
piece laid down to slightly larger
white card. Sold with a sepia copy
photograph of the player. Rare.
Minor smudging to signature,
otherwise VG £130/160

Donnan played five Tests for
Australia between 1891-1896

122 Francis Adams (Frank) Iredale, New
South Wales & Australia 1888-1902.
Excellent ink signature of Iredale on
piece laid down to slightly larger
white card. Sold with a sepia copy
photograph of the player. Rare. VG 

£80/120

Iredale played fourteen Tests for
Australia between 1894-1899

123 Thomas Robert (Tom) McKibbin,
New South Wales & Australia 1894-
1899. Excellent ink signature of
McKibbin on piece laid down to
slightly larger white card. Sold with a
sepia copy photograph of the player.
Rare. VG £100/150

McKibbin, an off spinner with a
reputedly dubious bowling action,
played five Tests for Australia

between 1894-1898

124 Clemence (Clem) Hill, South
Australia & Australia 1892-1923.
Excellent ink signature of Hill on
piece laid down to slightly larger
white card. Sold with a sepia copy
photograph of the player. Rare. VG 

£60/90

Hill played forty nine Tests for
Australia between 1896-1912, and
was captain in ten Tests

125 James Joseph Kelly, New South
Wales & Australia 1894-1907.
Excellent ink signature of Kelly on
piece laid down to slightly larger
white card. Sold with a sepia copy
photograph of the player. Rare. VG 

£70/100

Kelly played thirty six Tests for
Australia between 1896-1905, and
was the main wicket keeper on his
four tours to England. His career
came to an end from medical
advice, after he was struck above
the heart while keeping during a
Test at Old Trafford in England.
Kelly was named a Wisden Cricketer
of the Year in 1903

126 Walter Frank Giffen, South Australia
& Australia 1882-1902. Excellent ink
signature of Giffen on piece laid
down to slightly larger white card.
Sold with a sepia copy photograph
of the player. Rare. VG £200/300

Walter Giffen, brother of George
Giffen, played three Tests for
Australia between 1886-1892. He is
considered one of the least
successful Test batsmen of all time
with scores of 2, 0, 1, 3, 3 and 2

127 William Ward. Surrey, Hampshire &
M.C.C. 1810-1845. Signed free-
front envelope with wax seal to a
Mrs Price of Lampeter,
Cardiganshire, dated 26th October
1826. Nicely signed ‘W. Ward’ in
black ink. A very rare early signature
of Ward, a right handed batsman
and occasional lob-bowler who
played 130 first class matches and
was considered for many years one
of the leading batsman in England.
G/VG £300/400

William Ward was born in 1787 and
educated at Winchester where he
first played cricket. His first recorded
match was in 1810 when he played
for England against Surrey at Lord’s.

His greatest achievement was when
playing for M.C.C. v Norfolk at
Lord’s in 1820 he scored 279, a
record that remained unbroken until
W.G. Grace made 344 in 1876. He
made eighteen appearances for the
Gentlemen v Players between 1819-
1838. In 1825 he bought from
Thomas Lord, the lease of Lord’s
cricket ground for five thousand
pounds, when Lord was considering
selling the ground for building. In
1836 J.H. Dark purchased the
remainder of the lease from Ward.
Ward was M.P. for the City of
London between 1826-1831. He
died in 1849

128 Holcombe Douglas ‘Hopper’ Read.
Essex, Surrey & England, 1933-
1948. Ink signature of Read on small
piece laid to ‘England Test Player’
card. G/VG £20/30

Read played one Test match for
England, Fifth Test at The Oval
against South Africa in 1935

129 William ‘Billy’ Newham. Sussex &
England, 1881-1905. Ink signature
of Newham on piece laid to ‘England
Test Player’ card. G/VG £40/60

Newham played one Test match for
England, in the only Test played in
the 1887/88 tour to Australia, at
Sydney in February 1935

130 Herbert Montandon Garland-Wells.
Surrey 1928-1939. Nice ink
signature of Garland-Wells on piece.
VG £20/30

Garland-Wells captained Surrey in
1939. He also played football for
Clapton Orient and England in an
Amateur International as goalkeeper

131 Robert Abel. Surrey & England
1881-1904. Ink signature of Abel on
piece laid to album page. G/VG 

£80/120

132 Roland James Pope. New South
Wales, M.C.C. & Australia 1884-
1891. Album page nicely signed in
ink,’Roland J. Pope. P&O China.
Trafalgar Day 1805. Oct 21st 1905’.
G £100/150

Pope played one Test for Australia in
January 1885 v England

133 Cricket autographs 1920s-1970s. A
collection of approximately forty
autographs on pieces and pages, the
majority individually signed in ink.
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Signatures include John Arnold,
Allan Watkins, John Hopwood, C.J.
Poole, Norman Yardley, Alan
Oakham, Jim McConnon, Jim Parks,
Norman Oldfield, Frank Tyson,
David Allen etc. Some signed in later
years. G £40/60

134 Cricket autographs 1890s-1950s.
Sixteen autographs in ink on pieces
and small cards. Signatures include
Plum Warner, Arthur Gilligan, C.B.
Fry, Frank Woolley, Bill Ponsford,
R.E.S. Wyatt,, John Langridge,
Arthur Sandham, Gubby Allen,
Wilfred Rhodes  etc. Some signed in
later years. G £50/70

135 Sri Lanka 1982-2015. Maroon file
containing the ink signatures of one
hundred and three cricketers out of a
total of one hundred and thirty one
cricketers who have represented Sri
Lanka in Test Cricket during the
thirty three year period. This
comprehensive collection of
signatures are individually signed on
white cards, some on paper pieces
laid down to card, some on pre
printed ‘Test Cricketer’ cards and on
press pictures laid down to card.
Signatures include Ashantha de Mel,
Ajit de Silva, Roy Dias, Arjuna
Ranatunga, Sidath Wettimuny, Amal
Silva, Aravinda de Silva, Roshan
Mahanama, Brendon Kuruppu,
Hashan Tillakaratne, Marvan
Atapattu, Sanath Jayasuriya,
Romesh Kaluwitharana, Muttiah
Muralitharan, Ravindra
Pushpakumara, Sanjeeva
Ranatunga, Chaminda Vaas, Russel
Arnold, Mahela Jayawardene,
Suresh Perera, Rangana Herath,
Tillakaratne Dilshan, Prasanna
Jayawardene, Kumar Sangakkara,
Thilan Samaraweera, Upul
Tharanga, Ajantha Mendis etc. Sold
with over 90 signed cards,
photographs, trade cards of Sri
Lankan test and one day interna-
tional players. Neatly presented
album. VG £70/100

136 Zimbabwe 1992-2005. Black file
containing the ink signatures of sixty
seven cricketers out of a total ninety
five cricketers who have represented
Zimbabwe in Test Cricket during the
fourteen year period. This compre-
hensive collection of signatures are
individually signed on white cards,
some on paper pieces laid down to

card, some on pre printed ‘Test
Cricketer’ cards and on press pictures
laid down to card. Signatures include
Kevin Arnott, Andy Flower, Grant
Flower, David Houghton, Andy
Pycroft, David Brain, Ujesh Ranchod,
Heath Streak, Guy Whittall, Stuart
Carlisle, Henry Olonga, Bryan
Strang, Craig Wishart, Gavin Rennie,
Murray Goodwin, Trevor Madondo,
Trevor Gripper, Ray Price, Andy
Blignaut, Dion Ebrahim, Tatenda
Taibu, Hamilton Masakadza,
Brendan Taylor, Terry Duffin  etc.
Sold with 66 signed cards,
photographs, trade cards of
Zimbabwe test and one day interna-
tional players. Neatly presented
album. VG £50/70

137 Bangladesh 2000-2015 Maroon file
containing the ink signatures of
thirty seven cricketers out of a total
seventy eight cricketers who have
represented Bangladesh in Test
Cricket during the fifteen year
period. This comprehensive
collection of signatures are
individually signed on white cards,
some on paper pieces laid down to
card, some on pre printed ‘Test
Cricketer’ cards and on press pictures
laid down to card. Signatures include
Mashud, Ashraful, Rafique,
Mortaza, Omar, Islam, Rahman,
Jubaer, Enamul Haque, Imran,
Hossain, Saleh, Iqbal, Siddique etc.
Sold with 8 signed cards,
photographs, trade cards of
Bangladesh test and one day
international players. Neatly
presented album. VG £30/50

138 West Indies 1939. Plain postcard
signed in pencil, one in ink, by
eleven members of the West Indies
touring team to England. Signatures
include Grant, Constantine,
Stollmeyer, Gomez, Hylton, Bayley,
Martindale, Williams etc. G £50/80

Leslie Hylton was hanged in 1955
for murdering his Wife, the only Test
cricketer to be hanged for murder

139 ‘England 1955’. Card signed by
twenty one England players from
1955. Signatures include May,
Hutton, Bailey, Compton, Wardle,
Appleyard, Graveney, Edrich,
Statham, Cowdrey, Tyson Loader
etc. Some light fading to signatures,
good £30/50

140 Signed album pages . Good selection
of signed album pages, some with
one single signature and others with
more than one. Over seventy
signatures include Roberts & Scott of
New Zealand 1949, Bailey, Carr,
Morgan, Gladwin, Illingworth, E.W.J.
Brooks (Surrey), Bowes, Wyatt,
Compton, Pawson, Partridge,
Andrews, Close, Horton, Kenyon,
Barnett, Geary, Nicholls etc. Some
non first class signatures included.
Also includes a signed letter from
Phillip Hodgson (Yorkshire 1954-56,
13 matches). G £50/70

141 Test cricketers. Three signatures on
pieces laid down to white card
including Cameron, Owen-Smith
etc. Also eight autographs in ink on
small white cards/ small sheet
including Nourse, H.W. Taylor, Clyde
Walcott, George Headley, Alfred
Rowan etc. Qty 11. G/VG £25/35

142 West Indies 1990s/2000s. Fifteen
small white cards each individually
signed in ink by a West Indian player.
Signatures include Adams, Ambrose,
Chanderpaul, Collymore, Gayle,
Griffith, Hinds, Jacobs, Powell etc.
VG £25/35

143 Cricket caricatures. Eleven mono
reproduction postcard size cards of
caricatures by Micky Durling, each
signed in ink by the featured
cricketer. Signatures are Washbrook,
Andrew, Carr, Tattersall, Wright,
Flavell, Shackleton, Milton, Evans,
Revill and A. Bedser. VG £40/60

144 Autograph album. Red album
containing a good selection of
international Test and County
players’ signatures, collected
1980s/1990s. Signatures include
Woolmer, Randall, Wills, Amiss,
Boycott (England), Aamir Sohail,
Rameez Raja, Shoaib (Pakistan),
Benaud, I. Chappell (Australia),
Lloyd, Holding, Adams (West
Indies), Pollock (South Africa),
Walter Hadlee, Reid (New Zealand)
etc. Over 120 signatures. VG 

£50/80

145 Autograhed ephemera. Cuttings,
magazine covers (some laid down to
card), colour press photographs etc.,
all signed. Signatures include Denis
Compton, Joel Garner, Tony Greig,
David Steele, Clive Lloyd, Graeme
Hick, Graham Thorpe, Brian Lara,
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Mike Atherton, Graham Gooch, Alec
Stewart etc. Also a West Indies
souvenir tour programme 1966,
signed to the front by Conrad
Hunte. Qty 39. G £50/80

146 Cricket ephemera 1950s-1990s. Box
containing souvenir tour brochures,
prints, cuttings, photographs,
printed autograph sheets, fixture
cards etc. Tour brochures include
South Africa 1935 and 1947,
Pakistan 1954 (with five signatures)
and 1962, New Zealand 1958 etc.
Fair to good condition £20/30

AUTOGRAPH SHEETS, ALBUM
PAGES

147 Australia tour of England 1902.
Large light blue album page very
nicely signed in ink by all fourteen
members of the Australian touring
team plus the Manager B.J. Wardill.
Players signatures are Darling (Cpt),
Hopkins, Saunders, Kelly, Armstrong,
Gregory, Noble, Hill, Trumper, Duff,
Trumble, Howell, Jones and Carter.
To verso are eleven signatures of the
Leicestershire team of 1902
including De Trafford, Crawford,
King, Odell etc. Minor adhesive
marks to top border of page edges
otherwise in very nice condition.
Excellent signatures £1500/2500

148 Australia tour of England 1921.
M.C.C. headed paper very nicely
signed to verso by thirteen members
of the touring party. Signatures
nicely signed in ink are Warwick
Armstrong (Cpt), Ryder, Mailey,
Gregory, Taylor, Andrews, Bardsley,
Oldfield, Hendry, Pellew, Macartney,
Carter and Mayne. The sheet
measures 5”x8”. Folds otherwise in
very good condition £150/250

This sheet may well have been
signed at the 2nd Test played at
Lord’s in June 1921. Australia won
by eight wickets, McDonald took
eight wickets in the match

149 Australia tour to England 1926.
Album page very nicely signed in ink
by eleven Australian players and the
tour manager, Sydney Smith.
Players’ signatures are Bardsley,
Macartney, Everett, Mailey, Taylor,
Ryder, Grimmett, Woodfull,
Ponsford, Richardson and Andrews.
The album page is window mounted
surrounded by thirteen Players
‘Caricatures by RIP’ 1926 cigarette

cards of the Australian team. Printed
title and players’ names mounted
below. Mounted, framed and
glazed, overall 18”x18”. G/VG  

£100/150

150 Australia 1935/36. Album page
signed by ten members of the team.
Signatures include Woodfull,
Bradman, Kippax, Ponsford,
Fleetwood-Smith, Oldfield, Barnett,
Chipperfield etc. Page laid down to
card. G £100/150

151 Australia 1948. Official autograph
sheet for the Australian touring team
to England 1948. Nicely signed in ink
by sixteen members of the party
including Bradman, Harvey, Miller,
Hassett, Johnson, Toshack, Brown,
Morris, Hamence, Morris, Tallon,
Loxton, Saggers etc. Barnes hand
stamped as usual. Lacking the
signatures of R.R. Lindwall and W.A.
Johnston. Some folds, nicks to page
and odd foxing spots otherwise in
good condition £100/150

152 Queensland v South Australia
1947/48. Autograph sheet on
Queensland Cricket Association
headed paper, fully signed in ink by
twelve members of both teams for
the match played at Brisbane, 16th-
20th January 1948. Twenty four
signatures include Brown, McCool ,
McKay and Tallon of Queensland,
Hamence, Noblet and Langley of
South Australia. Includes a typed
covering letter from T.E. Williams,
Secretary of the Queensland Cricket
Association, replying to the request
for the autographs. Folds and some
ageing, otherwise G/VG £80/120

Queensland won the Sheffield
Shield match by four wickets

153 Western Australia ‘Sheffield Shield
Winners’ 1947/8. Autograph sheet
on Usher’s Hotel, Sydney headed
paper, signed in ink by twelve
members of the Western Australia
team and the manager, Bryant.
Players’ signatures include Carmody
(Captain), Robinson, Cumming,
O’Dwyer, Langdon, Watt, Kessey.
Includes a handwritten letter from
Bryant replying to the request for the
autographs. ‘I managed the team on
its Eastern tour & am very pleased &
proud of the team’s success in its first
year of competition in the Sheffield
Shield’. Also a typed letter on

Western Australian Cricket
Association headed paper thanking
the correspondent for congratu-
lations on winning the competition.
Some folds, otherwise G/VG 

£100/150

The players listed appears to be the
team that played in the Sheffield
Shield match against New South
Wales at Sydney, 30th January - 3rd
February 1948. Despite losing the
match by 98 runs, Western Australia
won the competition at their first
attempt

154 New South Wales 1947/8. Page laid
down to slightly larger page, fully
signed in pencil by twelve members
of the New South Wales team for
the match played v South Australia
at Sydney Cricket Ground, 9th-13th
January 1948. Signatures include
Barnes, Saggers, Lindwall, Morris,
Miller, Toshack etc. Some ageing,
otherwise G £80/120

The Sheffield Shield match was
drawn

155 Australia tour to England 1961.
Official autograph sheet signed by
seventeen members of the touring
party. Signatures include Benaud
(Captain), Harvey, Burge, Davidson,
Grout, Lawry, McKenzie, Quick,
Simpson etc. Lacking the signatures
of Kline and Mackay. Vertical and
horizontal folds, otherwise G/VG 

£25/35

156 Australia 1964. Official autograph
sheet for the Australian tour of
England 1961. Nicely signed by all
seventeen members of the team
including Simpson, Grout, Hawke,
Lawry, O’Neill, Booth etc. Also
signed by Sherwood, the scorer. Fold
marks otherwise in good condition 

£30/50

157 India 1936. Album page signed by
twelve members of the touring party
to England. Signatures include
Merchant, Mustaq Ali, Ramaswami,
Nayuda, Banerjee, Amir Elahi,
Meherhomji etc. Page laid down to
card. Good condition £50/70

158 Indian tour of England 1946. Album
page signed by the seventeen
members of the touring party.
Signatures include the Nawab of
Pataudi (Captain) in pencil. Other
signatures, all in ink, include
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Merchant, Modi, Hazare, Mushtaq
Ali, Shinde, Mankad, Sohoni, Gupta
(Manager) etc. Smudge to one
signature, otherwise G/VG £40/60

159 India 1952. Album page signed by
twelve members of the touring party
to England. Signatures include
Hazare (Cpt), Sarwate, Gaekwad,
Shinde, Roy, Umrigar, Divecha etc.
Individual ink signatures of S.F.
Barnes, dated 1952 to verso. G  

£30/40

160 Indian tour of England 1959. Official
autograph sheet fully signed by all
nineteen members of the touring
team. Signatures include Apte,
Borde, Contractor, Gaekwad,
Manjrekar, Umrigar, Roy, Joshi,
Desai etc. Light folds otherwise in
good condition £40/60

161 South African tour to England 1929.
Album page signed in ink by sixteen
members of the South African
touring party. Signatures include
Morkel, Quinn, Catterall, Bell,
Cameron, McMillan, Owen-Smith,
Dalton, Christy, Siedle (to verso) etc.
G/VG £40/60

162 South Africa 1951. Album page
signed by fifteen members of the
touring party to England. Signatures
include Nourse (Cpt), McGlew,
Waite, Endean, Cheetham,
Fullerton, Rowan, Tayfield, Mansell
etc. G £30/40

163 South African tour of England 1960.
Official autograph sheet fully signed
by all sixteen members of the
touring team. Signatures include
McGlew, Goddard, McLean,
Tayfield, Waite, Nourse, McKinnon,
Pithey etc. Light folds otherwise in
very good condition £30/50

164 South Africa 1965. Official
autograph sheet for the South Africa
tour of England 1965. Fully signed in
ink by all sixteen members of the
party including Van der Merwe,
Barlow, Bacher, Bland, G&P. Pollock,
Lindsay etc. Folds otherwise in good
condition £30/50

165 South African tour of Australia
1966/67. Official autograph sheet
for the 4th Test match played at
Johannesburg on the 3rd-8th
February 1967. Signed by both the
South African (eleven signatures)
and Australian (fourteen signatures)

teams. Signatures include Van der
Merwe (Cpt), Barlow, P.Pollock,
Bacher, G.Pollock, Goddard, Procter,
Lindsay, Simpson (Cpt), Lawry,
Vievers, Redpath, McKenzie,
Stackpole, Watson etc. The sheet
signed on very thin, almost like
airmail, headed paper. Two minor
tape repairs to edge. G Rare 

£70/100 

166 South Africa c1980. Autograph
sheet on official South African
Cricket Union headed paper.
Thirteen signatures in ink including
Clive Rice, Peter Kirsten, Jimmy
Cook, Adrian Kuiper, Graeme
Pollock, Alan Kourie, Kenny Watson
etc. A rare sheet from the Apartheid
period. Horizontal fold, otherwise
VG £30/40

167 Pakistan tour of England 1962.
Official autograph sheet fully signed
in ink by twenty members of the
team and the Management.
Signatures include Burki, Hanif
Mohammad, Mushtaq Mohammad,
Mahmood, Butt, Alimuddin,
Intikhab, Malik, Mathais etc. Folds,
good £30/50

168 M.C.C. tour to Australia 1950/51.
Copy of the original autograph sheet
nicely signed in ink by fourteen
members of the M.C.C. touring
party. Signatures include Brown
(Captain), Hutton, Sheppard, Warr,
Dewes, Close, A. Bedser, Simpson
etc. G £30/40

169 M.C.C. tour to Australia 1950/51.
Unofficial autograph sheet nicely
signed in ink by seventeen members
of the M.C.C. touring party.
Signatures include Brown (Captain),
Hutton, Sheppard, Warr, Dewes,
Close, A. Bedser, Simpson etc.
Lacking the signature of Hollies. G 

£40/60

170 M.C.C. tour of Canada & U.S.A.
1959. Official autograph sheet with
M.C.C. colour title nicely signed in
ink by all thirteen members of the
touring party. Signatures include Silk
(Captain), Thompson, Green,
Pretlove, Smith, Howland, Bailey,
Piachaud, Barber etc. Folds,
otherwise G/VG. Rare in this fully
signed form £70/100

171 West Indies tour to England 1950.
Album page signed in ink and pencil
by eleven members of the West

Indies touring party. Signatures
include Goddard (Captain),
Stollmeyer, Valentine, Marshall,
Worrell, Gomez, Williams, Weekes
etc. G/VG £30/50

172 Warwickshire 1933. Large album
page nicely signed in black ink by
eleven members of the team.
Signatures include Wyatt (Cpt),
Santall, Smart, Mayer, Collin,
Wilmot, Kilner, E.Brown, H.H. Jarrett
etc. Ink splash to page otherwise in
good condition £30/40

173 Kent 1933. Large album page nicely
signed in black ink by eight members
of the team. Signatures include
Hardinge, Freeman, Todd, Ashdown,
Woolley, Ames, Watt etc. G £25/35

174 Lancashire 1933. Large album page
nicely signed in black ink by ten
members of the team. Signatures
include Eckersley, Washbrook,
Hopwood, Parkinson, Sibbles,
Paynter, Duckworth, J. Holroyd etc.
G £30/40

175 Test Trial 1953. Large album page
nicely signed in black ink by eleven
members of the team at Edgbaston.
Signatures include Freddie Brown,
Simpson, Hutton, Bedser, Compton,
May, Wardle, Gibb, Laker etc. G 

£40/60

176 Cricket autographs 1991/1992.
Eight unofficial folded cards, each
with handwritten titles to front and
players’ signatures inside. Signatures
include the England team v Sri
Lanka, Lord’s 1991, England v
Pakistan 1992, M.C.C. v Transvaal
1992, also Northamptonshire,
Glamorgan, Surrey, Leicestershire
and Worcestershire, all 1992. VG 

£25/35

177 England Test Captains 1934-1986.
Typed sheet nicely signed in ink by
twenty three former England
Captains. Signatures include Wyatt,
Walters, Brown, Cranston, Allen,
Mann, Hutton, May, Dexter, Close
etc. VG £50/80

178 England Wicket Keepers 1931-1988.
Typed sheet nicely signed in ink by
eighteen former England wicket
keepers. Signatures include Ames,
Levett, Evans, McIntyre, Spooner,
Andrew, Binks, Millman, Murrey,
Parks, Knott etc. Space for Swetman
is unsigned. VG £30/40
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179 Essex C.C.C. 1930. Large album
page nicely and boldly signed in ink
by twelve members of the Essex
team. Signatures are Morris
(Captain), Bray, Russell, O’Connor,
Smith, Sheffield, Daer, Nichols,
Hipkin, Pope, Cutmore and Lywood.
Excellent signatures. VG £30/40

Lewis Lywood played only four first
class matches, two for Surrey in
1928/29 and two for Essex in 1930.
The players’ signatures correspond
to the team that played against
Northamptonshire, 14th-17th June
1930 at Leyton in which Lywood
played. Essex won the match by 114
runs

180 Derbyshire C.C.C. 1929. Page with
typed heading nicely signed in ink by
twelve members of the Derbyshire
team. Signatures are Jackson
(Captain), Richardson, Storer,
Mitchell, Elliott, Slater, Lee,
Hutchinson, Smith, Bowden,
Worthington and Townsend.
Attached to lower edge is a page
with press cuttings laid down (some
detached) of photographs of eleven
of the featured players. File holes to
top edge, folds and some foxing,
otherwise G £40/60

181 Yorkshire 1933. Album page signed
in pencil by eleven Yorkshire players
and Les Ames of Kent. Yorkshire
signatures are Sellers (Captain),
Barber, Macauley, Mitchell, Wood,
Bowes, Leyland, Rhodes, Verity,
Dennis and Holmes. Minor ageing,
otherwise G/VG £30/40

182 County autograph sheets c1990/91.
Twelve autograph sheets on official
County headed paper. Counties
include Glamorgan, Durham (2),
Hampshire, Kent, Sussex, Somerset,
Gloucestershire, Leicestershire,
Warwickshire, Nottinghamshire etc.
Approx 220 signatures. Also one
printed autograph sheet for
Northamptonshire. G/VG £30/40

183 Sussex C.C.C. c1946. Page with
sixteen signatures on pieces laid
down surrounding a printed
photograph of S.C. Griffith, signed in
ink by Griffith. Other signatures
include John Langridge, Jack
Langridge, Sheppard, Stainton, Nye,
Bartlett, Cornford etc. Sold with an
album page nicely signed in ink by
six Sussex players. Signatures include

Tate, Wensley, Cornford, Cook etc.
G £25/35

184 Essex, Glamorgan and Yorkshire
c1946. Three pages with ink
signatures on pieces laid down. The
Essex page has a printed photograph
of Trevor Bailey, signed by Bailey,
surrounded by eighteen signatures
on pieces laid down. Signatures
include Wilcox, Paterson, Horsfall,
Rist, Cray, L.S. Clark, Belle,
O’Connor etc. The Glamorgan page
has a printed photograph of J.C.
Clay, signed by Clay, surrounded by
twelve signatures on pieces laid
down. Signatures include Haydn
Davies, Robinson, L.J. Harris (three
matches), Watkins, W.F. Jones,
Matthews etc. The Yorkshire page
comprises nine signatures on pieces
laid down, including Wardle, R.
Aspinall, Halliday, Ellis Robinson, W.
Watson, Smithson etc. Qty 3 

£20/30

185 Pakistan 1960s-2000s. Collection of
white cards signed by Pakistan
players. The majority signed to the
card, others on piece laid to card.
Signatures include Imran Khan,
Javed Miandad, Majid Khan, Salim
Malik, Mushtaq Mohammad, Wasim
Bari, Wasim Raja, Zaheer Abbas,
Mudassar Nazar, Waqar Younis, Asif
Iqbal, Intikhab Alam etc. Qty 77.
G/VG £30/50

186 Cricket autographs 1930s-1950s.
Selection of twelve signatures on
cards and pieces, some laid down.
Autographs include Fishlock, May,
Laker, D. Compton, L. Compton,
Washbrook, A. Bedser etc. Sold with
two pages with eleven signatures on
pieces laid down of Middlesex 1966.
Signatures include Titmus, Parfitt,
Gale, Bick, Hooker, Radley, Clifton
etc. G £25/35

187 Lancashire c1920/21. Album page
nicely signed in pencil by twelve
Lancashire players. Signatures
include Kenyon, R. Tyldesley, E.
Tyldesley, J. Tyledesley, Blomley, Ellis,
Hallows, Makepeace etc. The page
window mounted above a mono real
photograph postcard of the
Lancashire team, standing and
seated in rows, in cricket attire.
W.H.S. & S.M. Rotary Photo 3834.
Mounted, framed and glazed,
overall 11”x16”. Some wear to the
postcard, otherwise G/VG  £50/80

188 Derbyshire 1935. Album page nicely
signed in ink by eleven members of
the team. Signatures include A.W.
Richardson (Cpt), Mitchell,
Carrington, Alderman, G.H. Pope,
A.V. Pope, D. Smith, Worthington,
Townsend, Elliott etc. Seven of the
eleven played Test cricket for
England. To verso are nine ink
signatures of the Warwickshire team
of 1935, signatures include Wyatt,
Cranmer, Hayhurst, Smart, Dollery,
Kilner, Croom, Collin etc. G £30/50

189 Oxford. Album page with twelve
Oxford University ink signatures
from 1937, Ten Warwickshire
signatures in ink and pencil to
reverse. Signatures include R.F.H
Darwall-Smith, M.R. Barton (twice),
J.G. Halliday, M. H. Matthews, M.M.
Walford, N.S. Mitchell-Innes, E.
Hollies, J.H. Mayor, W.A. Hill. Some
spotting on Warwickshire side
otherwise in good condition. 

£30/50

190 Nottinghamshire. Album page with
thirteen Nottinghamshire ink
signatures from 1937, six Middlesex
ink signatures to reverse. Signatures
include W. Keeton, J. Bradley (9
matches), Heane, Walker, A. Staples,
Butler, Hardstaff, Knowles. Poor
overwritten signature of Frank
Woodhead otherwise in good
condition. £25/35

191 England Test Captains, c1920s.
Album page nicely signed in ink by
three captains. Signatures are
Chapman, Allen and Warner.
Includes one other unknown
signature. VG £20/30

192 Surrey ‘County Champions 1952-
1958’. Official West Surrey C.C.
scorecard signed by sixteen
members of the Surrey team of
1958. Signatures include May,
Barrington, A. Bedser, E. Bedser,
Storey, Parsons, Tindall etc. VG 

£30/40
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CRICKET POSTCARDS, CIGARETTE &
TRADE CARDS

Reference used- ‘Echoes from a Golden Age.
Postcard Photographs of Cricketers by Foster
and Hawkins’. Duncan Anderson 2010

193 Sydney Edward Gregory. New South
Wales & Australia 1889-1913.
Excellent sepia real photograph
postcard of Gregory, three quarter
length, wearing Australian touring
cap, in batting pose at the wicket.
The postcard nicely signed to image
in black ink by Gregory. Imprint
‘Foster of Brighton’. Postally dated
1905 and signed again to verso by
Gregory in black ink. Good
condition. Rare  £200/300

194 Montaque Alfred Noble. New South
Wales & Australia 1893-1920.
Excellent sepia real photograph
postcard of Noble, full length,
wearing Australian touring cap, in
batting pose at the wicket. The
postcard nicely signed to image in
black ink by Noble. Imprint ‘Foster of
Brighton’. Postally dated 1905.
Good condition. Rare  £200/300

195 Albert Edwin Trott. Victoria,
Middlesex, London County,
Australia & England, 1892-1910.
Sepia printed postcard of Trott in
bowling pose at the wicket, wearing
Middlesex cap, with name printed to
lower white border. Nicely signed by
Trott to image. ‘Photo E. Hawkins &
Co’. Publisher unknown. Rare. Good
condition  £150/250

196 Albert ‘Tibby’ Cotter. New South
Wales & Australia 1901-1914. Sepia
real photograph postcard of Cotter
full length in bowling pose, wearing
Australian touring cap, with caption
to lower border ‘A. Cotter (The
Australian Cricket Team 1909)‘.
Nicely signed in black ink by Cotter.
Davidson Bros, London & New York.
Good condition. Rare  £150/250

197 Gervys ‘Gerry’ Rignold Hazlitt.
Victoria, New South Wales &
Australia 1905-1913. Excellent sepia
real photograph postcard of Hazlitt,
full length, wearing Australian
touring cap and sweater, holding a
cricket ball. The postcard nicely
signed to image in black ink by
Hazlitt. E. Hawkins & Co, Brighton.
The photograph taken on the
Australian tour of England 1912.
Rare. G £200/300

198 Roy Baldwin Minnett. New South
Wales & Australia 1906-1915.
Excellent sepia real photograph
postcard of Minnett, full length,
wearing Australian touring blazer
and sweater. The postcard boldly
signed to image in black ink by
Minnett. E. Hawkins & Co, Brighton.
The photograph taken on the
Australian tour of England 1912.
Rare. G £200/300

199 David Bertram Miller Smith. Victoria
& Australia 1908-1912. Excellent
sepia real photograph postcard of
Smith, full length, wearing Australian
touring cap and holding a cricket
bat. The postcard nicely signed to
image in black ink by Smith. E.
Hawkins & Co, Brighton. The
photograph taken on the Australian
tour of England 1912. Rare. G 

£200/300

200 Claude Barrows Jennings.
Queensland, South Australia &
Australia 1902-1912. Excellent sepia
real photograph postcard of
Jennings, full length, wearing
Australian touring sweater. The
postcard nicely signed to image in
black ink by Jennings. E. Hawkins &
Co, Brighton. The photograph taken
on the Australian tour of England
1912. Rare. G £200/300

201 Jack Morrison Gregory. New South
Wales & Australia 1920-1929. Sepia
real photograph postcard of
Gregory, head and shoulders,
wearing Australian touring blazer.
Very nicely signed in ink by Gregory.
Postcard by Empire Publishing Co
with printed biography to verso.
Produced for the 1926 Australian
tour of England. G  £100/150

202 Arthur Mailey, New South Wales &
Australia 1912-1930. Sepia real
photograph postcard of Mailey,
head and shoulders, wearing
Australian touring blazer. Very nicely
signed in ink by Mailey. Postcard by
Empire Publishing Co with printed
biography to verso. Produced for the
1926 Australian tour of England. G  

£120/160

203 Charles George Macartney. New
South Wales & Australia 1905-1927.
Mono real photograph postcard,
head and shoulders, of Macartney
wearing N.S.W. cap in 1926. Very
nicely signed in ink by Macartney.

Biography printed to verso. Empire
Publishing Co of the Strand G 

£140/180

204 John Morris Taylor. New South
Wales & Australia 1913-1927. Mono
real photograph postcard, head and
shoulders, of Taylor wearing N.S.W.
cap in 1926. Very nicely signed in ink
by Taylor. Biography printed to
verso. Empire Publishing Co of the
Strand G £80/120

205 Arthur John Richardson. South
Australia & Australia 1918-1930.
Mono real photograph postcard,
head and shoulders, of Richardson
wearing South Australia cap in 1926.
Very nicely signed in ink by
Richardson. Biography printed to
verso. Empire Publishing Co of the
Strand G £70/100

206 Clarrie Victor Grimmett. Victoria,
South Australia & Australia 1918-
1941. Mono real photograph
postcard, head and shoulders, of
Grimmett wearing South Australia
cap. Nicely signed in ink by
Grimmett. Biography printed to
verso. Empire Publishing Co of the
Strand G £80/120

207 Alan Falconer Kippax. New South
Wales & Australia 1918-1936. Sepia
plain back postcard of Kippax, head
and shoulders, wearing Australian
cap and sweater on the 1930 tour of
England. Very nicely signed in ink by
Kippax. Card no. 7 in the series. Very
good condition £80/120

208 Thomas Welbourn Wall. South
Australia & Australia 1924-1936.
Sepia plain back postcard of Wall,
head and shoulders, in Australian
sweater on the 1930 tour of
England. Very nicely signed in ink by
Wall. Card no. 11 in the series.
Good/very good condition £70/100

209 Victor York Richardson. South
Australia & Australia 1918-1938.
Sepia plain back postcard of
Richardson, head and shoulders, in
Australian sweater on the 1930 tour
of England. Very nicely signed in ink
by Richardson. Card no. 2 in the
series. Good/very good condition 

£100/150

210 William Albert Oldfield, New South
Wales & Australia 1919-1938. Sepia
plain back postcard of Oldfield, head
and shoulders, in Australian sweater
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on the 1930 tour of England. Very
nicely signed in ink by Oldfield. Card
no. 13 in the series. Good/very good
condition £80/120

211 Thomas James Edwin Andrews. New
South Wales & Australia 1913-1929.
Sepia real photograph postcard of
Andrews, sitting, half length wearing
Australian touring blazer and cap.
Nicely signed in black ink by
Andrews. Postcard series unknown.
Good condition. Rare  £100/150

212 Roger Joseph Hartigan. Queensland
& Australia 1905-1921. Printed
colour postcard of Hartigan, full
length, in batting pose at the wicket,
wearing Australian cap. Nicely
signed in ink by Hartigan. Minor
colour repair to corner otherwise in
good condition £60/90

213 Arthur Theodore Wallace Grout.
Queensland & Australia 1946-1966.
Mono real photograph plain back
postcard of Grout, half length and
seated, wearing Australian sweater,
taken on the 1961 Australian tour of
England. The postcard nicely signed
in ink by Grout. Albert Wilkes & Son
of West Bromwich. The postcard
dated 16th May 1961 (to verso). G  

£50/80

214 Colin Leslie McCool. New South
Wales, Queensland, Somerset,
Australia 1939-60. Excellent mono
real photograph plain back postcard
of McCool, head and shoulders
wearing a Somerset sweater. A.
Wilkes & Son, West Bromwich. Date
stamped to reverse 18th May 1956.
VG £20/30

215 Warwick Windridge Armstrong.
Victoria & Australia. 1898-1921.
Mono real photograph postcard of
Armstrong in batting pose and
wearing Australian cap. Nicely
signed in black ink by Armstrong.
Ralph Dunn & Co. G £250/350 

216 Joe Darling. South Australia &
Australia. 1893-1907. Mono real
photograph postcard of Darling full
length wearing Australian cap.
Nicely signed in black ink by Darling.
Photo by Thiele. Ralph Dunn & Co.
Postally date stamped 1905. Light
creasing to borders and corners
otherwise in good condition 

£250/350 

217 Joe Darling. South Australia &
Australia. 1893-1907. Mono
postcard of Darling in batting pose
wearing Australian cap. Nicely
signed in black ink by Darling.
Wrench series no. 1393. Postally
date stamped 1905. Light creasing
and minor wear to corners otherwise
in good condition £250/350 

218 Montague Alfred Noble. New South
Wales & Australia. 1893-1919.
Mono real photograph postcard of
Noble full length wearing Australian
cap and blazer. Very nicely signed in
black ink by Noble. Photo by Thiele.
Ralph Dunn & Co. Postally date
stamped 1905. Excellent signature.
G £250/350 

219 Clem Hill. South Australia &
Australia 1892-1922. Excellent
mono postcard of Hill wearing
Australian cap and in batting pose.
Nicely signed in black ink by Hill.
Wrench Series No. 1392. Excellent
signature. VG £250/350 

220 Frank Laver. Victoria & Australia
1891-1912. Mono real photograph
postcard of Laver full length, batting
in the nets. Nicely signed in black ink
by Laver. Photo by Thiele. Ralph
Dunn & Co. Postally dated 1906.
Excellent signature. Minor creases to
border otherwise in good condition. 

£250/350 

221 Victor Trumper. New South Wales &
Australia 1894-1913. Mono real
photograph postcard of Trumper,
full length, in batting attire with bat
held to side. Nicely signed in black
ink by Trumper. Photo by Thiele.
Ralph Dunn & Co. Postally dated
1905. Excellent signature. Minor
wear to border and light silvering to
top left corner otherwise in good
condition. £300/400 

222 Albert Cotter. New South Wales &
Australia 1901-1913. Mono
postcard of Cotter, full length,
wearing Australian cap in bowling
pose. Nicely signed in black ink by
Cotter. Bolland Hanwell W &
Southall. Postally dated 1905.
Excellent signature. Minor wear to
border otherwise in good condition 

£250/350 

223 Albert John Young Hopkins. New
South Wales & Australia. 1896-
1914. Mono postcard of Hopkins in

batting attire wearing Australian cap.
Nicely signed in black ink by
Hopkins. Bolland Hanwell W &
Southall. Postally dated 1903.
Several creases to card with minor
wear and rounding to corners,
GOOD £100/150 

224 Thomas Campbell. Transvaal &
South Africa 1906-1912. Excellent
sepia real photograph postcard of
Campbell, full length, wearing South
African touring sweater, probably
taken on the 1912 South African
tour of England. The postcard nicely
signed to image in black ink by
Campbell. E. Hawkins & Co,
Brighton. Very good condition. Rare

£100/150

225 Louis Anthony Stricker. Transvaal &
South Africa 1906-1912. Excellent
sepia real photograph postcard of
Stricker, full length, wearing South
African 1912  touring blazer and
cap. The postcard nicely signed to
image in black ink by Stricker. E.
Hawkins & Co, Brighton. Very good
condition. Rare  £100/150

226 Sidney James Pegler. Transvaal &
South Africa 1908-1924. Excellent
sepia real photograph postcard of
Pegler, three quarter length, wearing
South African 1912  touring blazer.
The postcard nicely signed to image
in black ink by Pegler. E. Hawkins &
Co, Brighton. Very good condition.
Rare  £100/150

227 Norman Bertram Fleetwood ‘Tufty’
Mann. Natal, Eastern Province &
South Africa 1939-1951. Mono real
photograph plain back postcard of
Mann, head and shoulders, wearing
South African tour blazer. The
postcard nicely signed in ink by
Mann in August 1947 on the tour to
England. Also signed to verso by
Mann. Albert Wilkes & Son of West
Bromwich. G  £50/70

Mann died very young at the age of
32 years

228 Claude Paget Carter. Natal,
Transvaal & South Africa 1897-
1924. Excellent sepia real
photograph postcard of Carter, full
length, wearing South African
touring sweater and cricket cap,
taken on the 1912 South African
tour of England. The postcard very
nicely signed to image in black ink by
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Carter. E. Hawkins & Co, Brighton.
Very good condition. Rare  

£120/160

229 Robert Abel. Surrey & England
1881-1904. Excellent mono real
photograph postcard of Abel in
batting pose wearing Surrey cap.
Very nicely signed by Abel in black
ink. Hartmann series 1649. Very
good condition  £120/160

230 Sir Charles Aubrey Smith. Mono
plainback postcard of Aubrey Smith,
half length, dressed in formal suit.
Nicely signed in black ink by Smith.
Good/very good condition  £50/80

Aubrey Smith played for England
and Sussex and captained them in
1887 and 1888. He also captained
the Shaw & Shrewsbury team to
Australia in 1887/88. He gained
fame in the 1930/40’s as an actor
based in Hollywood and appeared
in numerous films. He died in 1948.

231 Fred ‘Nutty’ Martin. Kent & England
1885-1899. Mono real photograph
postcard of Martin, three quarter
length wearing cricket shirt and
England cap with dark suit trousers.
Nicely signed in black ink by Martin.
Series unknown. Good condition  

£60/90

232 Archibald Campbell MacLaren.
Lancashire & England 1890-1914.
Excellent sepia real photograph
postcard of MacLaren, full length,
wearing touring blazer and boater.
The postcard very nicely signed to
image in black ink by MacLaren. E.
Hawkins & Co, Brighton. A suberb
image probably taken in 1905/06.
Rare. G £180/220

233 Lord Martin Bladen Hawke.
Yorkshire & England 1881-1911.
Excellent sepia real photograph
postcard of Hawke, head and
shoulders, wearing Yorkshire cap.
The postcard nicely signed to image
in black ink by Hawke. Imprint
‘Foster of Brighton’. Postally dated
1905. Some wear to card extremities
and corners, minor adhesive marks
to verso otherwise in good
condition. Lovely image. Rare  

£140/180

234 Captain Edward George Wynyard,
Hampshire & England 1894-1912.
Excellent sepia real photograph
postcard of Wynyard, full length,
wearing Hampshire cap, in batting

pose at the wicket. The postcard
boldly signed to image in black ink
by Wynyard. E. Hawkins & Co,
Brighton. Postally dated 1908. Minor
faults to card otherwise in good
condition. Rare £140/180

235 John Richard Mason. Kent &
England 1893-1919. Excellent sepia
real photograph postcard of Mason,
full length, playing a shot to leg. The
postcard very nicely signed to image
in black ink by Mason. Imprint
‘Foster of Brighton’. Some minor
faults to corners otherwise in
good/very good condition. Lovely
image. Rare  £130/160

236 Wilfred Rhodes. Yorkshire & England
1898-1930. Excellent sepia real
photograph postcard of Rhodes, full
length, in batting pose, at the wicket
wearing Yorkshire cap. The postcard
very nicely signed to image in black
ink by Rhodes. Foster of Brighton.
Good/ very good condition. Lovely
image. Rare  £140/180

237 Leonard Charles Braund, Surrey,
Somerset, London County &
England 1896-1920. Excellent sepia
real photograph postcard of Braund,
full length, in bowling pose at the
wicket. The postcard nicely signed to
image in black ink by Braund. Foster
of Brighton. Some minor wear to
card extremities, adhesive marks to
verso otherwise in good/very good
condition. Lovely image, taken in
May 1902. Rare  £120/160

238 Edward George Arnold.
Worcestershire & England 1899-
1913. Excellent sepia real
photograph postcard of Arnold
wearing Worcestershire cap, full
length, in batting pose at the wicket.
The postcard nicely signed to image
in black ink by Arnold. Foster of
Brighton. Some minor wear to card
extremities and corners otherwise in
good/very good condition. Lovely
image. Rare  £150/250

239 Arthur Fielder. Kent & England
1900-1914. Excellent sepia real
photograph postcard of Fielder, full
length, wearing Kent blazer and cap,
with hands in pockets at the wicket,
full of attitude. The postcard very
nicely signed to image in black ink by
Fielder. E. Hawkins & Co, Brighton.
Good/very good condition. Rare 

£150/250

240 Walter Scott Lees. Surrey and
England 1896-1911. Excellent sepia
real photograph postcard of Lees,
full length, in bowling pose at the
wicket. The postcard nicely signed to
image in black ink by Lees. Imprint
‘Foster of Brighton’. Some minor
faults/wear to corners otherwise in
good/very good condition. Lovely
image. Rare  £130/160

241 John Sharp. Lancashire & England
1899-1925. Excellent sepia real
photograph postcard of Sharp
wearing cap, full length, in batting
pose at the wicket. The postcard
nicely signed to image in black ink by
Sharp. Foster of Brighton. Some
minor wear to card extremities, odd
faults otherwise in good/very good
condition. Lovely image. Rare  

£130/160

242 Septimus Paul Kinneir. Warwickshire
& England 1898-1914. Excellent
sepia real photograph postcard of
Kinneir wearing Warwickshire cap,
full length, in batting pose, at the
wicket. The postcard nicely signed to
image in black ink by Kinneir. E.
Hawkins & Co, Brighton. Odd minor
faults otherwise in good/very good
condition. Rare £130/160

243 John William Hitch. Surrey &
England 1907-1925. Excellent sepia
real photograph postcard of Hitch
wearing Surrey cap and blazer with
hands in pockets, the cap and blazer
featuring the Surrey badge of the
Prince of Wales feathers that were
granted to Surrey in 1905, full
length, in meaningful posture. The
postcard nicely signed to image in
black ink by Hitch. Foster of
Brighton. Odd minor adhesive marks
and name inscrided to verso
otherwise in good/very good
condition. Wonderful image. Rare  

£140/180

244 Alfred Ernest Dipper. Gloucestershire
& England 1908-1932. Excellent
sepia real photograph postcard of
Dipper wearing Gloucestershire cap,
full length, in batting pose, at the
wicket. The postcard very nicely
signed to image in black ink by
Dipper. E. Hawkins & Co, Brighton.
Odd minor faults to card edges
otherwise in very good condition.
Rare £130/160
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245 Percy Holmes, Yorkshire C.C.C.
1913-1933. Excellent sepia postcard
of Holmes, full length, wearing
Yorkshire cap and blazer, at what
appears to be the back of a pavilion.
Signed in black ink by Holmes.
Postcard series unknown. Good/very
good condition £70/100

246 Roy Kilner, Yorkshire and England,
1911-27. Excellent sepia postcard of
Kilner, full length, wearing Yorkshire
cap and holding a cricket ball, at
what appears to be the back of a
pavilion. Nicely signed in black ink
by Kilner. Postcard series unknown.
Good/very good condition £70/100

247 Arthur William Carr.
Nottinghamshire & England 1910-
1934. Mono real photograph
postcard of Carr, three quarter
length, wearing M.C.C. touring
blazer. Very nicely signed in ink by
Carr. B.C. Flemons of Tonbridge. G 

£70/100

248 Arthur Staples. Nottinghamshire
1924-1938. Sepia real photograph
postcard of Staples, three quarter
length, wearing Nottinghamshire
cap and blazer. Nicely signed in black
ink by Staples. C.H. Richards,
Nottingham. Minor adhesive marks
to verso otherwise in good/very
good condition £40/60 

249 William Wilfred Whysall.
Nottinghamshire & England 1910-
1930. Sepia real photograph
postcard of Whysall, three quarter
length, wearing Nottinghamshire
cap and blazer. Nicely signed in black
ink by Whysall. C.H. Richards,
Nottingham. Minor adhesive marks
to verso otherwise in good/very
good condition £40/60 

250 Thomas Leonard Richmond.
Nottinghamshire & England 1912-
1928. Sepia real photograph
postcard of Richmond, half length,
wearing Nottinghamshire cap and
blazer. Nicely signed in black ink by
Richmond. C.H. Richards,
Nottingham. Minor adhesive marks
to verso otherwise in good/very
good condition £40/60 

251 Harry Makepeace. Lancashire &
England 1906-1930. Mono real
photograph postcard of Makepeace,
full length, wearing Lancashire cap
and blazer. Nicely signed in black ink
by Makepeace. Nias of Brighton.

Good/very good condition £70/90

252 Richard ‘Dick’ Knowles Tyldesley.
Lancashire & England 1919-1935.
Mono real photograph postcard of
Tyldesley, full length, wearing
Lancashire blazer. Signed in black ink
by Tyldesley. Nias of Brighton. Good
condition £60/90

253 George Duckworth. Lancashire &
England 1923-1938. Mono real
photograph postcard of Duckworth,
full length, wearing Lancashire cap
and blazer. Signed in black ink by
Duckworth. Nias of Brighton. Good
condition £70/100

254 Charles ‘Charlie’ Warrington
Leonard Parker. Gloucestershire &
England 1903-1935. Mono real
photograph postcard of Parker, half
length, wearing Gloucestershire cap
and sweater. Nicely signed in black
ink by Parker. H.K. Fox of
Gloucester. Good/very good
condition £70/100

255 Kenneth Lotherington Hutchings.
Kent & England 1902-1912. Mono
postcard of Hutchings, wearing
striped blazer, and holding a bat.
Nicely signed in black ink by
Hutchings. Postally date stamped
1907 and reference to the card being
signed by Hutchings on the day it
was posted in 1906. Mockford of
Tonbridge series. Some faults
including slight wear and staining to
card otherwise in good condition 

£50/70

256 Lance Richard Pierre. Trinidad &
West Indies 1940-1950. Mono real
photograph plain back postcard of
Piere, half length, wearing jacket and
West Indies tour tie, taken on the
1950 West Indies tour of England.
The postcard signed in ink by Piere.
Albert Wilkes & Son of West
Bromwich. The postcard signed in
September 1950 (to verso). G  

£50/70

257 Ronald George Alphonso Headley.
Jamaica, Worcestershire & West
Indies 1965-1974. Mono real
photograph plain back postcard of
Headley, head and shoulders,
wearing West Indies tour sweater.
The postcard signed in ink by
Headley on the 24th May 1996.
Sporting Handbooks Ltd.  G  

£30/50

258 Charles Phillip Mead. Hampshire &
England 1905-1936. Mono real
photograph postcard of Mead in
batting pose with Hampshire wicket
keeper behind the stumps. The
postcard with ‘Mead to lower border
and the number 68 to right hand
corner. Signed by Mead, signature a
little weak. Bailey of Bournemouth.
G £50/70

259 Henry William Lee. Middlesex &
England 1911-1934. Mono real
photograph postcard of Lee, full
length, and wearing Middlesex cap
and blazer. Nicely signed in ink by
Lee and dated 1927. Nias of
Brighton. G/VG £50/70

260 James Langridge. Sussex & England
1924-1953. Mono real photograph
plain back cameo postcard of a
youthful Langridge, head and
shoulders, wearing blazer. The
postcard nicely signed in ink by
Langridge. Albert Wilkes & Son of
West Bromwich. G  £50/80

261 Walter Latter Cornford. Sussex &
England 1921-1947. Mono real
photograph postcard of Cornford
wearing Sussex cap and blazer.
Nicely signed in ink by Cornford.
Postcard by Nias of Brighton.
Photographers stamp and A.G.
Spalding, County Ground, Hove to
back. G/VG £50/80

262 Vivian John Eaton. Sussex 1926-
1946. Mono real photograph
postcard of Eaton wearing cap and
wearing wicket keeping gloves and
pads. Signed in ink by Eaton.
Postcard by Nias of Brighton. G/VG 

£50/80

263 George Benjamin Street, Sussex &
England 1909-1923. Mono postcard
of Street wearing England cap and
blazer. Nicely signed in ink by Street.
Postcard by Nias of Brighton.
Photographers stamp to back. Rare.
G/VG £70/100

George Street took 308 catches and
121 stumping in first class cricket.
He played one Test on the M.C.C.
tour of South Africa in 1922/23
having been sent out as a
replacement for Walter Livsey who
was injured on the tour. Street was
killed in a motorcycle accident
shortly before the 1924 cricket
season started
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264 Thomas Edwin Reed Cook, Sussex
1922-1937. Mono postcard of Cook
wearing Sussex blazer and cap.
Signed in ink by Cook, part of
signature a little fainter. Postcard by
Nias of Brighton. Photographers
stamp to back. G/VG £50/80

265 Arthur James Ledger Hill. Hampshire
& England 1895-1921. Excellent
sepia real photograph postcard of
Ledger Hill, full length, in batting
pose at the wicket, wearing hooped
cricket cap, thought to have been
taken during the Sussex v Hampshire
match of July 1902. The postcard
very nicely signed to image in black
ink by Ledger Hill. Imprint ‘Foster of
Brighton’. Very good condition. Rare

£120/160

266 John Berry ‘Jack’ Hobbs. Surrey &
England 1905-1934. Excellent sepia
real photograph postcard of a
youthful Hobbs, full length, stood at
the wicket holding bat to side,
wearing Surrey cap, thought to have
been taken during the Sussex v
Surrey match of July 1905. The
postcard signed to image in black ink
by Hobbsl. Foster of Brighton. Good
condition. Rare  £130/160

An early image of Hobbs, he made
his debut for Surrey in 1905

267 John Thomas Tyldesley. Lancashire &
England 1895-1923. Excellent sepia
real photograph postcard of
Tyldesley, full length, stood at the
wicket holding bat to side, wearing
Lancashire cap, thought to have
been taken during the Sussex v
Lancashire match of August 1903.
The postcard signed to image in
black ink by Tyldesley. Foster of
Brighton. Good condition. Rare  

£100/150

268 Albert Ernest Knight. Leicestershire &
England 1895-1912. Mono real
photograph postcard of Knight, full
length, in batting pose. Nicely signed
in black ink by Knight to lower
border. Rapid series no. 1242.
Postmarked 1904. Some silvering
and creasing, otherwise G £80/120

269 Arthur Frederick Augustus Lilley.
Warwickshire & England 1894-1911.
Mono real photograph postcard of
Lilley, full length, in cricket attire.
Nicely signed in black ink by Lilley to
lower border. Rapid series no. 1235.
Postmarked 1904. Silvering and

slight wear, otherwise G. Rare 
£80/120

270 Albert Edward Relf. Sussex &
England 1900-1921. Mono real
photograph postcard of Relf, full
length, in cricket attire. Nicely signed
in black ink by Relf to lower border.
Rapid series no. 1241. Postmarked
1904. Some silvering and creasing to
lower border, otherwise G £80/120

271 Charles Harold Knott. Kent 1921-39.
Mono real photograph postcard of
Knott, full length, wearing cap and
blazer. Nicely signed in ink by Knott.
Ink annotation to verso in Knott’s
hand, ‘With all due apologies for
inevitable delay owing to lack of
photo. CHK’. Publisher unknown.
Minor silvering, otherwise VG 

£60/80

272 Lionel Holmes Wood Troughton.
Kent & M.C.C. 1907-1923. Sepia
real photograph postcard of
Troughton, full length in cap and
blazer. Nicely signed in ink by
Troughton. Publisher unknown. VG 

£60/80

273 Henry Knollys Foster. Worcestershire
1899-1925. Sepia real photograph
postcard of Foster in batting pose.
Nicely signed in black ink by Foster.
Published by Foster of Brighton. VG 

£70/100

274 J.B. ‘Jack’ Hobbs. Sepia real
photograph postcard of Hobbs, full
length, stood at the pavilion gate
wearing cricket sweater. Signed in
ink by Hobbs. Series unknown.
G/VG £40/50

275 John Charles Clay. Glamorgan &
England 1921-1949. Phillips
‘Pinnace’ premium issue cabinet size
mono real photograph trade card of
Clay half length, wearing striped
blazer. Very nicely signed by Clay.
No.176c. 4”x6”. VG £70/100

276 Lawrence George Rowe. Jamaica,
Derbyshire & West Indies 1968-
1982. Mono real photograph plain
back postcard of Rowe, head and
shoulders in cricket attire. Signed in
ink by Rowe. Photograph by Bill
Smith. Ex John Arlott collection. VG 

£30/50

277 Deryck Lance Murray. Cambridge
University, Nottinghamshire,
Trinidad, Warwickshire & West
Indies 1960-1981. Mono official

postcard sized press photograph of
Murray, head and shoulders in
cricket attire. Nicely signed in ink by
Murray. Central Press Photos. Ex
John Arlott collection. VG £30/50

278 Keith David Boyce. Barbados, Essex
& West Indies 1964-1977. Mono
real photograph plain back postcard
of Boyce, head and shoulders in
cricket attire. Nicely signed in ink by
Boyce. Ex John Arlott collection. VG 

£30/50

279 Robert Arthur White. Middlesex &
Nottinghamshire 1958-1980. Mono
real photograph plain back postcard
of White, half length in cricket attire.
Nicely signed in ink by White. Ex
John Arlott collection. VG £25/35

280 Francis George Mann, Middlesex,
Cambridge University & England
1937-1954. Mono plain back
‘Wilkes photograph’ postcard of
Mann, head and shoulders in cricket
attire. Signed in ink by Mann. Wilkes
stamp to reverse, dated 1939. VG 

£60/80

281 George Stuart Boyes, Hampshire &
M.C.C. 1921-1939. Mono plain
back ‘Wilkes photograph’ postcard
of Boyes, head and shoulders in
cricket attire. Nicely signed in ink by
Boyes. Wilkes stamp to reverse. Ex
John Arlott collection. VG £60/80

282 Arthur Ernest Pothecary, Hampshire
1927-1946. Mono plain back
‘Wilkes photograph’ postcard of
Pothecary, head and shoulders in
cricket attire. Taken in Cameo.
Signed in ink by Pothecary, blot to
signature. Wilkes stamp to reverse.
Ex John Arlott collection. VG 

£60/80

283 George Rammell Taylor, Hampshire
1935-1939. Mono plain back
‘Wilkes photograph’ postcard of
Taylor, head and shoulders in blazer.
Nicely signed in ink by Taylor. Wilkes
stamp to reverse, dated 1939. Ex
John Arlott collection. VG £60/80

284 William Charles Leonard Creese,
Hampshire 1928-1939. Mono plain
back ‘Wilkes photograph’ postcard
of Creese, head and shoulders in
cricket attire. Nicely signed in ink by
Creese. Wilkes stamp to reverse. Ex
John Arlott collection. VG £60/80

285 Arthur Ernest Pothecary, Hampshire
1927-1946. Mono plain back
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‘Wilkes photograph’ postcard of
Pothecary, head and shoulders in
formal attire. Signed in ink by
Pothecary. Wilkes stamp to reverse.
Ex John Arlott collection. VG 

£50/70

286 Walter Lancashire, Hampshire 1935-
1937. Mono plain back ‘Wilkes
photograph’ postcard of Lancashire,
head and shoulders in blazer. Nicely
signed in ink by Lancashire. Wilkes
stamp to reverse. Ex John Arlott
collection. VG £60/80

287 James Sperry, Leicestershire 1937-
1952. Mono plain back ‘Wilkes
photograph’ postcard of Sperry,
head and shoulders in cricket attire.
Nicely signed in ink by Sperry. Wilkes
stamp to reverse. Ex John Arlott
collection. VG £50/70

288 Claud Neville Woolley.
Gloucestershire & Northamptonshire
1909-1931. Mono real photograph
plain back postcard of Woolley, in
umpire attire. Signed in ink by
Woolley. Photograph by A. Wilkes &
Son of West Bromwich. Minor
blemishes, otherwise G/VG £60/80

Claud Woolley, younger brother of
Frank, was a first class umpire,
1932-1949, standing in one Test in
1938

289 Raymond Smith. Essex 1934-1956.
Mono real photograph plain back
postcard of Smith, head and
shoulders wearing a suit. Signed in
ink by Smith. Photograph by A.
Wilkes & Son of West Bromwich. VG

£60/80

290 Peter Murray-Willis. Worcestershire
& Northamptonshire 1935-1946.
Mono real photograph plain back
postcard of Murray-Willis, head and
shoulders wearing a blazer. Signed in
ink by Murray-Willis. Photograph by
A. Wilkes & Son of West Bromwich.
VG £60/80

291 R.E.S. Wyatt. Warwickshire,
Worcestershire & England 1923-
1951. Mono real photograph plain
back postcard of Wyatt, head and
shoulders wearing an England cap.
Signed in ink by Wyatt. Photograph
by A. Wilkes & Son of West
Bromwich. Odd faults otherwise G 

£60/80

292 Cecil Wood. Leicestershire 1896-
1923. Mono real photograph

postcard of Wood, in batting pose
and wearing Leicestershire cap.
Nicely signed in black ink by Wood
to lower border. Rotophot series no.
8608 Odd faults, otherwise G/VG 

£60/80

293 Samuel Coe. Leicestershire 1896-
1923. Sepia real photograph
postcard of Coe, standing in batting
pose. Nicely signed in black ink by
Coe. Hand written annotation to
verso detailing Leicestershire’s
victory over Northants in 1914, in
which Coe scored 252no, then
Leicestershire’s highest individual
score. Publisher unknown. Odd
faults, otherwise G/VG £60/80

294 Peter Geoffrey Foster, Oxford
University & Kent 1936-1946. Mono
plain back ‘Wilkes photograph’
postcard of Foster, head and
shoulders in cricket attire. Nicely
signed in ink by Foster. Wilkes stamp
to reverse, dated 1939. VG £60/80

295 W.G. Grace. Mono real photograph
postcard of Grace full length in
batting attire wearing M.C.C.
hooped cap. Nicely signed in black
ink by Grace to lower border. F.H.L
1388. Hartmann. Postcard has slight
fading, minor perforation to right
hand border otherwise in good
condition £200/300 

296 Jack Hobbs. Mono real photograph
postcard of Hobbs in batting pose.
Signed and inscribed by Hobbs, ‘to
Olive Cloke, all good wishes J.B.
Hobbs, 2nd July 1925. Card with
‘Jack Hobbs Ltd’ printed to lower
white border. Adhesive marks to
reverse, odd minor faults otherwise
in good/very good condition 

£40/60

297 Albert Edward Relf. Sussex &
England 1900-1921. Mono postcard
of Relf, full length, in cricket attire,
wearing Sussex cap. Nicely signed in
black ink by Relf. Photo by Foster.
‘Warner’s Team Series, John Walker,
London. Postmarked 1904. G 

£50/80

298 Henry Edmund Roberts, Sussex
1911-1925. Mono real photograph
postcard of Roberts wearing Sussex
blazer and cricket attire. Nicely
signed in black ink by Roberts.
Postcard by Nias of Brighton.
Photographers stamp to verso.
Minor wear to corners. G £50/80

299 Ted Bowley. Sussex & England.
1912-1934. Mono real photograph
postcard of Bowley, half length, in
M.C.C. touring blazer. Signed in
black ink by Bowley. Deane, Wiles &
Millar series c1930/31. Minor wear
to corners otherwise in good
condition £40/60

300 Maurice Tate. Sussex & England
1912-1937. Excellent mono real
photograph postcard of Tate,
wearing M.C.C. blazer and holding
pipe. Nicely signed in ink by Tate.
Nias of Brighton. VG £50/70

301 Ernest Albert Vivian Williams.
Barbados & West Indies 1934-1949.
Mono cameo real photograph plain
back postcard of Williams, head and
shoulders, wearing jacket and West
Indies tour tie, taken on the 1939
West Indies tour of England. The
postcard card signed to lower border
in black ink by Williams. Albert
Wilkes & Son of West Bromwich.
The postcard signed on the 8th
August 1939. Minor faults, good  

£60/80

302 William John Edrich. Middlesex &
England 1934-1958. Mono real
photograph cameo postcard of a
youthful Edrich, head and shoulders,
wearing cricket shirt and blazer. Very
nicely signed in black ink by Edrich.
Albert Wilkes & Son of West
Bromwich. The card signed on the
2nd July 1938. G/VG  £50/70

303 Hemchandra Ramachandra Adhikari.
Gujarat, Baroda, Hindus, Services &
India 1936-1960. Mono real
photograph postcard of Adhikari,
taken on the India tour of England in
1952, head and shoulders, wearing
cricket shirt and tour sweater. Very
nicely signed in blue ink by Adhikari.
Albert Wilkes & Son of West
Bromwich. Good/very good
condition  £50/70

304 Dattatraya Gajanan Phadkar.
Maharashtra, Bombay, Hindus,
Bengal, Railways, Combined XI &
India 1942-1960. Mono real
photograph postcard of Phadkar,
taken on the India tour of England in
1952, head and shoulders, wearing
cricket shirt and tour sweater. Very
nicely signed in blue ink by Phadkar
and dated to card 25th August
1952. Albert Wilkes & Son of West
Bromwich. Good/very good
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condition  £50/70

305 Dattajirao Krishnarao Gaekwad.
Baroda & India 1947-1964. Mono
real photograph postcard of
Gaekwad, taken on the India tour of
England in 1952, head and
shoulders, wearing suit with tour tie.
Very nicely signed in ink by
Gaekwad and dated London, 25th
August 1952. Albert Wilkes & Son of
West Bromwich. Good/very good
condition  £50/70

306 Nigel Haig. Middlesex & England
1912-1934. Mono real photograph
postcard of Haig, full length,
wearing Middlesex cap and striped
blazer. Very nicely signed in black ink
to image by Haig. Nias, Brighton.
Further stamp of J.G. Spalding Bros,
Brighton & County Ground, Hove.
G. Rare £50/70

307 Arthur Percy Frank Chapman. Kent
& England 1924-1938. Excellent
mono real photograph postcard of
Chapman, full length in batting
pose. Nicely signed in black ink by
Chapman. Publisher unknown. VG 

£50/70

308 Herbert Sutcliffe. Yorkshire &
England 1919-1945. Mono real
photograph postcard of a youthful
Sutcliffe, head and shoulders. Nicely
signed in black ink by Sutcliffe.
Publisher unknown. VG £50/70

309 James Frederick Byrne. Warwickshire
1897-1912. Excellent sepia real
photograph postcard of Byrne, full
length, taking guard at the wicket.
Imprint ‘Foster of Brighton’ to face.
Very minor faults otherwise in very
good condition.   £50/70

310 Robert Prynne Nelson. Middlesex,
Cambridge University &
Northamptonshire 1932-1939.
Mono ‘Wilkes photograph’ postcard
of Nelson in cameo, head and
shoulders in cricket attire. Wilkes
stamp to reverse, undated. Light
pencil crop marks to front, otherwise
G/VG £25/35

311 Harold James Rhodes. Derbyshire &
England 1953-75. Excellent mono
real photograph plain back postcard
of Rhodes, head and shoulders,
wearing Derbyshire sweater A.
Wilkes & Son, West Bromwich. Date
stamped to reverse 16th May 1958.
VG - £20/30

312 Leslie Jackson. Derbyshire & England
1947-63. Excellent mono real
photograph plain back postcard of
Jackson, head and shoulders,
wearing sweater A. Wilkes & Son,
West Bromwich. VG £20/30

313 George Owen Dawkes.
Leicestershire, Derbyshire & England
1937-61. Excellent mono real
photograph plain back postcard of
Dawkes, head and shoulders. A.
Wilkes & Son, West Bromwich. VG 

£20/30

314 Harold Denis Bird. Yorkshire,
Leicestershire 1956-64. Excellent
mono real photograph plain back
postcard of Bird, head and shoulders,
wearing Leicestershire sweater. A.
Wilkes & Son, West Bromwich. Date
stamped to reverse 29th June 1960.
VG £20/30

315 Charles Terrance Spencer.
Leicestershire 1952-74. Excellent
mono real photograph plain back
postcard of Spencer, head and
shoulders. A. Wilkes & Son, West
Bromwich. Date stamped to reverse
25th June 1952. VG £20/30

316 Paul Munden. Leicestershire 1957-
64. Excellent mono real photograph
plain back postcard of Munden,
head and shoulders wearing
Leicestershire sweater. A. Wilkes &
Son, West Bromwich. Date stamped
to reverse 8th June 1962. VG 

£20/30

317 Michael John Harris. Middlesex,
Nottinghamshire, Eastern Province
and Wellington 1964-76. Excellent
mono real photograph plain back
postcard of Harris, head and
shoulders wearing Middlesex
sweater. A. Wilkes & Son, West
Bromwich. VG. Cricket - £20/30

318 Alan Moss. Middlesex, MCC &
England 1950-68. Excellent mono
real photograph plain back postcard
of Moss, head and shoulders
wearing Middlesex sweater. A.
Wilkes & Son, West Bromwich. Date
stamped to reverse 15th July 1952.
VG £20/30

319 John Maxwell Kennedy. Lancashire,
Warwickshire 1960-62. Excellent
mono real photograph plain back
postcard of Kennedy, head and
shoulders wearing Warwickshire
sweater. A. Wilkes & Son, West

Bromwich. Date stamped to reverse
20th May 1960. VG £20/30

320 Keith Bedford. Warwickshire 1967.
Excellent mono real photograph
plain back postcard of Bedford, head
and shoulders wearing Warwickshire
sweater. A. Wilkes & Son, West
Bromwich. Date stamped to reverse
19th April 1967. VG £20/30

321 Robert Neal Abberley. Warwickshire,
MCC 1964-79. Excellent mono real
photograph plain back postcard of
Abberley, head and shoulders
wearing Warwickshire sweater. A.
Wilkes & Son, West Bromwich. Date
stamped to reverse 22nd April 1964.
VG £20/30

322 James Moffat Allan. Kent,
Warwickshire, Scotland 1953-72.
Excellent mono real photograph
plain back postcard of Allan, head
and shoulders wearing Warwickshire
sweater. A. Wilkes & Son, West
Bromwich. Date stamped to reverse
10th May 1966. VG £20/30

323 Roland Miller. Warwickshire 1961-
68. Excellent mono real photograph
plain back postcard of Miller, head
and shoulders wearing Warwickshire
sweater. A. Wilkes & Son, West
Bromwich. Date stamped to reverse
25th May 1964. VG £20/30

324 Norman Gifford. Worcestershire,
Warwickshire, MCC, England 1960-
83. Excellent mono real photograph
plain back postcard of Gifford, head
and shoulders wearing
Worcestershire sweater. A. Wilkes &
Son, West Bromwich. Date stamped
to reverse 20th May 1960. VG 

£20/30

325 Roy Smith. Somerset 1949-55.
Excellent mono real photograph
plain back postcard of Smith, head
and shoulders. A. Wilkes & Son,
West Bromwich. Date stamped to
reverse 25th July 1950. VG £20/30

326 William Brian Stott. Yorkshire 1952-
63. Excellent mono real photograph
plain back postcard of Stott, head
and shoulders wearing a Yorkshire
sweater. A. Wilkes & Son, West
Bromwich. Date stamped to reverse
16th Dec 1957. VG £20/30

327 John Van-Geloven. Leicestershire,
Yorkshire 1955-65. Excellent mono
real photograph plain back postcard
of Van-Geloven, head and shoulders
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wearing a Yorkshire sweater. A.
Wilkes & Son, West Bromwich. Date
stamped to reverse 23rd August
1955. VG £20/30

328 J.M. Kelly. Lancashire, Derbyshire
1947-60. Excellent mono real
photograph plain back postcard of
Kelly, full length walking in from
batting, wearing batting attire and
Derbyshire sweater with other
players in background. C Goodman,
Newmarket. VG £20/30 

329 Leicestershire C.C.C. 1952, 1955 &
1956. Excellent mono real
photograph plain back postcards of
the team seated and standing in
rows wearing cricket attire. Stamp to
back. A. Wilkes & Son, West
Bromwich. Qty 3. VG £50/70

330 Warwickshire C.C.C. 1954, 1959.
Excellent mono real photograph
plain back postcards of the team
seated and standing in rows wearing
cricket attire. Stamp to back. A.
Wilkes & Son, West Bromwich. Qty
2. VG £30/50

331 Sussex C.C.C. 1954. Excellent mono
real photograph plain back postcard
of the team seated and standing in
rows wearing cricket attire. Stamp to
back. A. Wilkes & Son, West
Bromwich. VG £18/25

332 Don Bradman. Three modern
postcards, each signed by Bradman
in later years. ECB, J/V and MRR Ltd
cards. VG £70/90

333 Don Bradman. Two modern
postcards, each signed by Bradman
in later years. Australian Legends
and London Transport Museum
postcards. Plus plain white postcard
size card nicely signed by Bradman.
VG £50/80

334 Harold Larwood. Three modern
postcards, each signed by Larwood
in later years. Two of Larwood and
one of the Sydney Harbour Bridge
(signed to verso)Karizzma
Collectables and MRR Ltd cards. VG 

£70/90

335 Kent. Five postcards of Kent players
and teams, four real photograph
cards. Players are Chapman
(plainback, Flemons), Fielder (colour,
J.B. Siddall, Adelaide), Ames
(Flemons, three quarter length with
bat), Ames, Half length in sweater
(plain back) and the Kent team (circa

1920’s, Flemons). Odd faults, good 
£30/40 

336 Signed postcards 1950s/1960s.
Twelve mono real photograph
postcards, each signed in ink to the
front by the featured player.
Signatures are Kenyon, Flavell,
(Worcestershire), Milton
(Gloucestershire), Warr, Parfitt
(Middlesex), Bannister, Cartwright
(Warwickshire), Illingworth, Close
(Yorkshire), Parks, Thomson, Smith
(Sussex). VG £30/50

337 Signed colour postcards 1991. Seven
postcards, the majority of cricket
grounds, each signed to the reverse.
Signatures include the West Indian
touring party 1991 including Lara,
Haynes, Hooper, Dujon, Marshall,
Walsh etc. County teams are Sussex,
Yorkshire (2), Lancashire, Essex and
Middlesex. Over eighty signatures.
Nicely signed . G/VG £30/50

338 Cornhill, T.C.C.B., Open
Championship trade cards. Twenty
five cards each signed by the player
featured. Signatures include
Illingworth, Gower, Bolus, Malcolm,
Atherton, Capel, Moxon, Larkins,
Athey, Pringle, Thorpe etc. G 

£40/60

339 Cornhill Insurance colour cards.
Twenty cards each signed in ink to
the front by the featured player.
Signatures include Hussain, Gooch,
Malcolm, Ramprakash, McCague,
Such, Rhodes, Atherton etc. G 

£40/60

340 Cornhill Insurance colour cards.
Fourteen cards each signed in ink to
the front by the featured player.
Signatures include French, Pringle,
Smith, Broad, Botham, Fairbrother,
Agnew, Hick etc. G £30/40

341 Cornhill Insurance colour cards.
Twenty cards each signed in ink to
the front by the featured player.
Signatures include Gower, Gatting,
Gough, Hick, Russell, Rhodes,
Emburey (2), Hussain, Fraser etc. VG

£40/60

342 T.C.C.B. postcards. Twenty nine
official T.C.C.B. colour postcards of
England cricketers published by
Clifford Frost. Card numbers are 1-8,
10-19, 22-26, 29-33. Each card
signed to the photograph by the
featured player. Signatures include

Gooch, Botham, Gower, Lamb,
Bailey (2), Fairbrother, Russell,
Smith, Hussain etc. VG £50/80

343 County postcards 1992. Fourteen
colour postcards of County grounds,
each signed by team members.
Counties represented are Durham,
Essex, Glamorgan, Gloucestershire,
Hampshire (2), Leicestershire,
Middlesex, Nottinghamshire,
Somerset, Sussex, Warwickshire,
Yorkshire. Also one postcard for
World XI v Pakistan with eleven
signatures. VG £30/40

344 County postcards 2002. Thirteen
colour postcards mainly of Test and
County grounds, each signed by
team members. Counties
represented are Derbyshire, Durham,
Glamorgan, Gloucestershire,
Hampshire, Leicestershire,
Middlesex, Northamptonshire,
Nottinghamshire, Somerset, Surrey,
Sussex and Yorkshire. VG £25/35

345 England v Australia 1903. Mono
printed photograph postcard of the
England team for the match played
at Trent Bridge 29th-31st May 1905.
The players seated and standing in
rows in blazers. Printed title ‘Cricket
Test Match. England’s Victorious
Team’. Printed players’ names to
lower border. Published by F.W.
Morley from an original photograph
by E. Hamel & Co, Nottingham.
Some creasing and wear, otherwise
G. Rare £30/50

England won the First Test by 213
runs. Maclaren scored 140 in
England’s second innings, Bosanquet
taking 8/107 for England in
Australia’s second innings. Laver
took eight wickets in the match for
Australia

346 Kent. Excellent real photograph
postcard of A.P.F. Chapman, A.P.
Freeman and Frank Woolley in
group wearing England blazers and
cricket attire. White box to lower
border with facsimile signatures of
the three. Odd very minor faults
otherwise in good condition.
Unusual £18/25

347 Kent. Three real photograph
postcards of the 1927, 1932 and
1949 Kent teams, all published by
Flemons of Tonbridge. G/VG 

£30/40
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348 Northamptonshire v South Africa
1907. Real photo postcard of two
teams standing and seated in rows.
Printed by Greenway of
Northampton. Silvering to card
edges and stain to lower border
otherwise in good condition. Rare
cricket £50/70

In a low scoring match, the South
Africans won by 83 runs in June 1907

349 England ‘Stars of the Test Matches’.
Five sepia postcards published by
Amalgamated Press, Australia,
1936/37. Players featured are
Hardstaff, Verity, Allen, Fagg and
Hammond. VG £30/50

350a Les Berry. Leicestershire 1924-1951.
Mono real photograph plain back
postcard of Berry, head and
shoulders in Leicestershire cap and
blazer. Signed in ink by Berry.
Photograph by A. Wilkes & Son of
West Bromwich. Dated 1935. VG 

£60/80

350b Charles Knott. Kent & Oxford
University 1921-1939. Mono real
photograph postcard of Knott
standing three quarter length in
cricket attire. Nicely signed in ink by
Knott. Published by B.C. Flemons of
Tonbridge. G/VG £60/80

350c Aubrey Sharp. Leicestershire 1908-
1935. Mono real photograph
postcard of Sharp standing full
length in batting pose. Signed in ink
by Sharp. Published by T.I.C.
postcards. G £60/80

350 Cricket postcards. Collection of
seventeen mono ‘Star series’
postcards of county teams in 1904
and 1905. Seventeen different
county teams, lacking Middlesex or
Northamptonshire. Generally good
condition £25/35

351 Australia. ‘The Magnet album of Test
Match Cricketers 1930 tour’.
Presented with the Magnet 12th July
1930. Complete with glossy pictures
laid down to album. Features the
England and Australian players from
the 1930 series. Good condition 

£30/50

352 The Magnet. Pair of ‘cut-out and
fold’ shaped’ trade cards of famous
Test match cricketers. The cards
‘presented in the Magnet and the
Popular in 1925 and 1926.
Amalgamated Press. Green base

with fold marks to create an upright
figure about 4.5” high. The players
are Hendren (no. 4) and Douglas
(no. 9). Minor wear, good condition 

£15/25

353 M.C.C. tour of Australia & New
Zealand 1946/47. Official M.C.C.
Christmas card with decorative
covers, printed caricatures of the
M.C.C. team by Mailey to back
cover. Signed ‘Peter Smith’ to front
cover. T.P.B. Smith (Essex &
England). G £30/50

354 M.C.C. Tour of Australia 1950/51.
Official Press M.C.C. Christmas card,
the cover decorated with an outline
map of Australia showing the Test
venues, red ribbon tie. Paper insert
to inside with photograph of the
accompanying press corps. Signed
by Charles Bray. Also an official
Players M.C.C. Christmas card for
the same tour with paper insert with
photograph of the touring party.
Signed by John Warr. Qty 2. G/VG 

£60/80

355 Freeman, Hardy & Willis circa 1900.
Original paper colour advertising
card, similar in style to a large
‘Baines’ trade card with caricatures
of Andrew Stoddart of Middlesex, in
batting pose, and Arthur Mold of
Lancashire, in bowling pose. The
wording to the card reads Middlesex
v Lancashire to centre with colour
emblems of the counties to right
hand corner and to bottom right
corner ‘Find W.G. Grace and a
Lancashire Lad’. To verso there is
further advertising for ‘Freeman,
Hardy & Willis for Boots & Shoes’.
The card measures 4”x5”. Odd nicks
and creases otherwise in good
condition. Unusual, not see
previously by the auctioneer £40/60

356 Cigarette trade cards. Four complete
sets of cards. Sets are Players
‘Cricketers 1930’, Wills’s ‘Cricketers,
1928’, First series (two sets), and
Player’s ‘Cricketers’, 1934’. Some
wear, otherwise generally G £25/35

357 Cigarette trade cards. Four complete
sets of cards. Sets are Player’s
‘Cricketers. Caricatures by RIP’
1926, Players ‘Cricketers 1934’,
Wills’s ‘Cricketers 1928’ First series,
and Wills’s ‘Cricketers’ 1928 Second
series. Sold with nine cards from the
Player’s ‘Cricketers 1938’ series

mounted on a ‘Players Cigarettes’
mount, framed and glazed, overall
14.75”x14.5”. Some wear,
otherwise generally G £25/35

CRICKET BOOKS

358 ‘Australian Cricket. The Game and
the Players’. Jack Pollard. Sydney
1982. De luxe leather bound limited
edition of 452. Full green leather, gilt
to top page edges, in slipcase. Nicely
signed by Don Bradman. 452 was
Bradman’s highest first class score.
Limited edition no 333/452. Only
fifty copies of this edition were made
available in the United Kingdom.
Very good condition £150/250

359 ‘Cricketers and the Law’. J.W.
Goldman. Privately published 1958.
Limited edition of 350 copies,
unusually this copy is unnumbered
and unsigned. In original dust
wrapper and cardboard slipcase.
Very good condition £60/90

360 ‘Geoffrey Boycott. The
Autobiography’. London 1987.
Signed leather bound luxury edition
limited to 151 copies to
commemorate the number of
Boycott’s first class centuries. This
copy is number 118, dedicated to his
innings of 135 against Lancashire at
Old Trafford, 1980. Signed limited
edition label to inside front cover.
Yorkshire rose in gilt to front cover,
gilt titles to spine and page edges. In
slipcase. Very good condition 

£60/90

361 ‘The 2nd Australian XI’s Tour of
Australia, Britain and New Zealand in
1880/81 with Appendices’. Alfred
James. Privately published in red
boards with gilt titles to spine.
Limited edition no. 8/100. Signed in
ink to the limited page by the author.
Very good condition £60/90

362 ‘Botham. My Autobiography’.
Boundary Books 1994. Leather
bound edition limited to 102 copies
to commemorate the number of
Botham’s Test matches. This copy is
number 80, with details of his 80th
Test, against West Indies, Kingston
1980 on the limitation page which is
signed by Botham. Also signed by
Mike Brearley to page eleven.
Marbled end papers, gilt to page
edges. In slipcase. Very good
condition £80/120
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363 ‘The Bradman Albums’. Queen Anne
Press, London 1987. First edition,
Volumes I & II. Cloth covers, gilt
titles to fronts and spines. Card
signed by Bradman laid down to half
title page of Volume I. Slip case.
Minor marks to covers, otherwise in
very good condition £50/70

364 ‘The Larwood Story’. Harold
Larwood. London 1965. First
edition. Signed in ink by Larwood to
half title page. Includes press
cuttings of Larwood’s obituary. Very
good condition with excellent
dustwrapper £60/90

365 ‘The Art of Nicholas Felix’. Gerald
Brodribb. J.W. McKenzie 1985.
Limited edition no. 98/220. Signed
in ink by the author to limitation
page. Very good condition with
excellent dustwrapper £50/70

366 ‘Sobers. The Changing Face of
Cricket’. Sir Garfield Sobers. London
1996. Half leather edition limited to
60 copies to commemorate Sobers’
60th birthday, this is copy number
20. Signed in ink by the author to
limitation page. Very good condition

£80/120

367 ‘The Cricketer’s Autograph Birthday
Book’. T. Broadbent Trowsdale
(“Cover-Point”). London 1906.
Decorative green cloth covers with
portrait of W.G. Grace to front, gilt
titles and page edges. Padwick
7257. Original printed advertising
flyer tipped in. Front hinge
becoming detached, nicks to spine
and other minor wear, otherwise in
good condition £80/120

368 ‘Fred. Portrait of a Fast Bowler’. John
Arlott. London 1971. First edition.
Nicely signed in ink by Arlott to title
page and with dedication ‘Ron
Ransom - with all good wishes on
your return to the Mediterranean,
John A’ to front endpaper. Excellent
dustwrapper. Very good condition 

£40/60

369 ‘Our Don Bradman’. Philip
Derriman. London 1987. Signature
in ink of Bradman on card laid down
to title page. Excellent dustwrapper.
Very good condition £30/40

370 ‘Good Days’. Neville Cardus. London
1934. Nicely signed by the author to
half title page. Blue cloth boards.
Fading to spine, otherwise in good

condition £50/70

371 ‘Cricket all the Year’. Neville Cardus.
London 1952. First edition. Very
nicely signed in ink by Cardus to title
page. Minor loss and fading to
dustwrapper, otherwise in good
condition £50/70

372 ‘Cricketers’ Carnival’. Learie
Constantine. London 1948. First
edition. Dedication in ink to half title
page, ‘To Mrs Wright with every
good wish. From Learie Constantine
The Author, Nelson, Lancs. Aug
1948’.  Minor loss and fading to
dustwrapper, some foxing to internal
pages, otherwise in good condition 

£40/60

373 ‘Cricket in the Sun’. Learie
Constantine. London 1946. First
edition. Dedication in ink to half title
page, ‘To Marjorie, A token of
regard and esteem, Learie
Constantine, 3 Meredith St, Nelson,
Lancs. 25th May 1946’.  Some loss
and wear to dustwrapper, otherwise
in good condition £40/60

374 ‘Cricket and I’. Learie Constantine.
London 1933. First edition.
Dedication in ink to inside front
board, ‘To George [Headley?], from
Learie. If you have got any pleasure
from reading it my trouble is fully
repaid. Gloucester 1943’. Interesting
press cutting tipped in from
Manchester Evening News, 9th July
1975, by Len Hopwood, relating to
the events surrounding rumours that
Constantine was negotiating to join
the County in the late 1940s. Minor
wear to boards, otherwise in good
condition £50/70

375 ‘The Ashes. A Centenary’. Ray
Illingworth and Kenneth Gregory.
London 1982. First edition. With
fifty two signatures, twelve signed to
the page,and forty Test players on
labels laid down. Signatures include
the authors, Marsh, G. Chappell,
Allen, Gower, Tyson, Milburn, Snow,
Laker, Trueman, Bowes, Allen,
Bradman, Statham, May, Close,
Brearley, Hutton, Denness, Gooch
etc. Dustwrapper. Good/very good
condition £70/100

376 ‘Eighty-Not-Out. An Interview,
broadcast by the B.B.C. between
Cliff Morgan and E.W. Swanton
recording his eightieth birthday on
12th February 1987’.  Surrey, 1987.

Signed ‘Jim Swanton’ to title page.
Limited edition number 76/110,
signed to the limitation page by the
booklet’s designer, Edward Burrett.
Sold with a menu for the Committee
Room for the 1989 Ashes Test at Old
Trafford signed in ink by Swanton.
Scarce. Very good condition 

£100/150

377 ‘Colin Ingleby-Mackenzie. A Profile’.
John Arlott. 1962. Limited edition
number 13/50, signed in ink to the
limitation page by the author. Press
obituary notice for Ingleby-
Mackenzie tipped in. Green boards.
Very good condition £100/150

378 ‘Harold Gimblett’s Hundred’. John
Arlott. R. Walsh Books, Taunton
1991. Limited edition number
63/123 copies, nicely signed in ink
by Arlott. Card covers with red ties.
Very good condition £70/100

379 ‘Catalogue of an Exhibition of
portrait drawings in coloured chalks
of The Empire’s Cricketers by A.
Chevallier Tayler : Held in the rooms
of The Fine Art Society 148, New
Bond Street, June & July, 1905. With
a new introduction by John
Hawkins’. Christopher Saunders
Books 2006.  Limited edition of 100
copies, each signed and numbered
by John Hawkins this being number
14. Very good condition £40/60

380 ‘The Compleat Cricketer. A short
sketch of H.S. Altham’. E.W.
Swanton. Bournemouth 1960.
Limited edition eight page folded
essay, printed in a limited edition of
twenty five copies, this being
Swanton’s own signed proof copy.
Rare unique item. Very good
condition  £100/150

381 ‘Farewell to Cricket’. Don Bradman.
London 1950. First edition. A rare
copy of which eight plates have
been nicely signed in ink by
Bradman, also Bill Bowes (twice), Bill
Brown and Gubby Allen. With
dustwrapper, front detached.
Original publicity leaflet tipped in.
Good/very good condition. Rare 

£150/250

382 ‘Annals of Cricket’. W.W. Read.
Sampson Low, London 1896.
Original quarter vellum over dark
green boards, gilt title to spine.
Contents on hand-made paper,
rough edges. Top edge gilt. Limited
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edition 80 in the deluxe edition of
250 copies, nicely signed by Read.
Some slight soilng to the vellum and
slight breaking to internal hinges
otherwise a good copy. Rare 

£120/180

Many copies of the limited edition
were not signed by Read. Walter
William Read played eighteen
matches for England and was
considered one of the best batsmen
of the 1880s

383 Sussex Cricket. Book of Sussex
Cricket by A. E. R Gilligan. Published
by Chapman & Hall 1924. 1st
Edition in original green. Signed by
Gilligan below his photograph on
p64. Some breaking to internal
hinges and light fading to spine
otherwise in very good condition 

£20/30

384 ‘Cricket My Love’. L.B. Duckworth.
Birmingham 1946. Second
impression. Dustwrapper. Signed
presentation copy from Duckworth
to the collector, J.W. Coldham, with
Coldham’s bookplate to inside front
cover. Small tears to dustwrapper,
otherwise G £25/35

385 ‘Northamptonshire Cricket. A
History’. J.D. Coldham, London
1959. Signed to front end paper by
ten members of the 1950s/1960s
team. Signatures include Andrews,
Subba Row, Brown, Prideaux,
Murray-Willis, Norman etc. Good
dustwrapper. Sold with
‘Northamptonshire County Cricket
Club Records 1905-1949’ booklet.
Qty 2. G/VG £25/35

386 ‘Trent Bridge. A History of the
Ground to Commemorate the 150th
Anniversary (1838-1988)‘. P. Wynne
Thomas. Nottingham 1987. First
edition. Original green leather in slip
case. Gilt page edges. Gilt emblems
to front, titles to spine. Signed by the
author to title page. Limited edition
no. 328/600. Fading to spine gilt,
minor scuffs to front cover,
otherwise VG. Eight page
supplement covering the 1987
season slipped in. Also an advertising
card for a lecture by antiques expert,
Geoffrey Bond, 21st April 1988,
Newark. Signed to the front by
thirteen former Nottinghamshire
players. Signatures include Siddons,
Giles, Simpson, Murray, Vowles,

Meads etc £25/35

387 ‘Classic Centuries in the Test
Matches between England and
Australia’. B.J. Wakley. London
1964. Good dust wrapper. Sold with
handwritten letter from Bethan
Wakley to the Old Trafford statis-
tician requesting information on the
‘recent Test match v New Zealand’,
July 1994. G/VG £25/35

The following forty two lots were
formally in the library of John
Arlott. They were bought by the
present vendor at the Phillips,
Knowle sale of April 1994

388 ‘Playing to Win’. Trevor Bailey.
London 1954. Dedication in ink to
title page, ‘To John, my favourite
broadcaster, thank goodness I’m a
T.V. fan’. Nicely signed by Bailey.
Minor tears to dustwrapper,
otherwise VG £20/30

389 ‘Championship Cricket. A Review of
County Cricket since 1945’. Trevor
Bailey. London 1961. Dedication in
ink to Arlott to front end paper, ‘It’s
nice to see you collect the classics!
Trevor’. Very good dustwrapper. VG 

£20/30

390 ‘Spin me a Spinner’. Richie Benaud.
London 1963. Dedication in ink to
title page, ‘Best wishes John. Richie
Benaud’. Small tear and minor loss to
dustwrapper. VG £25/35

391 ‘Bowling’. Alec Bedser. London
1952. Dedication in ink to title page,
‘To John with all good wishes. Alec
Bedser’. Minor wear to otherwise
excellent dustwrapper. VG £25/35

392 ‘May’s Men in Australia’. Alec
Bedser. London 1959. Dedication in
ink to title page, ‘To John. Best
wishes. Alec Bedser’. Ex Winder
collection, with bookplate. Excellent
dustwrapper. VG £25/35

393 ‘Benefit Booklets 1954-56’. Seven
benefit brochures bound in green
cloth with gilt titles to spine. Pencil
index in Arlott’s hand to front
endpaper. Brochures signed in ink to
front covers are for Len Muncer
1954, George Tribe 1956 (with
accompanying letter from Tribe),
Jock Livingstone 1955 and Geoff
Edrich 1955. Unsigned brochures for
Ken Grieves 1956, George Lambert
1955 and Willie Watson (with
accompanying letter of thanks from

Watson). G/VG £80/120

394 ‘Next Man In. A Survey of Cricket
Laws and Customs’. Gerald
Brodribb. London 1952. Dedication
in ink to title page, ‘With many
thanks and best wishes. Gerald
Brodribb Sept 1952’. Also signed in
ink by the author to the title page.
Included is a handwritten postcard
from Brodribb to to Arlott
postmarked 14th September 1952, ‘I
am sorry to hear you are unwell but
glad of this opportunity to see you...
I much appreciate your suggestion
of a special poem hot from the
furnace’. Minor ageing to
dustwrapper. Foxing to page edges,
otherwise G/VG £40/60

395 ‘Lancashire C.C.C. v Yorkshire
C.C.C. 1849-1964’. R.F.W. Cook.
Leeds. Limited edition no. 4/100.
Signed by the author to the title
page. Bound in green cloth, original
covers retained. Gilt titles to front
and spine. Includes an
accompanying letter from the author
to Arlott,  ‘I enclose a copy of [the
book] which I have signed for your
collection and would be very
grateful if you would review it in
next year’s Wisden Cricketers’
Almanack’. Odd faults and creasing
to internal pages, otherwise G/VG 

£40/60

396 ‘Cricket Crusaders. The West Indies
in Australia 1951-52’. Harold Dale.
London 1952. Dedication in ink to
front endpaper, ‘To John Arlott,
remembering good cricket and good
talk. With the affectionate regards of
the author and his statistician.
Harold & Vera Dale’. ‘Light’ fading
to spine of otherwise very good
dustwrapper. Minor foxing to page
edges, otherwise G/VG £40/60

397 ‘Cricket Heritage’. W.J. Edrich.
London first edition. Signed in ink to
front of dustwrapper, ‘Best wishes,
Bill Edrich’. Dedication in ink to front
endpaper, ‘To my friend John Arlott,
with very best wishes, Bill Edrich’.
Minor ageing and wear to top edge
of  otherwise good dustwrapper.
Minor foxing to page edges,
otherwise G/VG £40/60

398 ‘The Ashes Crown the Year. A
Coronation Cricket Diary’. J.H.
Fingleton. London 1954. Dedication
in ink to title page, ‘John Arlott,
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whose opinions on all things cricket
are profound, amusing & told best of
all. Kindest regards, Jack Fingleton.
N.B. But see note on IOUs!’. Small
loss and tear to dustwrapper. Minor
foxing to page edges, otherwise
G/VG £40/60

399 ‘Cricket’. Alfred Gover. London
1949. Dedication in ink to front
endpaper, ‘To John, with best
wishes. Sincerely, Alf Gover’. Tear to
dustwrapper, otherwise G/VG 

£25/35

400 ‘In Celebration of Cricket’. Kenneth
Gregory. London 1949. Signed to
photographic plates by Don
Bradman, George Headley and Barry
Richards. Typed letter from publisher
tipped in asking Arlott for a review.
Small loss to dustwrapper, otherwise
G/VG £40/60

401 ‘Talking of Cricket’. J.L. Guise.
London 1952. Handwritten letter
from the author to Arlott tipped in
requesting a review. Signed John
Guise and dated 22nd June 1952.
Small loss to otherwise good
dustwrapper. VG £25/35

402 ‘Ashes Triumphant 1954-5’. Bruce
Harris. London 1955. Dedication in
ink to front endpaper, ‘To my
favourite wine-bibber John Arlott.
Bruce Harris. June 1955’. Small loss
to otherwise very good dustwrapper.
VG £30/50

403 ‘Cricket Practice and Tactics’. B.W.
Hone. London 1937. Dedication in
ink to front endpaper, ‘To John
Arlott. With the author’s
compliments & best wishes. Brian W.
Hone. M.C.E.G.S. Melbourne
17/1/55’. Small loss and wear to
otherwise very good dustwrapper.
VG £25/35

404 ‘All on a Summer’s Day’. Margaret
Hughes. London 1953. Dedication in
ink to front endpaper, ‘To John
Arlott. With best wishes from
Margaret Hughes’. Small loss and
wear to otherwise very good
dustwrapper. VG £25/35

405 ‘Lancashire County Cricket. The
Official History: 1864-1953’. A.W.
Ledbrooke. London 1954.
Dedication in ink to front endpaper,
‘For John Arlott - may he never run
short of words or ideas. A.W.
Ledbrooke June 1954’. Inserted is a

card explaining the death of
Ledbrooke. Small loss and wear to
otherwise good dustwrapper. Front
photographic plate becoming
detached, otherwise G/VG £40/60

Archie Ledbrooke of the Daily
Dispatch was killed in the Munich
Air Disaster. Arlott was also due to
cover the Manchester United match
for the Guardian, but a late change
of plan replaced him with the
paper’s regular correspondent, who
also died in the crash

406 ‘The Weaving Willow’. John
Marshall. London 1953. Dedication
in ink to front endpaper, ‘To John
Arlott, cricketer, whose encour-
agement and most generous
foreward have made possible the
publication of this book - John
Marshall, rabbit. Aug 1953’. Also
signed in ink by the author to title
page. Minor ageing to otherwise
very good dustwrapper. G/VG 

£30/40

407 ‘Sussex Cricket. A History’. John
Marshall. London 1959. Dedication
in ink to front endpaper, ‘For John
Arlott, with gratitude and affection.
John Marshall,  1957’. Also signed in
ink by the author to title page.
Original publicity leaflet tipped in.
Minor wear to otherwise very good
dustwrapper. G/VG £30/40

408 ‘Noursemen in England. The South
African Cricket Tour 1951’. C.O.
Medworth. London 1952.
Dedication in ink to front inside
board, ‘To John Arlott whose
broadcasting of cricket matches has
brought me so much enjoyment
over so many years and whose
writing about the game always
contains something fresh and well
worth reading. I suppose really that
much of the charm of John’s voice
has its roots in a county renowned
for its broad smiles and sunny
natures. With kindest wishes, C.
Medworth’. An additional
handwritten note from the author to
Arlott is laid down to the front end
paper. ‘If the Noursemen in England
had known about wireless I’m sure
they would have insisted on John
Arlott doing a running commentary
on their activities. He would
doubtless do that as charmingly & as
interestingly as he does all his cricket
broadcasts. I never tire of hearing his

voice. Sincere good wishes & many
more Tests. Cyril Medworth’. Minor
wear to otherwise very good
dustwrapper. G/VG £60/80

Cyril Medworth was Sports Editor
for the Natal Mercury

409 ‘Cricket Crossfire’. Keith Miller.
London 1956. Dedication in ink to
title page, ‘To John:- after 20 years
as Skittle Champion we still even
talk. Cheers, Keith Miller’. Minor
wear to otherwise very good
dustwrapper. VG £50/70

410 ‘Bat and Ball. A New Book of
Cricket’. Edited by Thomas Moult.
London 1935. Dedication in ink to
front endpaper, ‘One lover of the
game to another with happy
memories. Thomas Moult to John
Arlott’. Nicely signed in ink to three
internal photographic plates by
Frank Woolley, A.P. Freeman and
Alec Hearne. Minor wear and ageing
to otherwise very good and rare
dustwrapper. Foxing to internal
pages, otherwise G/VG £50/80

411 ‘Cricket Task-Force. The Story of the
1950-51 Australian Tour’. W.J.
O’Reilly. London 1951. Dedication in
ink to title page, ‘This is one I saw
without you John old boy! But I’m
looking forward to showing you
around the place next time. Bill
O’Reilly’. Nicely signed in ink to
three internal photographic plates by
Frank Woolley, A.P. Freeman and
Alec Hearne. Includes a typed letter,
tipped in, from the publisher
requesting a review. Very good
dustwrapper. VG £50/70

412 ‘The Ashes’. Ian Peebles. London
1955. Dedication in ink to front
endpaper, ‘With good luck from one
author to another. Ian Peebles’.
Minor wear to otherwise good
dustwrapper. VG £40/60

413 ‘The Blues and Their Battles with
scores of all Cricket Matches played
between the Universities’. Volume I
1829-1892 and Volume II 1829-
1893. Edited by J.N. Pentelow.
Padwick 1658. Rebound with
original stiffened wrappers retained.
Arlott’s handwritten annotations in
pencil to front endpaper of both
volumes. G/VG £40/60

414 ‘Famous Cricket Clubs’. H.E. Powell-
Jones. London 1929. Rebound in
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Arlott’s distinctive green cloth, gilt
title to spine, original front wrapper
retained, lacking rear wrapper.
Padwick 1241. Arlott’s handwritten
instructions to the book binder in
pencil to front endpaper. G/VG 

£25/35

415 ‘Lancashire Hot-Pot’. T.C.F. Prittie.
London first edition. Dedication in
ink to front endpaper, ‘To John
Arlott, whose wit and knowledge are
so useful a part of cricket’s “post-
war”. Terence C.R. Prittie
11/1/1954’. Minor wear to
otherwise good dustwrapper. G/VG 

£25/35

416 ‘Second Innings. The Revival of
Lancashire Cricket’. T.C.F. Prittie &
John Kay. Altrincham 1947. Signed
in pencil by Arlott to front endpaper.
Also signed in ink by John Kay to title
page. Includes a request from the
Times Literary Supplement for a
review, with a proof copy of Arlott’s
finished article. Small tears and wear
to dustwrapper. G/VG £25/35

417 ‘Cricket’s Great Characters’. Gordon
Ross. 1977. Bound in red cloth with
gilt title to front and spine. Limited
edition no. 18/300. Signed with
dedication by the author to the
limitation page. Also includes a card
to Arlott from the author, ‘I send you
this little Limited Edition Book for
your collection with my best wishes.
Gordon’. VG £40/60

418 ‘Moreover’. Hugh de Selincourt.
London 1934. Dedication in ink to
front endpaper, ‘L.J. Arlott, Easy?
No. This Being a Man. Hugh de
Selincourt July 1941.’ Minor tears to
otherwise good dustwrapper. G/VG 

£50/70

419 ‘A History of Leicestershire Cricket’.
E.E. Snow. Leicester 1949.
Dedication in ink to inside front
board, ‘To John Arlott Esq, with the
author’s compliments, E.E.Snow’.
Small tears to otherwise good
dustwrapper. G/VG £30/40

420 ‘West Indies Revisited. The MCC
Tour 1959/60’. E.W. Swanton.
London 1960. Dedication in ink to
title page, ‘John - With good wishes
for your next and gratitude for help
in this - Jim Swanton, Lord’s, June,
1960’. Excellent dustwrapper. VG 

£30/50

421 ‘Cricket Conversations’. Peter
Walker. London 1978. Dedication in
ink to title page, ‘To John, At whose
feet we all began - and remain still.
With affection, Peter. May 1978’.
Includes a signed slip from the
author, ‘Every good wish, Peter
Walker’. Good dustwrapper. VG 

£30/50

422 ‘Glamorgan C.C.C. 1921-1948’. Roy
Webber and Kenneth M. Arnott.
Cricket Book Society, England.
Rebound in green cloth with gilt title
to spine. Original wrappers retained.
Signed in ink to the original front
cover by Roy Webber, and to the
title page ‘Best wishes, Roy’. VG 

£25/35

423 ‘The Playfair Book of Cricket
Records’. Roy Webber. London
1951. Dedication in ink to front
endpaper, ‘To John Arlott. Best
wishes, Roy Webber’. Small tears to
otherwise good dustwrapper. G/VG 

£25/35

424 ‘The Playfair Book of Test Cricket.
Volume II 1946-1953’. Roy Webber.
London 1953. Dedication in ink to
front endpaper, ‘John Arlott. With
best wishes, Roy Webber’. Small
tears to otherwise good
dustwrapper. Some foxing to
internal pages, otherwise G/VG 

£25/35

425 ‘The Australians in England 1878-
1953’. Roy Webber. London 1953.
Dedication in ink to front endpaper,
‘John. With best wishes, Roy
Nov/53’. Also signed in ink to title
page by the author. Excellent
dustwrapper. Minor foxing to page
edges, otherwise G/VG £25/35

426 ‘The Phoenix History of Cricket’. Roy
Webber. London 1960. Dedication in
ink to front endpaper, ‘John.
Sincerely yours, Roy Lord’s 1960’.
Also signed in ink to title page by the
author. ‘Light’ fading to spine of
otherwise very good dustwrapper.
Minor foxing to page edges,
otherwise G/VG £25/35

427 ‘The Book of Cricket Records’. Roy
Webber. London 1961. Dedication in
ink to front endpaper, ‘I wonder how
many of these records you have
seen. Roy’. Also signed in ink to title
page by the author. Minor wear to
otherwise very good dustwrapper.
Minor foxing to internal pages,

otherwise G/VG £25/35

428 ‘The Fight for the Ashes 1953’. Peter
West and Roy Webber. London first
edition. Dedication in ink to front
endpaper, To John Arlott with all
good wishes - and wishing too that I
could do it half as ably, Peter West’.
Tipped in is a press letter relating to
Arlott and obituary notices for West.
Minor wear to otherwise excellent
dustwrapper. Minor foxing to page
edges, otherwise VG £35/45

429 ‘England Keep the Ashes 1954-55’.
Crawford White and Roy Webber.
News Chronicle 1955. Bound in
green cloth with gilt title to spine.
Original wrappers retained. Signed
by both authors in ink to front
original wrapper with dedication, ‘It
was a good tour John! Crawford
White’.  VG £30/40

430 ‘Ayres’ Cricket Companion 1902.
How to Bat, Bowl and Field’. Edited
by W.R. Weir. Very rare 1st year of
issue. Published by F.H. Ayres,
London. Small 8vo. Original
decorative wrappers. With
inscription to title page ‘1st Year of
issue, A.D. Taylor’. Minor rusting to
staples, some spotting and browning
to wrappers, vertical fold otherwise
in good condition. A scarce first
issue. Sold with ‘Cricket Records’
E.F.Hudson Ltd £200/300

The Companion was published from
1902-1931

A.D. Taylor (1872-1923) was a
journalist, author, statistician,
collector and enthusiast of Sussex
cricket

431 ‘New Articles of the Game of
Cricket, as settled and revised at the
Star and Garter, Pall-Mall, February
25th 1774’. Maidstone. Reproduced
form the original by Ford, Shapland
& Co ltd of London. G £30/40 

432 ‘Cricket. Shaw and Shrewsbury’s
Team in Australia 1884-1885. The
Voyage out. Description of Matches,
Description of the Players, The
Voyage Home, Batting and bowling
averages’. Alfred Shaw and Arthur
Shrewsbury. Nottingham 1885.
181pp plus adverts. Original
decorative wrappers. Some wear
with loss to spine paper, some soiling
and wear to wrappers, minor foxing
to page block otherwise in good
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condition. Rare £300/400

433 ‘The Tour of the West Indian
Cricketers, August & September
1886’. Charles Guy Austin Wyatt
and Lawrence R. Fyfe. The Argosy
Press, Demerara, West Indies 1887.
92pp. Mounted team portrait of the
team as frontispiece. Original pale
blue card covers backed in green
cloth, some staining to lower half of
front and rear boards and an ink
stain to pages 6 & 7 otherwise in
good condition. Name handwritten
to front board. A rare early West
Indian tour book £6000/9000

The front board title reads ‘The Tour
of the West Indian Cricketers. Their
Diary with details of matches played
and a photograph of the team
1886’. The book describes the tour
to Canada and the United States of
America by a team of West Indian
Gentlemen (all white) drawn from
Jamaica, Demerara and Barbados
and was the first by a West Indian
team. The Captain Fyfe, the
Captain, contributes the
introduction and the rest of the
book is based on Wyatt’s diary of
the tour. The team played thirteen
matches (non first class), winning
six, losing five and drawing two. A
similar book was sold at Christie’s in
November 2014 for a price of 
£10,625 including commission

434 M.C.C. tour of Australia 1928/29.
‘Souvenir of the England v Australia
Test Matches 1928-1929’. Souvenir
brochure for the series, published by
Austin Rogers & Co Ltd, Chancery
Lane, with fully printed scorecards of
the five Test matches plus the
averages of both teams. Decorative
wrappers. Good/very good
condition. Rare £50/70

435 ‘Test Cricket in England and Australia
1877-1921, Records, Statistics and
Averages with notes on Victorian
cricket’. E.E. Bean. Melbourne 1924.
Illustrated. Original pictorial covers.
Minor wear and soiling to covers
otherwise in good/very good
condition £40/60

436 ‘Recovering the Ashes. An Account
of the Cricket Tour in Australia 1911-
12’. J.B. Hobbs. London 1912. 2nd
impression. Original pictorial boards.
Name handwritten to top border of
front board, minor soiling to boards

otherwise in good/very good
condition. Sold with ‘With Stoddart’s
team in Australia, being the record
of the 1897/98 tour’. K.S.
Ranjitsinhji. London 1898. Original
pictorial covers. Some minor soiling
and wear to covers otherwise in
good/very good condition and
‘Cricket Notes’. G.L. Jessop, with
chapters by A.O. Jones and C.L.
Townsend. London 1903. Original
wrappers. Wear with loss to spine
paper, some soiling and wear to
wrappers with loss to one corner. Ex
Brodribb collection and signed by
Brodribb. Qty 3  £50/80

437 ‘With the M.C.C. in Australia (1907-
1908)‘. Major Philip Trevor. London
1908. Original wrappers. Printed by
Alston Rivers Limited. Minor foxing
to wrappers, slight browning to
pages otherwise in good+ condition.
Rare £100/150

438 ‘The Hon. F.S. Jackson’. Percy Cross
Standing. London 1906. Original
green boards with image of Jackson
to centre front cover, titles in gilt.
Minor foxing otherwise in good/very
good condition. Ex Brodribb
collection and signed by Brodribb 

£40/60 

439 ‘Wickets in the West; or The Twelve
in America’. R.A. Fitzgerald. London
1873. Original red boards with
image of Grace in gilt to front board.
Slight breaking to internal hinges,
old tape reinforcement to front and
rear, splitting to spine paper, wear to
boards and extremities, stain to rear
board otherwise in generally good
condition £50/70

440 ‘Defending The Ashes’. P.G.H.
Fender. London 1921. Original
green boards. Presentation copy, of
the account of the M.C.C. tour of
Australia in 1920/21, from Fender to
E.R. Wilson inscribed to front end
paper ‘To E.R. Wilson with every
good wish from P.G.H.F. 11th July
1921’. Some light fading and minor
wear to spine paper otherwise in
good/very good condition 

£100/150

Fender and Evelyn Rockley Wilson
(Yorkshire & England 1899-1923)
were both members of the touring
party to Australian in 1920/21 and
presumably this copy was presented
to Wilson as a memento of the tour

441 ‘The Tale of the Tests’. T.E. Le Ros.
12pp. Illustrated. Original pictorial
paper wrappers. Post tour booklet,
issued by Teleros Camera lenses to
advertise their products. A brief
account of England’s 1924-25 tour
of Australia under A.E.R. Gilligan.
Some slight wear to wrappers
otherwise in good condition. A
scarce item £60/90

442 ‘Laws of Cricket Illustrated’. Charles
Crombie. 1907. Complete first
edition with twelve colour prints.
Original decorative boards. Some
minor soiling and staining to boards
otherwise in good condition 

£130/160

443 Cricket: A Weekly Record of the
Game. Volume VI. Numbers 140-
169. January 27th to December 29th
1887. London 1887.  Illustrated.
Lacking pages 151-154 but the
often omitted supplements of June
9th (4pp), June 16th (2pp), June
23rd (2pp), July 7th (4pp) and July
14th (4pp) are present otherwise
complete with title-page and index.
Ex Auty collection with stamp to
front end paper. G £50/70

444 ‘The Amicus Souvenir: The MCC
Cricketers in Colombo: Illustrated’.
Compiled by ‘Ubique’ with ‘An
Open Letter to P F Warner’; ‘Tit-bits
about the Visitors’; ‘A Peep into the
Past’; ‘The Ceylon Team’; ‘Portraits
and Averages of the touring England
team’. 1911. Bound into modern
grey boards with wrappers present,
but torn back wrapper (with some
corner loss) and some odd nicks to
wrapper edges. Scarce £500/800

445 ‘Cricket across the Sea, or, the
Wanderings and Matches of the
Gentlemen of Canada 1887 by two
of the Vagrants’. D.W. Sanders &
G.G.S. Lindsay. Toronto 1887.
Bound in contemporary cloth,
lacking the frontispiece photograph
otherwise in good condition. A
scarce tour book £250/350

Padwick identifies the two Vagrants
as Saunders and Smith. In fact there
was no Smith on the tour and he
appears to have confused him with
G.G.S. [Smith] Lindsey. The
Canadian Eleven were mostly drawn
from the Toronto Cricket Club and
all were born in Canada. After
victories against All New York and
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the Gentlemen of Ireland, the
Canadians lost to the Gentlemen of
Scotland. In England they
experienced mixed fortunes but
returned home deeply impressed by
the extent to which cricket was part
of national life, so much so that the
banners commemorating Queen
Victoria’s jubilee read ‘fifty not out’

446 ‘The Halifax Cricket Tournament:
Visit of the American Twelve of
Philadelphia, August 1874’. J.B.
Lippincott & Co. Philadelphia 1874.
Original attractive wrappers, with
title on front wrapper within an
acanthus leaf cartouche. This attrac-
tively designed pamphlet,
‚‘published for private circulation
only’, reports on a series of matches
between America (represented by
the visiting Philadephians), Canada
and England (represented by 60th
Royal Rifles based in Halifax).
‘Presentation Copy’ printed to front
wrapper as with other copies.
Bookplates of E D R Eagar and of A
E Winder. Handsomely bound into
brown cloth with gilt titles, with
wrappers retained. Good/very good
condition. Rare £350/550 

447 ‘The American Cricketers in the West
Indies 1887-88’. H.R. Holmes, 1975.
Original printed wrappers. Limited
edition of seventy five copies of
which this is number 66, signed by
the author. VG £80/120

448 ‘North America in International
Cricket’. Rowland Bowen 1960.
Original printed covers. Limited
edition of 150 copies. This copy
signed ‘With the compliments of the
compiler, R Bowen’ on the front
cover. Some browning to borders of
covers otherwise in good condition 

£50/80

449 ‘The Tour of the ‘Gentlemen of
Philadelphia’ in Great Britain in 1884
by One of the Committee’. John
Pugh Green. Philadelphia 1897.
Original blue and white boards with
the initial ‘P’ [Philadelphia] on front
board. Presentation copy with
inscription to the front end paper
‘For Lord Harris with kind regards of
J P Green. Sept 25/1897’, the book
is respectfully dedicated by J.P.G. in
print to the ‘Gentlemen of
Philadelphia who visited Great
Britain in 1884’. Green was one of
the Committee who organised the

tour and he accompanied the team.
With the  bookplate of A E Winder.
Minor soiling to boards otherwise in
very good condition  -cricket 

£500/800

The first tour by the Gentlemen of
Philadelphia to England, Captained
by R.S. Newhall

450 ‘Cricket’. W.G. Grace. Bristol 1891.
Limited de luxe edition of 652
numbered copies, signed by the
author Grace. This being 113/652.
Subscriber number 113 was ‘S.M.J.
Woods, Jesus College, Cambridge’.
(Samuel Moses James Woods,
Somerset, England & Australia 1886-
1910).  The book with replacement
spine and new leather quarter
binding and corners with gilt
lettering, top edge gilt, other edges
untrimmed. The book has been
profusely signed by by over four
hundred and sixty players in ink from
the time of publication, 1891 to
1930, the year before the death of
Woods. Presumably Sammy Woods
collected the autographs over the
years. The signatures are mainly a
Test team or County team to a page,
some over two pages and often are
signed either to the side border of a
text page or around a bookplate
picture of a player, such as Sammy
Woods which is signed by twenty
Somerset players to his plate page
and seventeen to the following
page. The book’s signatures begin
on page 41, around the bookplate
image of William Clarke, with nine
signatures of Glamorgan players
from around 1921, these are
followed on page 45 (a text page) by
eleven signatures of Derbyshire
players from the mid 1920’s. This is
followed by twenty three signatures
of Gloucestershire players to page
83, a photo plate of Edward Mills
Grace, signatures include some early
players including R.E. Bush, J.A.
Bush, B. S. Bloodworth, D.C.
Robinson, C.L. Townsend, A.E.
Dipper, H.J. Huggins etc. To page
115, a photo plate page of George
Parr, there are eleven ink signatures
of Derbyshire players including
W.Bestwick, S.Cadman, A.Morton,
R.S.Bestwick etc and is followed on
pages 128 and 129 (text pages) by
thirty signatures of various
Australian players from the period
including Monty Noble, Sammy

Woods, Ryder, Grimmett, Gregory,
Bradman, Bardsley, Richardson,
Woodfull, Collins, Ponsford, Fairfax,
Archie Jackson, McCabe,
Hornibrook etc (The majority of the
Australian signatures from the tours
of 1926 and 1930). To page 143, a
photo plate image of W.W. Read,
there are fifteen ink signatures of
Surrey players including A.E.Street,
J.B. Hobbs, W.J.Abel, Tom Bowden,
H.S. Harrison, P.G.H. Fender etc and
this is followed on page 153, a photo
plate of A.J.Webbe, with twenty
seven signatures including some
earlier examples including A.E.
Stoddart, F.G.J. Ford, F.H.E.Cuncliffe,
B.J.T.Bosenquet, G.Macgregor, C.M.
Wells, J.Douglas, A.E.Trott etc. This
is followed on page 160, a photo
plate picture of W.L. Murdoch, by
twenty eight signatures of Sussex
players including some early
examples, signatures include W.L.
Murdoch, C.B. Fry, C.L.A. Smith,
C.D. Fisher, C. Bland, F. Tate, W.A.
Humphreys (Jnr), F.J.W. Marlow, F.
Parris, H.R. Butt, E.H. Killick, W.
Newham, G.B. Street etc and to
page 187, a text page, there are
signed sixteen signatures of
Worcestershire players including
V.W. Humperson, F. Root, L.G.
Crawley, S.T. Jagger, G. Ashton etc.
The Universities now feature on
pages 216 to 219 including laid
down signatures of the Cambridge
XI of 1923 and 1924 and the Oxford
team of 1924 plus twelve signatures
of the Oxford teams of 1923(10)
and 1928 (2) signed to the page and
include L.G. Crawley, G.O. Allen,
C.H. Knott, Guise, Hedges,
Robertson- Glasgow, Hill- Wood etc.
To the photo plate page of W.G.
Grace on page 226 and one
signature to page 227 are twelve
signatures of Gloucestershire players
plus Charlie Macartney of Australia,
the Gloucestershire signatures
include W.G. Grace, W.G. Grace
(Jnr), F.S. Roberts, F.H.B. Champain,
G.L. Jessop, R.W. Rice, W.S.A.
Brown, C.L. Townsend, J.H. Broad,
A.G. Richardson, W. Troup etc. The
photo plate image of Sammy Woods
is next on pages 241 and 242 which
is signed by twenty Somerset players
to his plate page and seventeen to
the following page and include
Sammy Woods, W.H. Fowler, A.P.
Wickham, J. Daniell, J.M. Jones,
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S.G.U. Considine, A.E. Newton etc
and to page 265 and 281 (text
pages) are fourteen signatures of
Leicestershire players including
G.H.S. Fowke, J.H. King, G. Geary, S.
Coe etc. To page 317 are twenty
signatures of Warwickshire players
all from the 1920’s including Quaife,
Gough Calthorpe, Santall, Howell,
Grayland, Fiddian-Green etc and to
pages 319 and 320 (photo plate
image of Lord Harris) are twenty
seven signatures of Kent players
including some early signatures
including W.Hearne, A. Hearne,
G.J.V. Weigall, B.D. Bannon, W.H.
Patterson, C.J. Burnup, J.R. Mason,
S.H. Day, W. Rashleigh, W.M.
Bradley, F.H. Huish, D.W. Carr etc.
To the photo plate picture (pages
322 and 323) of Lord Hawke are
signed twenty ink signatures of
Yorkshire players including J.
Tunnicliffe, E.R. Wilson, W. Rhodes,
A.W. Lupton, J.S. Stephenson etc
and to page 326 and 327, the photo
plate of A.N. Hornby, are twenty one
signatures of Lancashire players
including some early examples, S.M.
Tindall, C.R. Hartley, R. Taylor (1
match 1898), F.H. Sugg, G.R. Baker,
W.R. Cuttell, L. Radcliffe, J. Hallows,
A. Mold, J. Briggs, A. Ward, J.T.
Tyldesley etc. To page 359 (text
page) there are seventeen signatures
of Essex players including J.W.H.T
Douglas, J.G. Dixon, C.D. McIver, P.
Perrin etc and to page 375 there are
eleven signatures of Worcestershire
players from the 1920’s including
M.K.Foster, N.J.A. Foster, Fred Root,
Gale, Preece etc. The photo plate
page and verso of John Shuter (page
377/378) bears the signatures of
twenty four Surrey players including
some rarer signatures including V.F.S.
Crawford, D.L.A. Jephson, W.
Brockwell, F.C. Holland, W.H.
Lockwood, T. Richardson, L.C.
Braund, R. Abel, E.G. Hayes, H.
Wood, T. Hayward, D.R. Jardine,
J.H. Lockton etc and to pages 392
and 403 are the signatures of
Glamorgan 1920’s with twelve
signatures and Hampshire 1920’s
with sixteen signatures, signatures
include Tennyson, McIntyre, Grieg,
Mead etc. Finally to page 406 are
twelve signatures of the West Indies
touring team to England in 1923
including Austin, Challenor,
Constantine, Small, Pascall, Francis,

Nunes, Tarilton, Browne etc and to
page 436 are ten rare signatures of
the Philadelphian cricket team who
toured England in 1903, signatures
are J.A. Lester (Cpt), R.D. Brown, J.
Barton King, E.M. Cregar, A.M.
Wood, F.H. Bohen, P.N. Le Roy, T.C.
Jordan, P.H. Clark and J.H.
Scattergood. Other individual
signatures to bookplates and text
pages include Arthur Hide (Sussex
1882-1890), G.Macgregor, Johnny
Briggs, Tom Emmett, Richard Daft,
George Lowmann, J.J.Ferris and
C.T.B.Turner of Australia. There are
several headings and players names
inscribed in Sammy Wood’s hand to
book. Inside the book were found a
part of a letter from C.B.Fry which
bears his signature and a business
card of ‘A.J.R. Wilson of The County
Ground, Taunton’. The book, rare in
this profusely signed manner and the
signatures collected and kept by
Sammy Woods, in good condition 

£3000/5000

The book was apparently sold by
Hampton’s of Godalming in the
1990’s

451 ‘Arthur Wellard 1902-1980.
(Somerset, England and Gaieties)‘.
Harold Pinter. Privately published by
the author 1981. 11 pages,
frontispiece team portrait of the
Gaities C.C. including Wellard,
original stiffened card wrappers,
8vo. This copy of this scarce booklet
is accompanied by a one page
handwritten letter, on ‘52 Campden
Hill Square, London’ headed paper,
dated 9th September 1992 from
Harold Pinter to a Mr Porter ‘Dear
Mr Porter, Sorry I have’nt replied to
your letter of July 27 before this. I
enclose a copy of Arthur Wellard.
Please publish it in your journal if
you wish’. Signed ‘Sincerely Harold
Pinter’. Very good condition. A rare
booklet with accompanying letter
from Pinter £1800/2500

A delightful short piece about
Arthur Wellard, a Somerset legend.
Wellard, in his seventies played for
Pinter’s wandering team, The
Gaieties.

‘In answer to your question my
‘Arthur Wellard’ is very scarce. Only
about six on my shelves’ .Quote
from Pinter in a letter previously
sold by Knights

Harold Pinter CBE was a Nobel Prize
winning English playwright, screen-
writer, director and actor. One of the
most influential modern British
dramatists, his writing career
spanned more than 50 years. He was
a cricket enthusiast, taking his bat
with him when evacuated during
the Blitz. In 1971 he told Mel
Gussow, ‘one of my main obsessions
in life is the game of cricket. I play
and watch and read about it all the
time’. He was a leading player and
chairman of the Gaieties Cricket
Club from 1972 to his death. He
died in 2008 at the age of 78 years

Arthur Wellard (1902-1960) was a
“Tour de Force of the Cricket world”
in England. He played for Somerset,
England and the Gaieties. He spent
his final playing years keeping an
avuncular eye on a wandering team
of “keen but erratic Home Counties
amateurs” called the Gaieties CC,
founded 1937. He was its coach,
critic, confessor and counsellor, and
his advice was based on decades of
survival in the upper echelons of
first class cricket. He died on the
31st December 1980 at the age of
78 years. 

452 ‘The Catch. A Correspondence’.
Harold Pinter and Alan Wilkinson.
Charingworth, 2003. Comprising
answers to questions posed by
Wilkinson regarding a spectacular
catch taken by Pinter at second slip
whilst playing for Gaities C.C. Bound
in boards. Limited edition no.
44/500, the first 50 copies being
specially bound and very nicely
signed by the two authors. VG. Rare
in this edition £400/600

453 ‘A Bibliography of Cricket’. E.W.
Padwick. London 1984. Second
Edition with dustwrapper. Signed by
Padwick to title page, further
inscription from Padwick to front
end paper ‘For Bob Jones with many
thanks for your help, Tim’. This was
Bob Jones (Collector) edition. Sold
with ‘Padwick’s Bibliography of
Cricket’ Volume II. Compiled by
S.Eley & P.Griffiths. London 1991,
signed and inscribed again to Bob
Jones ‘To Bob, with thanks and good
wishes, Stephen Eley’. Some wear
and staining to the dustwrapper and
page block of the 1984 edition, the
1991 edition in very good condition 
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£70/100

E.W. (Tim) Padwick died in March
2010 at the age of 87

The following four lots are books
which were formerly the property of
Arthur Shrewsbury (1856- 1903),
Nottinghamshire & England by
direct descent. Previously sold in
2015 by Christie’s Auctioneers.

Shrewsbury, the seventh child of
William Shrewsbury and Mary Ann
Wragg, was born in New Lenton,
Nottinghamshire. He was educated
at the People’s College, Nottingham
and trained as a draughtsman. His
early club cricket was, like William
Scotton, with Meadow Imperial C.C.
and he subsequently played for
Nottingham Commercial Club
where he came to the notice of the
county officials. On 12 May 1873,
having just turned 17, Shrewsbury
made his first appearance at Lord’s
for the Colts of England against the
MCC. His batting was modelled on
that of Richard Daft. The season also
saw Meadow Imperial, Shrewsbury’s
club side, replaced by Meadow
Willow CC.

Please also see lot 864 in this
catalogue, also from the Shrewsbury
collection

454 ‘Spybey’s Annual Register of
Nottinghamshire Cricket Matches.
Season 1880... with bowling
averages and batting averages’.
Third Year of Publication. Compiled
and published by F.G. Spybey,
Nottingham 1880. Original printed
wrappers. Minor wear to wrappers
otherwise in good condition. This
was Shrewsbury's copy  £70/100

455 ‘A Biographical Sketch of Arthur
Shrewsbury, the famous Notts
Cricketer. With full details of his chief
performance in England & Australia’.
Compiled and published by S.W.
Hitchin, Nottingham 1890. 42pp.
Original printed wrappers. This was
Shrewsbury's copy  £80/120

456 ‘The American Cricket Annual for
1897’. 8th Edition. Compiled and
Edited by Jermone Flannery, New
York 1897. 124pp. Original printed
rear wrapper, lacking front wrapper
otherwise in good condition. This
was Shrewsbury's copy   £80/120

456a 'Cricket. Shaw and Shrewsbury's
Team in Australia 1884-1885. The
Voyage out. Description of Matches,
Description of the Players, The
Voyage Home, Batting and bowling
averages'. Alfred Shaw and Arthur
Shrewsbury. Nottingham 1885.
181pp plus adverts. Original
decorative wrappers. Some wear
with loss to spine paper, minor
soiling and wear to wrappers
otherwise in good/very good
condition. This was Shrewsbury's
copy. Rare  £300/400

457 ‘Letters of Acknowledgement of The
Memento of Arthur Shrewsbury and
Alfred Shaw. With a few notes and
illustration’. William Frederick
Grundy, Nottingham, Richards 1910.
18pp. Original decorative printed
wrappers. Signed presentation copy
to ‘Dr T.R. Hunter from W.F.
Grundy’. A nice copy. Ex
Woodhouse collection   £100/150

458 ‘Richards’ Nottinghamshire Cricket
Guide for 1927’. Edited by ‘Incog’
(F.S. Ashley-Cooper). Printed and
published by C.H. Richards,
Nottingham. Original red wrappers.
Wrappers a little soiled otherwise in
good condition £30/50

459 Arthur Haygarth’s Cricket Scores &
Biographies from 1855 to 1857. Vol
V. London 1876. Original publisher’s
red cloth, gilt. Titled ‘Marylebone
Cricket Club’. Wear to head and foot
of spine, some staining to boards
otherwise in good+ condition. Sold
with Arthur Haygarth’s Cricket
Scores & Biographies from 1858 to
1860. Vol VI. London 1876. Original
publisher’s red cloth, gilt. Titled
‘Marylebone Cricket Club’. Wear to
head and foot of spine, some
staining to boards otherwise in
good+ condition. Qty 2 £50/80

460 Arthur Haygarth’s Cricket Scores &
Biographies from 1861 to 1862. Vol
VII. London 1877. Original
publisher’s red cloth, gilt. Titled
‘Marylebone Cricket Club’. Light
foxing otherwise in good/very good
condition. Sold with Arthur
Haygarth’s Cricket Scores &
Biographies from 1863 to 1864. Vol
VIII. London 1877. Original
publisher’s red cloth, gilt. Titled
‘Marylebone Cricket Club’. Minor
wear to spine paper, some staining
to boards otherwise in good

condition. Qty 2  £50/80

461 Arthur Haygarth’s Cricket Scores &
Biographies from 1865 to 1866. Vol
IX. London 1877. Original
publisher’s red cloth, gilt. Titled
‘Marylebone Cricket Club’. Minor
wear to head and foot of spine
otherwise in good/very good
condition. Sold with Arthur
Haygarth’s Cricket Scores &
Biographies from 1867 to 1868. Vol
X. London 1878. Original publisher’s
red cloth, gilt. Titled ‘Marylebone
Cricket Club’. Nicks to head and foot
of spine, ink stain to top border of
front board, otherwise in good/very
good condition.. Ex-libris Alfred H.J.
Cochrane of Elmhurst, Somerset,
with bookplate to inside front board.
Cochrane played 4 matches for
Derbyshire 1884-1886 and played
for Oxford University 1885-1888
and was a noted cricket writer. Qty 2

£50/80

462 Arthur Haygarth’s Cricket Scores &
Biographies from 1869 to 1870. Vol
XI. London 1878. Original
publisher’s red cloth, gilt. Titled
‘Marylebone Cricket Club’. Wear to
head and foot of spine, minor wear
to some corners of boards otherwise
in very good condition. Sold with
Arthur Haygarth’s Cricket Scores &
Biographies from 1871 to 1873. Vol
XII. London 1879. Original
publisher’s red cloth, gilt. Titled
‘Marylebone Cricket Club’. Wear
and splitting to spine paper,
bumping to corners, breaking to
front internal hinge, one page
detached otherwise in good
condition. Plus Arthur Haygarth’s
Cricket Scores & Biographies from
1874 to 1876. Vol XIII. London
1880. Original publisher’s red cloth,
gilt. Titled ‘Marylebone Cricket
Club’. Wear, darkening and splitting
to spine paper, bumping to corners,
tape repair to internal hinges at front
and rear otherwise in good
condition. All three books, Ex-libris
Alfred H.J. Cochrane of Elmhurst,
Somerset, with bookplate to inside
front board. Cochrane played 4
matches for Derbyshire 1884-1886
and played for Oxford University
1885-1888 and was a noted cricket
writer £60/90

463 ‘Nottinghamshire Cricket and
Cricketers’. F.S. Ashley-Cooper.
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Nottingham 1923. Original
dustwrapper. Wear and small tears
to dustwrapper, otherwise G 

£30/40

464 ‘The History of Kent County
Cricket’. Edited by Lord Harris.
London 1907. Original decorative
cloth. Top edge gilt. Minor wear to
spine, some foxing to internal pages,
otherwise G £20/30

465 ‘Tours and Tests’. Kenneth Farnes.
London 1940. With slightly worn
Original dust wrapper  G £30/50

466 Frank Woolley. Flicker books. ‘Pull to
Leg and Forcing shot, off the Back
Foot, to the Off’ and ‘Square Cut
and Walking Shot’. Published by
Flicker Productions of London. Light
wear to covers otherwise in
good/very good condition £50/80

467a W.G. Grace & K.S. Ranjitsinhji.
Flicker book c1900. Early rare flicker
book featuring Grace and
Ranjitsinhji, during the first Test,
England v Australia in June 1899,
walking, past the camera, around
the Trent Bridge ground and into the
pavilion, both dressed in cricket
attire and holding bats as though
returning from the nets. The flicker
book has two parts, one with the
cricket interest and the other of a
lady in elaborate clothing in front of
a bedroom mirror. Bound in leather,
leather covers torn at ends otherwise
in good condition. A scarce item. G 

£150/250

This was the first Test match ever
played at Trent Bridge, Nottingham 

467 C.V. Grimmett. Flicker book No. 5.
‘Googley Delivery and Off Break
Finger Spin’. Published by Flicker
Promotions of London. Rusting to
staple, wear and staining to covers
otherwise in good condition £30/40

468 James Lillywhite’s Cricketers’ Annual
1891. Edited by C.W. Alcock. Ink
signature of Francis G.J. Ford to front
cover. Some creasing and wear to
covers, otherwise G £60/80

Francis Gilbertson Justice Ford,
Middlesex, Cambridge University &
England, 1886-1899, played five
Tests on Stoddart’s tour to Australia
1894/5

469 James Lillywhite’s Cricketers Annuals
1888, 1889, 1890, 1892 & 1893.

Original red/orange boards. Wear to
covers of 1889 and 1893 editions.
The other editions appear complete
and in generally good condition. Qty
5 £60/90

470 ‘Twenty Years of Gloucestershire
County Cricket Club 1870-1889’.
Scores made in county matches by
the Gloucestershire County Cricket
Club. Bristol, Arrowsmith 1889.
Original red boards with gilt titles
and Gloucestershire emblem to front
board. Replacement red leather
spine, some wear to board
extremities otherwise in good
condition. Rare £50/80

Additional items from the cricket
collection of E.M. Grace and
descendents (10 lots)

471 ‘Scores made in County matches by
the Gloucestershire County Cricket
Club to present date [1870-1875]‘.
Bristol, Arrowsmith 1875. Original
paper wrappers featuring titles
printed onto the outline of a hanging
pennant, title page, small original
photograph of the Gloucestershire
team 1875 and note page with
details of subscriptions by E.M.
Grace, with scores of matches and
averages for each year. Detached
front cover, minor wear to corners,
tear and creasing to back cover and
final page otherwise in good
condition. Rare £30/50

472 ‘Scores made in County matches by
the Gloucestershire County Cricket
Club to present date [1870-1881]‘.
Bristol, Arrowsmith 1881. Features
details of subscriptions by E.M.
Grace, with scores of matches and
averages for each year. Lacking front
wrapper and photo plate, minor
wear to borders, detached rear
wrapper, with creasing and some
loss to rear wrapper and last page
otherwise in good condition. Rare 

£20/30

473 ‘Scores made in County matches by
the Gloucestershire County Cricket
Club to present date [1880-1882]‘.
Bristol, Arrowsmith 1882. Features
details of subscriptions by E.M.
Grace, with scores of matches and
averages for each year. Lacking
wrappers, title page and photo plate.
Some foxing the rear pages and
page block edge otherwise in good+
condition. Rare £20/30

474 ‘Scores of the Gloucestershire
County Cricket Club 1896’. Bristol,
Arrowsmith 1896. Original paper
wrappers featuring W.G. Grace in
cricket attire in front of the scorers
tent, with scores of matches and
averages for the year. Cleanly
detached wrappers, lacking photo
plate and rusting to staple otherwise
in very good condition. Rare 

£30/40

Rare to see individual annual
editions of the booklet

475 ‘Scores of the Gloucestershire
County Cricket Club 1897’. Bristol,
Arrowsmith 1897. Original paper
wrappers featuring W.G. Grace in
cricket attire in front of the scorers
tent, with scores of matches and
averages for the year. Cleanly
detached wrappers with splitting to
wrapper spine, loss to top right
corner of wrapper, rusting to staple
and minor stain to front wrapper.
lacking photo plate otherwise in very
good condition. Rare £30/40

476 ‘Scores of the Gloucestershire
County Cricket Club 1901’. Bristol,
Arrowsmith 1901. Original paper
wrappers featuring W.G. Grace in
cricket attire in front of the scorers
tent, with scores of matches and
averages for the year. Small original
photograph of the Gloucestershire
team 1901. Cleanly detached
wrappers, rusting to staple otherwise
in very good condition. Rare 
£30/40

477 ‘Scores of the Gloucestershire
County Cricket Club 1896 & 1901’.
Bristol, Arrowsmith 1896/1901.
Original paper wrappers featuring
W.G. Grace in cricket attire in front
of the scorers tent, with scores of
matches and averages for the year.
The 1896 is lacking photo plate,
both with cleanly detached
wrappers, rusting to staples and
some minor folds otherwise in very
good condition. Qty 2Rare £50/70

478 ‘Scores of the Gloucestershire
County Cricket Club 1893’. Bristol,
Arrowsmith 1893. Original paper
wrappers featuring W.G. Grace in
cricket attire in front of the scorers
tent, with scores of matches and
averages for the year. Some rusting
to staple otherwise in very good
condition. Rare £30/50
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479 Gloucestershire County Cricket Club
Yearbook 1930 & 1931. Original
pictorial covers with image of W.G.
Grace batting. Rusting to staples
otherwise in good/very good
condition £50/80

480 ‘The Graces. E.M., W.G. & G.F.’.
A.G. Powell and S. Canynge Caple.
London 1948. Original blue boards.
Limited edition of 1000 numbered
copies, this being number 777.  

£30/40

481 ‘Sketches at Lord’s‚‘. Michael Down
and Derek West 1990. Numbered
‘Collector’s’ limited edition of 150
bound in full leather by Boundary
Books. Signed by both Down and
West. Limited edition no 113/150.
Very good condition £40/60

482 ‘Cricket’s Great Characters’. G. Ross.
Inverness 1977. Limited edition
122/300 signed by the author. VG.
Also ‘Memorable Cricket Matches’.
Sir Geoffrey Tomkinson.
Kidderminster 1958. Original
boards. Limited edition 437/500,
signed by the author. Minor
breaking to front internal hinge,
otherwise G. Qty 2 £25/35

483 Cricket Postcards. ‘Echoes from a
Golden Age. Postcard Photographs
of Cricketers by Foster and
Hawkins’. Duncan Anderson.
Childrey 2010. Limited edition of
100 copies of which only numbers
11-100 are available for sale, this
being number 74, signed by the
author. DW. Sold with ‘Sussex
Cricket Postcards (1901 to 1947)‘.
Bob Jones and Nicholas Sharp.
Hainault 1994. DW. Signed and
dedicated ‘To Maurice with best
wishes Bob [Jones]‘. Qty 2 VG 

£70/100

484 ‘The A.I.F. Cricket Team’. Ronald
Cardwell. Privately printed 1980.
Limited edition number 177 of 200
copies produced, signed by the
author. Sold with ‘A Cameo from the
Past- The life and Times of H.S.T.L.
Hendry’. Ronald Cardwell and Thos.
Hodgson. Privately printed 1984.
Limited edition number 64 of 325
copies produced, signed to title page
by Hendry and Bill O’Reilly. VG 

£30/50

485 ‘The West Indies in Australia 1930-
31’. Brian Bassano & Rick Smith.
Tasmania 1990. Limited edition in

paper covers of 300 numbered
copies, each signed by the authors,
this being a review copy and in
addition, dedicated. Sold with ‘Vic’s
Boys. Australia in South Africa 1935-
1936’. B. Bassano and R. Smith.
Tasmania 1993. Limited edition of
300 copies, this being number 27,
signed and dedicated by Bassano.
Damp staining to the rear of the
latter book otherwise in good
condition £20/30

486 ‘Cricket Brawl. The 1912 Dispute’.
Rick Smith. Tasmania 1995. Signed
and dedicated limited edition 7/255.
Sold with ‘W.G. Down Under. Grace
in Australia 1873-74 and 1891-92’.
Rick Smith & Ron Williams. Tasmania
1994. Limited edition of 300
numbered copies of which 275 are
for sale, signed by the authors, this
being number 12 with dedication to
title page. VG £30/50

487 ‘Mann’s Men. The M.C.C. team in
South Africa 1922/23’. B. Bassano.
Ewell 2004. Limited edition of 250
books produced. Sold with ‘Maiden
Victory’. The South Africans in
England 1936’. B. Bassano & R.
Smith. Ewell 2012. Limited edition
number 41 of 150 books produced.
Qty 2. VG £30/50

488 ‘A Pictorial History of Sussex County
Cricket Club’. Editored by R.
Packham, N. Sharp, P. Barnes & J.
Filby. Hove 2014. DW. Limited
edition number 144 of 175 copies
produced and signed by fourteen
living Captains including Doggart,
Marlar, Dexter, Parks, Long, Barclay,
Parker, Wells, Moores, Adams, Joyce
etc  G £70/100

Produced to commemorate the
175th Anniversary of the Cricket
Club, the book sold out within a
month of being on sale

489 ‘Cricket’s Collectors’. David Frith.
The Cricket Memorabilia Society.
Surrey 2012. Limited edition 8/150
copies produced, signed by The
President of the Cricket Memorabilia
Society, Tom Graveney and by Vice
President, David Frith. VG £80/120

490 Sussex limited edition, signed
booklets. Three booklets, ‘Sussex
Victorious 50th Anniversary of the
Gillette Cup- 1963’ (2013). Limited
edition of 150 copies of which this is
number 53, signed by seven Sussex

players, Dexter, Parks, Oakman,
Buss, Snow, Barclay and Thomson,
‘Tony Greig 1946-2013. A Tribute’
(2013). Limited edition of 200 copies
of which this is number 30, signed
by five Sussex players Buss, Snow,
Barclay Graves and Spencer and ‘Ted
Dexter. A Celebration’ (2012).
Limited edition of 150 copies of
which this is number 59, signed by
Dexter. VG £40/60

491 ‘The Edward Mills Grace Collection
2015’. Leather bound limited edition
catalogue for the E.M. Grace sale
held by Knights on the 4th July
2015. The catalogue is bound in
green leather with Grace’s signature
in gilt to lower front board, similar to
his specially bound Wisdens, and are
signed to limitation page by Edward
Michael Grace, his great grandson,
Edward Matthew Grace, his great,
great grandson and auctioneer Tim
Knight. They were sold as a limited
edition of only twenty five
numbered copies, and five presen-
tation copies. This copy is number
23. Very good condition £50/80 

492 ‘Keith Crump Collection of Cricket
Memorabilia’ . Original hardback
catalogue for the auction held at
Donnington Priory Salerooms,
Dreweatt Neate and T. Vennett-
Smith, 26th September 2006. With
dustwrapper. Minor wear, otherwise
G/VG £25/35

493 Forsyth’s Scottish Cricket Record
1929 & 1930. Both in good/very
good condition. Sold with Bussey
Cricketers Diaries for 1912 and
1926, the 1912 edition with some
wear. Qty 4 £30/40

494 Sussex C.C.C. Collection of Sussex
books including official Handbooks
for 1964, 1970-1973, 1975-2006,
2008, 2009, 2011, 2013 & 2014.
Plus ‘Some Magic for Mushy and
Much More’. N. Sharp 2004, signed
limited edition 56/103, ‘Steps Along
Hope Street’ David Sheppard 2002,
signed and dedicated to title page,
histories etc. Qty 50. In one box. G 

£30/50

495 Brian Bassano & Rick Smith. ‘A
Springbok Down Under South Africa
on Tour 1931-1932’. Bassano &
Smith 1991, limited edition number
77 of 400 produced, signed by both
authors, ‘South African Cricket
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1947-1960’. Bassano 1996, signed
and dedicated to title page by
Bassano, ‘South African in
International Cricket 1888-1970’.
Bassano 1979, signed and dedicated
by Bassano and ‘Great Days in Test
Cricket’. Rick Smith 1996, signed
and dedicated to front end page by
Smith. Qty 4. G £30/40

496 Signed cricket books. Selection of
eight books & brochures, all signed,
some dedicated by their author.
Includes ‘Cricket, Not War. The
Australian Services XI...’. Ian
Woodward, Limited edition
257/100, signed by the author,
other signatures include Jennings,
K.H. Baloch, Walmsley, Appleyard,
Pawson, Harte etc. One signature
(Appleyard) on laid down card. G 

£25/35

497 Cricket tours 1950’s/2000’s. Box
containing over forty five tour books
including a good selection from the
1950’s and 60’s with good
dustwrappers. Authors include
Wellings, Moyes, Fortune, Swanton,
Harris, Fingleton etc. Good selection 

£40/60

498 Cricket Books. Collection of books
and brochures including ‘Early
Memoirs of Frank Woolley’. Kent
1976. Limited signed edition number
51/1000 copies. Signed in blue ink
by Woolley, ‘The Official M.C.C.
Ashes Treasures in association with
the M.C.C. Museum at Lord’s’.
Bernard Whimpress 2009,
‘Tasmanian Cricket Yearbook’
1979/80-1994/95, ‘South African
Cricket Annual’ 2003-2011 and New
Zealand Cricket Almanack 2003-
2009. Plus thirteen cricket
biographies/ autobiographies
including Swanton, Larwood, A.
Jackson, Gimblett etc, cricket videos,
DVD’ s & CD’s, cricket Yearbooks
and Annuals and two boxes of
general cricket books, good
selection. Five boxes in total. G 

£40/60

499 ‘Three Straight Sticks’. R.E.S. Wyatt.
London 1951. Nicely signed in ink to
front end paper by Wyatt. Includes
hand written headed note to the
recipient, signed by Wyatt and dated
‘Aug 13th’. Lacking dustwrapper. G 

£20/30

500 ‘The Fight for the Ashes 1958-
1959’. Ian Peebles. London 1959.
Nicely signed by Peebles in ink to
half title page. Anthony Woodhouse
bookplate to front endpaper.
Excellent dustwrapper. VG £20/30

501 Cricket ephemera. A collection of
books, tour guides, scorecards,
cuttings etc including official
scorecard for South of England v
South Africans, 3rd-5th September
1947. ‘Australia v The Counties
(1878-1938)‘, Reg Podson. ‘The Test
Matches of 1953’, E.W. Swanton.
‘Cricketers from India 1952’ official
tour guide. ‘M.C.C. Team Souvenir’
published by the Australian Cricket
Society for the 1974/75 M.C.C. tour
to Australia etc. G £15/25

502 Signed cricket books. Box containing
a selection of cricket books signed by
the author. Subjects include Bob
Willis, David Gower, Mark Waugh,
Colin Cowdrey, Geoff Boycott etc.
Other authors are E.W. Swanton and
David Frith. Qty 14 £50/70

503 ‘Alletson’s Innings’ 1957. John
Arlott. London 1957. Limited
hardback boards edition number 58
of 200 produced, signed by Arlott.
Loss to clear outer protective
wrapper otherwise in very good
condition. £50/70

504 ‘Centenary of Australia & England
Test Cricket 1877-1977. Limited
Edition Print Folio’. Sydney 1977.
Large square brochure including nine
pages of colour plates in original
portfolio with six loosely inserted
limited edition colour reproductions
of early cricket prints. VG £20/30

505 ‘Five Years’ Averages of our Leading
Cricketers’. Issues for 1920-1924
and 1926. By ‘H.P.T. (P.F. Thomas).
Qty 2. Rusting to staples, some
ageing to the 1920-1924 issue,
otherwise G £18/25

506 Cricket of To-Day and Yesterday.
Volumes I & II. Subscription
Illustrated Edition. Percy Cross-
Standing. London 1902. Original
hardback pictorial covers. Minor
breaking to front internal hinge of
Volume II, otherwise G/VG £30/40

507 Lancashire County Cricket Club
Souvenir. Diamond Jubilee 1864-
1924. Official souvenir published by
The Manchester Guardian in collab-

oration with the Lancashire County
Committee. Minor wear to covers
otherwise in good condition £20/30

508 ‘Two Summers At The Test’. John
Arlott. London 1952 SBC. Nicely
signed by John Arlott. VG  £18/25

509 ‘Imran’. The autobiography of Imran
Khan with Patrick Murphy, 1983.
Includes dust wrapper. Signed to
cover page by Imran. VG  £20/30

510 A.B.C. Cricket Book for the England
tour of Australia 1946/47. Published
by the Australian Broadcasting
Commission. First internal page with
cut corner otherwise in good
condition. Rare first issue £40/60

511 A.B.C. Cricket Book for the Indian
tour of Australia 1947/48. Published
by the Australian Broadcasting
Commission. Some minor foxing
otherwise in good condition. Rare 

£40/60

512 A.B.C. Cricket Book for the
Australian tour of England 1948.
Published by the Australian
Broadcasting Commission. Some
light fading to front cover and
owners inscription to first page
otherwise in good condition. Rare 

£40/60

513 A.B.C. Cricket Book for the England
tour of Australia 1950/51. Published
by the Australian Broadcasting
Commission. Spine had come away
at both ends and owners inscription
to first page otherwise in good
condition. Rare £30/50

514 A.B.C. Cricket Book for the West
Indies tour of Australia 1951/52.
Published by the Australian
Broadcasting Commission. Odd
faults and owners inscription to first
page otherwise in good condition 

£25/35

515 A.B.C. Cricket Book for the South
African tour of Australia 1952/53.
Published by the Australian
Broadcasting Commission. Owner
has added paper clippings of the
match scores and made various
inscriptions throughout otherwise in
good condition £15/25

516 A.B.C. Cricket Book for the
Australian tour of England 1953.
Published by the Australian
Broadcasting Commission. Owners
inscription to first page and some
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minor faults otherwise in good
condition £25/35

517 A.B.C. Cricket Book for the M.C.C.
tour of Australia 1954/55. Published
by the Australian Broadcasting
Commission. Owner has completed
the score cards in blue ink, with
some minor faults otherwise in good
condition £30/40

518 A.B.C. Cricket Book for the
Australian tour of England 1956.
Published by the Australian
Broadcasting Commission. Some
minor faults, good £30/40

519 A.B.C. Cricket Book for the M.C.C.
tour of Australia 1958/59. Published
by the Australian Broadcasting
Commission. Front cover cleanly
detached otherwise in good
condition £20/30

520 A.B.C. Cricket Book. Official tour
books for the West Indies tour of
Australia 1960/61, Australian tour of
the U.K. 1961, M.C.C. tour of
Australia 1962/63, South African
tour of Australia 1963/64 and
Australian tour of England 1964.
Qty 5. All with odd minor faults
otherwise in good condition £40/60

521 A.B.C. Cricket Book. Official tour
books for the Australian tour of the
West Indies 1965, M.C.C. tour of
Australia 1965/66, Australian tour of
South Africa 1966/67, Australian
tour of England 1968, West Indies
tour of Australia 1968/69 and
Australian tour of South Africa
1969/70. Qty 6. Odd minor faults
otherwise in good condition £40/60

522 A.B.C. Cricket Book. Official tour
books for the M.C.C. tour of
Australia 1970/71, Australian tour of
England 1972, Australian tour of the
West Indies 1973, M.C.C. tour of
Australia 1974/75, Australian tour of
England 1975 and the West Indies
tour of Australia 1975/76. Qty 6.
Odd minor faults otherwise in good
condition £40/60 

523 A.B.C. Cricket Book. Official tour
books for the Centenary Test Issue
featuring Pakistan tour of Australia
1976/77 & Australian tour of New
Zealand 1977, Australian tour of
England 1977, India tour of Australia
1977/78, Australian tour of West
Indies 1978, England tour of
Australia 1978/79 and England,

West Indies tour in Australia
1979/80. Qty 6. Odd minor faults
otherwise in good condition £40/60 

524 A.B.C. Cricket Book. Official tour
books for 1980/81, 1981, 1981/82,
1982/83, 1983/84, 1984/85, 1985,
1985/86, 1986/87, 1988/89, 1989,
1989/90, 1990/91, 1991/92,
1992/93, 1993, 1993/94, 1994/95
x 2, 1995/96 x 2, 1996/97, 1997,
1997/98, 1998/99, 1999/2000,
2000/01, 2001, 2001/02 2002/03,
2003/04, 2004/05, 2005, 2005/06,
2006/07, 2007/08, 2008/09, 2009,
2009/10, 2010/11, 2011, 2012/13
and 2013. Sold with ‘The ABC
Cricket Book. The First Sixty Years’.
Compiled by Jim Maxwell 1994. Qty
44. Good condition £70/100 

525 Glamorgan C.C.C. Yearbooks 1947
and 1956. Original pictorial
wrappers. Both in good/very good
condition £30/40

526 Somerset County Cricket Club Year
Book 1939. Hammett & Co. Taunton
1940. Original decorative boards.
Slight wear to spine, minor splitting
to internal hinges otherwise in good
condition £25/35

527 ‘Gubby Allen. Man of Cricket’. E.W.
Swanton. London 1985. Signed to
title pages by Allen and Swanton,
and inscribed to title page by
Swanton ‘Kenneth Huggett. I hope
this book will give you pleasure’.
Also signed by Allen to page 67.
Dustwrapper. VG £20/30

528 ‘Twenty Years at the Top’. Garry
Sobers. London 1988. Dustwrapper.
Signed in ink by Sobers to title page.
G £20/30

529 ‘Well, Well, Wells!’. B.D. ‘Bomber’
Wells. Nottingham 1981. Limited
edition 296/500 signed by Wells.
Some wear and minor staining to
dustwrapper, otherwise G £25/35

530 ‘The Lord’s Taverners Fifty Greatest’.
Heinemann-Quixote, 1983, Large
format edition in green boards with
gilt title to spine. Nicely signed by
two of the ‘selectors’, Trevor Bailey
and Richie Benaud. In addition the
book is signed to the image plates by
twenty one players to their image
with the exception of Boycott.
Signatures are Fred Trueman,
Godfrey Evans, Mike Proctor, Viv
Richards, Lance Gibbs, Clyde

Walcott, Richard Hadlee, Derek
Underwood, Andy Roberts, Ian
Botham, Wes Hall, Ian Chappell,
Peter May, Alan Knott, Kapil Dev,
Gary Sobers, Imran Khan, Geoffrey
Boycott, Rod Marsh, Clive Lloyd and
Ted Dexter. VG £80/120

CRICKET IN MUSIC AND VERSE 

531 ‘The Sportsman’s Vocal Cabinet,
comprising an extensive collection of
scarce, curious and original songs
and ballads, relative to field sports’
Charles Armiger, London 1830. First
edition. 426pp. The sports are
mainly field sports but cricket
appears in at least ‘I am a jolly
bowler’ and ‘To live a life free from
gout’. Items are listed by sports in an
index. Finely bound in green calf
with marbled papers, raised bands to
spine with gilt titles. Minor foxing,
minor faults otherwise in good
condition. Rare £50/80

532 ‘The Merry Athletes March’.
Composed by Wymark Stratton. 8pp
sheet music with an excellent front
cover image of a multi-colour
collage of sketches from a variety of
sports including cricket, rugby,
tennis, rowing and cycling. Printed
by Bowerman & Co, Portland Street
1898. Tipped in to blue cloth. A
good copy £100/150

Listed in the Appendix to D.R.
Allen’s ‘Song of Cricket’

533 ‘Cricket Song’. Words by Rev.
Edward Thring, headmaster of
Uppingham School 1853-1887,
music by Charles Reimers, music
master. Published c1856. Publisher
unknown. Music score containing
eight pages of music and lyrics.
Tipped into modern blue cloth. VG 

£60/90

534 ‘The Pelican Lancers; dedicated to
the Boys of the  Pelican Club’.
Edward Solomon (1855-1895),
arranger. 24pp sheet music with a
fine exquisite colour and gilt front
cover featuring pelicans playing at
various sports including a batsman at
‘Good Old Cricket’, other sports
include boxing, carriage riding etc.
Printed by Francis Bros of Oxford
Street. With the bookplate of A E
Winder inside the front cover. Tipped
into brown cloth with gilt titles.
Excellent copy’. A superb front cover
image £150/250
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Listed in the Appendix to D R
Allen’s, ‘Song of Cricket’

535 ‘The Cricketer’s Gallop with vocal
chorus, dedicated to the Greenock
West End Cricket Club’. Charles
Denney. 8pp sheet music with front
cover coloured image of a cricket
match in progress and with the
choral words printed around the
picture. Tipped in to navy blue cloth.
Excellent front cover image 

£100/150

See D.R. Allen’s, ‘Song of Cricket’,
page 43 for a reproduction of the
front cover

536 ‘The Right Cricketer’ with words by
E V Lucas. A.E. Mortimer. 4pp of
manuscript sheet music, putting
music to the words of E V Lucas, The
words handwritten by Mortimer to
manuscript, with his signature to top
right hand corner. Accompanied by a
one page handwritten letter
(undated) from Mortimer to E
.Lucas. The letter is written on the
headed paper of the Training Ship
‘Mercury’ at Hamble, with associ-
ations with C B Fry ‘Should you ever
visit the ship, the boys shall sing it for
you’. D R Allen refers to this song
and letter at length on page 63 of his
book, ‘Song of Cricket’. Tipped into
blue cloth. Some spotting to the
letter, some repaired wear to page
edges otherwise in good original
condition £150/250

537 ‘The Josser Cricketer: The True Story
of a Test Match, written and sung by
Mark Sheridan. Published by Francis,
Day & Hunter. The josser (an old
fool) sings of his cricket prowess, of
Plum Warner who would ‘put him
up for the Australian tour’, reminds
one of Grace: a ‘wonder with the
willow’. Sheridan was a well-known
music hall comedian/singer who
became synonymous with ‘I do like
to be beside the seaside’. (D.R.
Allen) Bound in green cloth. Some
repaired tears to page edges, some
soiling and very minor foxing to
covers and pages otherwise in good
condition £100/150

538 ‘Cricket is the Game’ 1930. Words
by Col. Lynns, Music by May Lea.
Original 4pp sheet music with an
excellent front cover image of a
bowler in delivery stride. Printed by
Record Printing Company Ltd of

Rockhampton. Wear and tear to
page edge, minor stain, tape repair
to spine otherwise in good condition 

£80/120 

539 ‘Our Don Bradman’. Art Leonard,
original recording of the song by
Leonard, recorded in Sydney in July
1930. Later release on Columbia
Records (1977). In original sleeve
with ‘Our Eleven’ by the same
artiste, and originally recorded also
in 1930, to verso. Sold with three
other 45rpm cricket records, ‘John
Reid on Cricket’ Volumes 1 & 2
(Lotus Records, 1960) in original
pictorial sleeves, with fold out paper
diagrams of how to play cricket and
‘West Indians are back in Town’ by
the West Indies touring team (Island
Records 1984), with ‘Skipper Lloyd
(Have mercy) to verso in original
sleeve. Qty 4. G £30/50

540 ‘So This Is Cricket (Gee! What a
Wonderful Game)‘. Jack Lumsdaine,
‘Entertainer at the piano’. Original
78 rpm ‘Regal Records’ record with
recording entitled ‘So This Is Cricket
(Gee! What a Wonderful Game)‘
Part 1 & 2. Dated 1923. In original
paper sleeve. G £40/60

541 ‘Cricket Song’. Words by Rev.
Edward Thring, headmaster of
Uppingham School 1853-1887,
music by Charles Reimers, music
master. Published c1856. Publisher
unknown. Music score containing
eight pages of music and lyrics.
Tipped into modern blue cloth. VG 

£60/80

CRICKET PHOTOGRAPHS

542 William Lloyd Murdoch. New South
Wales, Sussex, London County &
Australia 1875-1904. Splendid sepia
cabinet card photograph of
Murdoch, head and shoulders,
wearing three piece suit, shirt and
cricket tie, topped off with an
Australia tour boater. Very nicely
signed, ‘yours sincerely’, in black ink
by Murdoch to lower photographers
border. The cabinet card photograph
by J. Chaffin & Sons of Taunton. The
card measures 4.25”x6.5”. Slight
wear to card extremities and to card
corners otherwise in good/very good
condition, adhesive mark to verso. A
very rare and sought after signed
card of this early Australia Test player

£500/800

Billy Murdoch is listed as player/cap
number thirteen in the list of
Australian Test players and he
played his first Test match for
Australia, in the second Test ever
played, against England at
Melbourne in March/April 1877. He
captained Australia in sixteen Tests
from 1880 to 1890, this included
four tours to England one of which,
in 1882, gave rise to The Ashes. He
played in nineteen Test matches
overall for Australia and was a right
hand batsman and occasional wicket
keeper. Murdoch scored both the
first double century in Test cricket
(211 against England in 1884) and
the first triple century in Australian
domestic cricket (321 against
Victoria in 1882). In later years, he
settled in England, playing county
cricket for Sussex (1893 to 1899, as
captain) and London County (1900
to 1904). In 1892, he toured South
Africa with England and played in
one Test match, making him one of
the few cricketers to represent more
than one international team.
Murdoch’s final first-class match
came at the age of 49, in August
1904. He died in Melbourne in
1911, aged only 56

543 Francis Walters. New South Wales,
Victoria & Australia 1880-1896.
Excellent sepia cabinet card
photograph of Walters, head and
shoulders, wearing three piece suit
and shirt and tie. Nicely signed,
‘yours sincerely’, in black ink by
Walters to lower border of image
and dated 1890. The cabinet card
photograph by E. Hawkins &
Company, King’s Road, Brighton.
The card measures 4.25”x6.5”.
Slight wear to card extremities and
some rounding and small loss to card
corners otherwise in good/very good
condition, adhesive mark to verso. A
very rare and sought after signed
card of this early Australia Test player

£500/800

Frank Walters is listed as player/cap
number forty two in the list of
Australian Test players playing one
Test, the 5th Test v England at
Melbourne in March 1885 scoring 7
& 5. Walters was a right hand
batsman and bowler who played in
fifty six first class matches. He died
at sea off Bombay, India in 1922 at
the age of 62 
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544 Harry Graham. Victoria, Otago &
Australia 1892-1907. Excellent sepia
cabinet card photograph of Graham,
head and shoulders, wearing three
piece suit and shirt and bow-tie.
Nicely signed, ‘sincerely yours’, in
black ink by Graham to lower border
of image. The cabinet card
photograph by R.W. Thomas of
London. The card measures
4.25”x6.5”. Slight wear to card
extremities and some rounding and
small loss to card corners otherwise
in good/very good condition,
adhesive mark to verso. A very rare
and sought after signed card of this
early Australia Test player £400/600

Harry Graham played in six Tests for
Australia between 1893 and 1896,
having an excellent tour to England
in 1893 where he topped the batting
averages and scored 107 in the first,
Lord’s, Test and was a right hand
batsman and leg break bowler who
played in one hundred and fourteen
first class matches. He died young in
1911 at the age of 40

545 Charles Edward McLeod. Victoria &
Australia 1893-1904. Excellent
mono cabinet card photograph of
McLeod, head and shoulders,
wearing three piece suit, shirt and
bow-tie and Australia tour boater
with emblem to hat band. Signed,
‘yours faithfully’, in black ink by
McLeod to lower corner of image.
The cabinet card photograph by
Mora of Glasgow. The card
measures 4.25”x6.5”. Slight wear to
card extremities, some rounding and
small loss to card corners, minor
marks to image otherwise in
good/very good condition, adhesive
mark to verso. Partly obscured
further inscription to verso from
‘Lightening’ (a nickname given to
McLeod for his slow amiability). An
excellent image. A very rare and
sought after signed card of this early
Australia Test player £400/600

Charlie McLeod played in seventeen
Tests for Australia between 1894
and 1905 scoring 573 runs at an
average of 23.87 with a highest
score of 112, against England at
Melbourne in 1898, and took thirty
three wickets

546 Reginald Alexander Duff. New South
Wales & Australia 1898-1908.
Excellent mono cabinet card

photograph of Duff, full length, in
batting pose in front of the wicket,
wearing Australian cap. Very nicely
signed in black ink by Duff to image.
The cabinet card publisher unknown.
The card measures 4.25”x6.5”. Very
good condition. An excellent image.
A very rare and sought after signed
card of this early Australia Test player

£400/600

Reggie Duff played in twenty two
Test matches for Australia between
1902 and 1905 scoring 1317 runs at
an average of 35.59 with a highest
score of 146, against England at the
Oval in 1905. Duff, sadly, was an
alcoholic whose cricket was greatly
affected by his drinking. Following
his retirement, aged 30, his
condition rapidly deteriorated and
he died broke and broken in 1911,
aged just 33

547 Australian Tour (5th) of England
1886. Excellent original mono
cabinet card photograph of the
Australian team, seated and
standing, in rows wearing caps and
blazers. Photograph by London
Stereoscopic & Photographic
Company of Regent Street. Printed
title ‘The Entire Australian Cricketing
Team’ to side margin. Printed names
of the players to lower border.
Players featured included Scott
(Cpt), Blackham, Spofforth, Trumble,
Jones, Bonnor, Garrett, Giffen, Jarvis
etc. The card measures approx
6.5”x4”. Advertising for the London
Stereoscopic & Photographic
Company to verso. Odd very minor
faults otherwise in very good
condition. A rare card £250/350

548 ‘The Australian Imperial Force
Cricket Team [1919]‘. Excellent
official photograph of the Australian
Imperial Force Cricket Team,
probably taken at Lord’s, seated and
standing in rows and wearing tour
blazers with rising sun emblems, the
official tour emblem. The
photograph mounted to official
photographers mount with title, in
gold, to lower border and to top left
hand corner the official emblem of
the touring team AIF rising sun, also
printed in gold. The photograph, by
Bassano Ltd of Old Bond Street,
London, very nicely signed in black
ink to upper and lower borders of
the mount by all fourteen players

featured plus the tour Manager,
Howard Lacey. Signatures are H.L.
Collins, W.S. Sterling, E.E. Pellew,
W.A. Oldfield, J.M. Taylor, C.B.
Willis, W.L. Trennery, S.G. Winning,
C.T. Docker, J.M. Gregory, E.A. Bull,
J.T. Murray, A.W. Lampard and E.J.
Long. The photograph measures
9.5”x7.5”, framed and glazed,
overall 15.5”x13.5”. A wonderful
image, some silvering, although in
very good condition. Rare to see an
official signed photograph of A.I.F.
team £400/600

When the First World War ended in
November 1918, thousands of
Australian servicemen were in
Europe as members of the First
Australian Imperial Force (AIF) and
many remained until the spring of
1919. In England, a new first-class
cricket season was planned, the first
since 1914, and an idea that came to
fruition was the formation of an
Australian touring side made up of
servicemen. The Australian Imperial
Force Touring XI was formed,
initially under the captaincy of pre-
war Test player Charlie Kelleway.
Kelleway departed after only six
matches following a dispute about
the fixtures list. A players’ meeting
elected future Test player Herbie
Collins as team captain for the
remainder of the tour, despite the
fact that Collins’ military rank was
lance corporal and there were seven
officers in the party. The bulk of the
team remained intact for nearly nine
months from May 1919, playing
thirty three matches in Great Britain,
ten in South Africa on their way
home and then another three in
Australia itself before disbanding in
February 1920, with only four
defeats, all of these in England. The
players lived on their army pay and
all profits from gate money went to
an AIF Sports Control Board

549 ‘The 16th Australian Eleven 1926’.
Exceptionally large official sepia
team photograph of the Australian
touring party wearing cricket attire
and all dressed in their tour caps and
blazers. The photograph is laid down
to official photographers mount with
title hand printed to lower border.
The top and lower borders of the
mount are beautifully and boldly
signed by all seventeen members of
the touring party including the
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Manager Sydney Smith. Signatures
are Collins (Cpt), Bardsley, Mailey,
Grimmett, Woodfull, Ponsford,
Macartney, Andrews, Oldfield,
Taylor, Ellis, Hendry, Gregory, Ryder,
Richardson and Everett. The
photograph, by T. Bolland of St.
Leonard’s, measures 23”x17”,
framed and glazed and overall
31”x27”. Presentation wooden
plaque to lower border of frame with
inscription handwritten in gold
lettering ‘Presented to George F.
Reynolds by the members of the
Australian Cricket Team 1926’.
Excellent condition with excellent
signatures to borders. Unusual to see
official tour photographs so large
and impressive. A rare signed
photograph  £800/1200

England won the 1926 Ashes series
against Australia, winning the last
Test of the series after the first four
matches were drawn. Because the
series was at stake, the match was to
be ‘timeless’ (played to a finish).
Australia had a narrow first innings
lead of 22. Hobbs and Sutcliffe took
the score to 49-0 at the end of the
second day, a lead of 27. Heavy rain
fell overnight, and next day the
pitch soon developed into a
traditional sticky wicket. England
seemed certain to be bowled out
cheaply and to lose the match. In
spite of the very difficult batting
conditions, however, Hobbs and
Sutcliffe took their partnership to
172 before Hobbs was out for
exactly 100. Sutcliffe went on to
make 161 and in the end England
won the game comfortably

550 ‘Australian Cricket Team in Great
Britain 1938’. Large official mono
team photograph of the Australian
touring party wearing cricket attire
and all dressed in their tour blazers.
The photograph laid down to official
photographers mount with title to
top border and to lower border, the
printed names of the team including
the Manager and scorer. The side
borders are signed in black ink by all
eighteen players and management
featured and include Bradman,
McCabe, Barnes, O’Reilly, Hassett,
Fingleton, McCormick, White,
Chipperfield, Barnett, Fleet-wood-
Smith, Brown etc. The photograph
measures 15”x12”, framed and
glazed, and overall 23.5”x21.5”.

Very good condition £400/600

The Australian side won twenty
games, drew thirteen and lost only
two game with one game
abandoned. The Test ended one
game each. The outstanding
performance of Don Bradman was
again the highlight of the tour. From
26 innings he scored 2429 runs with
a highest score of 278 and an
average of 115.66 with 13 hundreds
and 8 fifties. Remarkable!

551 Australian tour of England 1948.
Original official mono photograph of
the Australian team, standing and
seated in rows, wearing tour blazers.
The photograph laid down to official
photographers mount. Printed title
to top border and players’ names to
lower border. Signed to mount by all
nineteen members of the touring
party including Johnson (Manager)
and Ferguson (Scorer). Players’
signatures include Bradman
(Captain), Hassett, Ring, Saggers,
Lindwall, Tallon, Loxton etc. Hand
written dedication incorporating the
title, ‘With best wishes from the
(20th Australian Team to Great
Britain, 1948) with hearty thanks for
what you have done. Keith Johnson
21/9/48’. Photograph by Sport &
General Press Agency. The
photograph measures 11.75”x9”.
Mounted, framed and glazed,
overall 25”x16.5”. The signatures
and dedication are badly faded, but
legible. Some staining to mount
affecting the photograph, but a nice
image. G £80/120

552 Australian tour of England 1953.
Large official photograph of the
touring party including management
and scorer, sitting and standing in
rows, wearing official tour blazers,
the photograph, laid down to
photographer’s mount, taken at
Lord’s. Players include Hassett (Cpt),
Miller, Harvey, Johnston, Ring,
Davidson, Benaud, Lindwall etc. A
presentation photograph from the
Australian Assistant Manager
Maurice H. Leadbeater ‘To my friend
Jimmy (?) with Best Wishes and
thanks from the Boys. Maurice H.
Leadbeater, Assistant Manager 21st
September 1953. Handwritten title
to top border of mount. The
photograph measures overall
15”x12”. Appears to have been sold

at Christies as lot 198 in October
1988, sticker to verso. G/VG 

£50/80

553 M.C.C. tour of Australia 1920/1921.
Large official mono photograph of
the M.C.C. touring team to
Australia, seated and standing in
rows, wearing tour caps and blazers.
The photograph laid down to
photographer’s mount, nicely signed
to the upper and lower borders in
black ink by sixteen members of the
touring party, Johnny Douglas
(Captain), Toone (Manager), Fender,
Hearne, Rockley Wilson, Woolley,
Hendren, Hobbs, Makepeace,
Russell, Hitch, Howell, Parkin,
Waddington, Dolphin and
Strudwick. Lacking the signature of
Rhodes from the full touring party.
The photograph measures
14.5”x11.5”, framed and glazed,
overall 21.5”x18.5”. Very minor
fading to three signatures, light
surface marks to image otherwise in
very good condition. An excellent
rare signed image. £300/500

Australia won the series by five tests
to nil

554 M.C.C. tour of Australia 1924/1925.
Large official mono photograph of
the M.C.C. team who toured
Australia, seated and standing in
rows and wearing official tour
sweaters with printed title to top
border ‘M.C.C. Australian Tour
1924-25’. The photograph laid
down to photographer’s mount and
nicely signed in black ink to lower
border by all eighteen members of
the touring party featured including
the Manager F.C. Toone. Signatures
are Arthur Gilligan (Cpt), Tyldesley,
Tate, Whysall, Chapman, Douglas,
Hobbs, Woolley, Sutcliffe, Freeman,
Hendren, Kilner, Hearne, Strudwick,
Bryan, Sandham and Howell. The
photograph measures 15”x11.75”,
mounted, framed and glazed, overall
24.5”x19.5”. Minor wear to top left
hand corner of mount otherwise in
very good condition. A rare signed
photograph from this tour 

£400/600

Australian won the series by four
tests to one

555 M.C.C. tour of Ceylon, Australia
and, principally, New Zealand
1935/1936. Official mono
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photograph of the M.C.C. team who
toured New Zealand, seated and
standing in rows and wearing tour
blazers with printed title to top
border ‘M.C.C. Team- new Zealand
Tour 1935-36’. The photograph laid
down to photographer’s mount and
nicely signed in black ink to upper
and lower border by all fourteen
members of the touring party
featured. Signatures are E.R.T.
Holmes (Cpt), Parks, Griffith, Powell,
Smith, Sims, Hardstaff, Langridge,
Barber, Read, Lyttelton, Baxter,
Mitchell-Innes and Human. The
photograph measures 10.75”x
7.25”, mounted, framed and glazed,
overall 14.75”x12”. Minor marks
and foxing to mount otherwise in
very good condition. A rare signed
photograph from this tour £200/300

556 ‘The M.C.C. Team to Australia and
New Zealand 1950-1951’. Official
mono photograph of the M.C.C.
team, seated and standing in rows
and wearing M.C.C. touring blazers.
The photograph laid down to official
photographers mount with title to
top and players names printed to
lower border of mount. Signed to
side borders by all nineteen
members of the touring party
including F.R. Brown (Captain),
Hutton, Compton, McIntyre,
Washbrook, Bailey, Hollies, Bedser,
Close, Evans, Simpson, Berry etc.
Photograph by Krischock of
Adelaide. The photograph measures
9.25”x7.75”, framed and glazed,
overall 16”x13.75”. Some light
staining and marks to mount, minor
surface marks to image otherwise in
good condition £150/250

557 ‘England Touring Team In Australia
1978-79’. Official colour tour
photograph of the England team
wearing tour blazers. The
photograph laid down to official
photographers mount with title to
top and names of players printed
below. Nicely signed in ink by the
entire touring party to the borders.
Twenty signatures including Brearley,
Botham, Gooch, Randall, Gower,
Boycott, Willis, Barrington etc.
Photograph by Ronald S. Woolmore
of Adelaide. The photograph
measures 9.75”x8”, framed and
glazed, overall 15.5”x15”. Very
good condition £80/120

558 W.G. Grace in the West
Gloucestershire team of 1866. Good
original sepia photograph of the
West Gloucestershire team that
played Knole Park on the 12th and
13th July 1866. The team are
depicted in cricket apparel and are
seated on the grass in front of an oak
tree with the ground and tents to
background. The photograph
measures 5.75” x 3.75” and is
mounted to original photographers
mount which measures 10”x8”. To
the reverse of the mount the names
of the team are handwritten,
including in the back row, Dr H.M.
Grace (Father), in the second row,
W.G. Grace, H. Grace, E.M. Grace
and A. Grace with G.F. Grace in the
front row, all five Grace brothers plus
his Father. West Gloucestershire won
by an innings, and the 17-year old
W.G. scored 26 of the victors’ 196.
This was W G’s own copy of the
photograph and was sold at the
disposal of part of his library at
Sotheby’s in 1988, lot 608. To the
top border of the back of the
photograph in W G’s own hand is
written ‘To be returned to W.G.
Grace, Fairmount, Mottingham,
Eltham, Kent’. The photograph in
generally good condition but the
mount is scruffy and has suffered
some wear. A rare association copy 

£250/350

559 M.C.C. tour of Australia & New
Zealand 1946/47. Excellent and
original mono press photograph of
the M.C.C. team walking out to field
in the tour match against
Wellington, with a portly looking
Wally Hammond, as Captain leading
them out in front of the pavilion. The
match was played at the Basin
Reserve, Wellington on the 10th-
12th March 1947. The photograph
has been signed to the image by all
eleven members of the team in black
ink. Signatures are Hammond,
Evans, Compton, Fishlock, Voce,
Bedser, Pollard, Edrich, Washbrook,
Ikin and Smith. Minor browning and
slight fading to odd signature
otherwise in good condition. The
photograph measures 14.5”x7” and
overall, mounted, framed and
glazed, 21”x12”. An iconic image of
the post war M.C.C. team 

£200/300

M.C.C. won the tour match by 124 runs.
Washbrook made 68 & 133, Voce
took eight and Bedser seven wickets
in the match, Wellington being
bowled out for 73 in their second
innings

560 ‘E.J. Sanders’ Team in the United
States and Canada 1885’. A
beautifully compiled large
photograph album/scrapbook
covering this early tour to North
America and Canada, the party left
Liverpool aboard the Royal Mail
Steamer Adriatic on the 20th August
and left New York on the 1st
October 1885, containing sixty
seven pages of contemporary
photographs, newspaper articles,
menus and personalised invitation
cards, passenger lists, postcards,
scorecards etc. The album appears to
have been compiled by William
Eyton Roller as it contains many
personalised items to him or Charles
Edward Horner, who both played for
Surrey and were both members of
the touring party. The album
contains sixty nine original photos
taken on the tour. The first is a fine
large sepia image of the touring
team, including the manager E.J.
Sanders, many wearing cricket
blazers and caps. There are
individual, carte de visite size or
larger, photographs of all members
of the team, apart from Roller, with
personal tour statistics appended
below each photograph, ‘The Pet of
the Eleven, ‘Nellie’ also features. In
addition there are eleven stunning
photographs of the team in action in
matches including two excellent
large photographs of the first match
v Staten Island (September 1st &
2nd), three large photographs of the
first match v The Gentlemen of
Philadelphia (September 17th -19th)
and six large photographs of the
return match v The Gentlemen of
Philadelphia (September 24th -
26th). There are also photos of the
places visited by the team including
spectacular photographs of Niagara
Falls, Detroit, New York, Toronto and
Philadelphia. The newspaper articles
include ‘The English Gentlemen in
America by One of Them’ in full
(C.E. Horner), published in ‘Cricket:
a Weekly Record of the Game’. The
ornate passenger list (both outward
and homeward, with names of all
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the Eleven), ornate menus including
lunch & Dinner menus (4th October
1885), ship postcard and
entertainment (one, many of the
Eleven are named who sang songs
and recitations) on the voyage on
the steamship Adriatic are included.
Menus of functions given to the
team by the Montreal Cricket Club,
the Union League Club of
Philadelphia, and the Staten Island
Cricket and Baseball Club (2) appear
as well as local hotel fare cards in
Detroit and Philadelphia. American
scorecards of the ‘First Game’ and of
the ‘Second Match’ between the
Gentlemen of Philadelphia and the
Gentlemen of England and free
passes to host clubs are also laid
down and personalised to a player.
The ‘First Game’ saw an unexpected
defeat for the tourists and a song
printed on ‘Young Sam and Old
John’ (written by Peter Peppercorn,
similar in style to an Albert Craig
poem) is also displayed. To the back
of the book is loosely inserted, what
appears to be, a printed map of
trench positions in the Bellenglise
area of France on the Western Front,
the map dated 24th September
1917. The map is labelled ‘Corps
Topo Section’. Reason for its
inclusion unknown. The team
consisted of A.J. Thornton (Sussex &
Kent 1880-1891), H.O. Whitby
(Oxford University 1884-1887),
W.E. Roller (Surrey 1881-1890), J.A.
Turner (Cambridge University 1883-
1886), H.Bruen (Ireland), Reverend
R.T. Thornton (Kent 1881-1888),
C.E. Horner (Oxford University &
Surrey 1877-1886), A.R. Cobb
(Oxford University 1884-1886. He
died shortly after returning from the
tour), A.E. Newton (Oxford
University & Somerset 1885-1888),
Reverend T.R. Hine-Haycock
(Oxford University & Kent 1882-
1886), W.E.T. Bolitho (Oxford
University 1883 & 1885).

The album is very neatly annotated
in ink and the contents well
displayed; bound in half-
morocco/gilt with gilt to all page
edges, rubbed, repaired and restored
damage to spine. The album
measures 11”x14.5” and is almost
2” thick at its spine £8000/120000

A magnificent record of the tour. No
book on this tour is recorded and the

scrapbook is an important archive. 

The English XI led by Edward James
Sanders left from Boston for their
homeland on October 5th, 1885
feeling good about their many
victories in the preceding month
across USA. But the series was not
all one sided, in fact, the series
marked yet another high-watermark
for American cricket, the Gentlemen
of Philadelphia XI defeated the
English XI by a wide margin in the
first of two games they played.
There were eight matches played in
total, six victories, one draw and
one defeat. W.E. Roller injured his
arm during the third match of the
tour and could not bowl in either of
the Philadelphia games. The
attendances in the Philadelphia
matches was high, with 8000 to
9000 present on some days and the
tourists were surprised to see that
nearly half the crowd were women.
Reverend R.T. Thornton captained
the side and the leading batsman
was W.E. Roller, whilst Bruen and
Horner took most wickets

561 M.C.C. tour of Australia 1928/29.
Large official sepia photograph of
the ‘Orient Line. S.S. Otranto’, the
ship which took the touring team to
Australia. Signed to photograph in
ink by all eighteen members of the
M.C.C. touring party to Australia
1928/29 including the Manager
Toone. Signatures include Chapman,
Jardine, Tate, Larwood, Freeman,
Hammond, Mead, Hobbs, Staples,
Geary, Sutcliffe, Hendren, Tyldesley,
Duckworth, Ames etc. Mounted,
framed and glazed. 10.5”x6.75”,
overall 15.5”x12.5”. G £200/300

562 M.C.C. tour of Australia 1947/48.
Official sepia photograph of the
‘R.M.M.V. Stirling Castle’, the ship
which took the M.C.C. touring team
to Australia. The photograph nicely
signed in black ink by all seventeen
players. Signatures include Hutton,
Compton, Hammond, Yardley,
Edrich, Washbrook, Evans, Wright
etc. 8”x6”. G/VG £180/250

563 Don Bradman and Lindsay Hassett
1938. Small mono candid
photograph of Bradman and Hassett
walking off the field for Australia v
Somerset at Taunton, 27th-29th July
1938. Signed in ink by the two
players. The photograph laid to

black card. 3.5”x2.5”. G £80/120

Australia won the match by an
innings and 218 runs, Bradman
scoring 202 in their only innings

564 Sir Leonard Hutton. Yorkshire &
England, 1934-55. Original mono
photograph of Hutton, seated in
batting attire. The photograph,
signed by Hutton, measures
7.5”x9.25”. Mounted with printed
caption in window below, framed
and glazed, overall 17.5”x24.5”. A
nice image. VG £40/60

565 Centenary Test Match. England v
Australia 1980. Official colour
photograph of the England and
Australia players, past and present,
seated and standing in rows at
Lord’s, 28th August-2nd September
1980. Mounted, framed and glazed
with a rarer key identifying all the
participants, produced by Wisden
Cricket Monthly. Overall 17”x25.5”.
G £15/25

566* ‘Johnnie Walker Test Match
Scoreboard at Margate’ 1930.
Fourteen mono candid photographs
laid to album pages of scenes at
Margate during the fifth and final
Ashes Test at The Oval on 16th-21st
August 1930. The photographs
include scenes of large crowds
gathered to view the scoreboard
installed over the entrance to St
George’s Hotel. One photograph
shows the scoreboard at the end of
the second day’s play with Australia’s
score at 215/2, Kippax on 11no and
Bradman 27no, Woodfull out for 54
and Ponsford out for 110. Another
photograph of the scoreboard from
the fourth day of the same Test
shows England’s first innings score of
405, and Australia’s 695. England
are 118/3, Sutcliffe having just been
dismissed for 54 with Duleepsinhji
on 37no. A further photograph
shows the internal workings of the
scoreboard. G/VG - cricket. An
excellent set of photographs, each
measuring approx 4”x2.5”. VG 

£100/150

With the series tied at 1-1, the final
deciding match was won by
Australia by an innings and 39 runs
on the sixth day of the ‘timeless’
Test. For England, Sutcliffe scored
161 in their first innings. For
Australia, Bradman scored 232 and
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Ponsford 110, Peebles taking six
wickets for England. England were
bowled out for 251 in their second
innings, Hornibrook taking 7-92 for
Australia to clinch victory and the
series

567 England press photographs 1930s-
1960s. Four original mono press
photograph. Two photographs are
of Test trial matches, one with
Mitchell batting for North v South at
Lord’s 1936, another of Wyatt
batting for England v The Rest at
Lord’s 1938. Also two photographs
from the second day of the first Test
v Australia, Trent Bridge 1964, one
of Boycott being caught by Repath
at slip, the other of Dexter having
been caught by the wicket keeper,
Grout. Sold with another press
photograph, match unknown, and a
mono photograph of two country
house teams seated and standing in
rows in blazers with three ladies.
Pencil annotation to verso, ‘Wilton
House, Salisbury 1902’. Various
sizes, 10”x8” and smaller. Tear to
the Wyatt photograph, otherwise
G/VG. Qty 6 £40/60

568 Geoff Boycott and Ken Barrington.
Mono press photograph of Boycott
and Barrington in blazers and ties.
Side in black ink by both players.
Signatures faded. 10”x8”. G 

£10/20

569 Rev Richard Thornton Thornton.
Kent 1881-1888. Original sepia
cabinet card photograph of
Thornton in later life as a cleric.
Photograph by Mayall & Co of
London. Card measures approx
4.25”x6.5”. Minor foxing, otherwise
G/VG £80/120

Thornton was a member of Sanders
tour to North America, 1885

570 Don Bradman and Norman Yardley
1948. Excellent original sepia press
photograph of the Australian and
England captains, Bradman and
Yardley, in cricket attire shaking
hands, presumably during the 1948
Ashes series. Photograph by Sport &
General. 8”x6”. VG £50/70

571 England v Australia ‘Bodyline’
1932/33. Large printed panoramic
advertising photograph of the first
Test match at the Sydney Cricket
Ground, Saturday 3rd December
1932. The image of the ground with

McCabe and Wall batting for
Australia . The overall impression
from the photograph is the
enormous crowd of 58,058 in
attendance. Photograph by E.B.
Studios of Sydney. Produced by Mick
Simmons. The Premier Sports House
of Australia ‘Stan McCabe is on the
Staff of Mick Simmons Ltd’.
Unframed. 40”x10”. Some ageing
and nicks to paper edges otherwise
in generally good condition. G  

£70/100

572 M.C.C. Tour to South Africa
1964/65. Five mono photographs
making up the panels for a
panorama of the third Test at
Newlands, Cape Town, 1st-6th
January 1965. One photograph is
annotated to verso ‘Newland, Cape
Town, Record crowd 2.1.65 [second
day]‘. Each print measures 10”x8”.
Creasing and tape damage, the
prints appear to have been
previously joined. Fair condition 

£40/60

573 William Gilbert Grace.
Gloucestershire & England 1865-
1908. Original carte de visite
photograph of Grace, half length,
wearing hooped cap and cricket
attire c1877. An excellent image.
2.5”x4.25”. G £70/100

574 William Gilbert Grace.
Gloucestershire & England 1865-
1908. Original carte de visite
photograph album containing
various carte de visite photographs
including six of cricketers and teams.
Cricket photographs include W.G.
Grace, half length, wearing hooped
cap and cricket attire c1877, the
Gloucestershire team who played
Yorkshire in 1875 featuring all three
Grace’s and other teams and players.
The leather with gold metal clasp
album has some wear and one
broken clasp (retained) G £100/150

575 Kumar Shri Ranjitsinhji. Sussex &
England. 1895-1920. Excellent pair
of original photographs showing
Ranji and others with a slain leopard.
The photographs both mounted to
photographers mount and overall
measure 11.75”x15” and the other
12”x9.5”. One photograph by
Nurmahomad Veiji Kamadia of
Jamnagar. The pair of photographs
from Ranjitsinhji’s collection. Odd
faults, good £180/250

576 Compton & Edrich. Small candid
mono photograph of Denis
Compton and Bill Edrich walking out
to field at what appears to be
possibly Hastings?. Nicely signed by
both players. 4”x3.25”. G £25/35

577 M.C.C. tour of Australia 1920/1921.
Postcard size candid sepia
photograph showing three M.C.C.
players onboard ship R.M.S.
Osterley’ all asleep in deck chairs.
The player nearest to the camera is
Frank Woolley, the one furthest from
the camera may well be Wilfred
Rhodes and the other might be J.W.
Hearne. The photograph may well
have been taken by team mate, Abe
Waddington. G £25/35

578 England v South Africa 1951.
Original mono press photograph of
the England team taken prior to the
first Test match against South Africa
in 1951. The photograph nicely
signed by all eleven members of the
team to image. Signatures include
Freddie Brown (Cpt), Wardle,
Watson, Kenyon, Bedser, Bailey,
Compton, Hutton, Simpson etc.
Photograph by Central Press Photos
Ltd. 10”x8”. Formerly part of the
Bedser collection. VG  £100/150

In the first Test, South Africa beat
England by 71 runs. Nourse making
208, Simpson 137, Compton 112
etc. Rowan and Mann bowled
England out in their second innings
for 114 to win the match

579 South Africa tour of England 1935.
Excellent sepia press photograph of
five members of the South African
team in, what appears to be, the
dressing room or pavilion at Trent
Bridge during the first Test match of
the 1935 season. The players are
Dudley Nourse, Bruce Mitchell, Ken
Viljoen, Herbert Wade and Cyril
Vincent. The photograph signed by
four of the five players in ink, lacking
Wade. All five are dressed in suits and
ties and Nourse with his coat on!,
sitting around a table. Viljoen, Nourse
and Vincent appear to signing
autographs or writing letters and
being watched by Wade and Mitchell
reading a newspaper. The table and
floors are strewn with bats and cricket
bags. Central Press Photos Ltd. A
wonderful, behind the scenes image.
Perhaps rain has rain prevented
play??. 9.5”x8” £100/150
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580 H.D.G. Leveson Gower’s XI v West
Indies, Scarborough 1950. Excellent
mono photograph of Leveson
Gower’s XI standing in front of the
pavilion during the match played on
9th-12th September 1950. Very
nicely signed by the entire team in
ink. Eleven signatures including S.C.
Griffith (Cpt), Lowson, Walsh,
Lester, Cranston, Gladwin, Yardley,
Insole, Graveney, Pritchard  etc.
Walkers Studios Ltd of Scarborough.
Photograph 10.5”x5.5”. G/VG 

£80/120

The match was drawn, Walcott
made 121, Ramadhin taking 10
wickets in the game. It was Ken
Cranston’s last first class match

581 ‘Holmes and Sutcliffe Resume
Partnership’. Excellent mono press
photograph of Percy Holmes and
Herbert Sutcliffe walking out to bat
for Yorkshire against Essex at Leyton
during the match played between
the 11th and 14th May 1929.
Beautifully signed by both players in
ink. The photograph by Central
Press Photographs measures
8”x8.75” and appears to have been
slightly trimmed to top border. Odd
minor wear and faults to corners
otherwise in good condition 

£100/150

In a low scoring game, Yorkshire
won by an Innings and 37 runs.
Essex were bowled out for just 67 in
the second innings and Wilfred
Rhodes took 9-39 from 21.4 overs,
taking the first seven wickets for 28
runs and aged 51. Holmes made 7
and Sutcliffe 11

582 England v Australia, Trent Bridge
1930’. Excellent mono press
photograph of Patsy Hendren,
wearing England cap, and K.S.
Duleepsinhji, in his Sussex cap,
standing on the field at Trent Bridge
during the first Test match played at
Nottingham from the 13th to the
17th June 1930, with large crowd to
background. Beautifully signed by
both players in black ink. The
photograph, by Central Press
Photographs, measures 8”x10”. The
photograph dated 20th June 1930.
Good/very good condition. An
excellent image £100/150

Printed note to verso refers to
Duleepsinhji  being called up for the

second Test at Lord’s, as twelfth
man, Duleepsinhji  fielded for
England at Trent Bridge after
Sutcliffe retired injured.In the
second Test Duleepsinhji  selection
was fully justified he made 173 in
England first innings, although
England lost the Test by 93 runs,
Bradman making 254...

583 England v Australia, Leeds 1930’.
Excellent mono press photograph of
Maurice Tate and England Captain
Percy Chapman walking out to bat,
during England’s first innings, in the
third Test played at Headingley from
11th-15th June 1930, with large
crowd to background. Beautifully
signed by both players in black ink.
The photograph, by Central Press
Photographs, measures 8”x10”.
Good/very good condition. An
excellent image  £100/150

In this famous match, the Test was
drawn. Bradman made 334 in
Australia’s first innings, scoring 300
runs in 336 minutes and made
309no on the first day...! Archie
Jackson made his Test debut. For
England, Hammond made 113, Tate
took five wickets and Chapman
made 45

584 Kenneth Farnes. Cambridge
University, Essex & England 1930-
1939. Excellent mono photograph of
Farnes, head and shoulders wearing
suit and tie, beautifully signed in ink
by Farnes. ‘Photo Fischer. Parliament
Chambers C.T.’ to verso. 6.5”x8.5”.
VG £60/90

585 Gubby Allen, Middlesex. Good
mono press photograph of Allen in
fast bowling mode. Nicely signed in
ink by Allen. 4”x6”. VG £30/40

586 Benjamin Arthur Barnett, Victoria &
Australia 1929-1961. Good mono
press photograph of Barnett wicket
keeping, wearing Australian cap.
Very nicely signed in ink by Barnett.
4”x6”. VG £30/50

587 Ian Peebles, Middlesex. Good mono
press photograph of a moody
looking Peebles sat on a bench
wearing Middlesex sweater and
smoking. Signed in ink by Peebles.
4”x6”. VG £30/50

588 Bill Copson, Derbyshire & England.
Excellent mono press photograph of
Copson in bowling mode. Very

nicely signed in ink by Copson.
5”x7”. VG £30/50

589 Dudley Nourse. South Africa.
Impressive large mono press
photograph of Nourse batting for
South Africa wearing South African
Test cap. Signed by Nourse.
7.25”x9.25”. Photographic fault line
across photograph otherwise in
good condition  £30/50

590 Stanley Joseph McCabe, New South
Wales & Australia 1928-1942.
Excellent mono post card size press
photograph of McCabe playing a
shot through mid wicket. Beautifully
signed in ink by McCabe. VG 

£40/60

591 Don Bradman. Sussex v Australia
1948. Mono photograph of
Bradman batting with wicketkeeper
Griffiths in close attendance. Signed
by both players in ink. 8”x6”. G 

£80/120

592 Alec and Eric Bedser. Surrey &
England. Excellent photograph of
the two brothers wearing cricket
whites and Surrey blazers and
standing at together on the Oval
pitch with the massive Oval
gasometer to background. Very
nicely signed and dedicated by Alex
and Eric Bedser. The photograph
measures 5.75”x7.5”. Superb
image. G/VG £50/80

593 Gentlemen v Players, Lord’s 1953.
Original mono Sport & General
photograph of the Players team who
played the Gentlemen at Lord’s in
July 1953. Fully signed in ink by all
eleven players. Signatures include
Washbrook (Cpt), Evans, Emmett,
Dooland, Graveney, Barrick,
Compton, Bedser, Watson, Tattersall
etc. The photograph measures
8”x6”. VG £50/70

The Gentlemen won the match by
85 runs, Tattersall took eleven
wickets in the match

594 Duke of Norfolk’s XI tour to Jamaica
1956/57. Mono press photograph of
the touring team, standing and
seated in rows. Signed by all thirteen
players plus the Duke of Norfolk.
Signatures include Eagar (Cpt), Warr,
Graveney, D.Wright, Marshall,
Moss, Ingleby-McKenzie, Barrick,
Tribe etc. The photograph measures
10”x8”. VG £40/60
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The touring team were undefeated
throughout the tour

Harry Storer (Junior). Derbyshire
C.C.C. 1920-1936. The following
photographs and ephemera are from
the collection of Harry Storer. Storer
as well as being an accomplished
cricketer, played professional
football for Burnley, Grimsby Town,
Derby County  and made two
international appearances for
England in 1924 and 1927

595 Derbyshire v Essex. Record Score. H.
Storer. No.1 - J. Bowden. No.2 June
29th 1929’. Large and impressive
original sepia press photograph of
Storer and Bowden standing,
wearing county caps and in batting
attire, in front of the scoreboard at
Derby having made the record
partnership for the first wicket of
322 runs, Storer making 209 and
Bowden 94. The photograph,
measuring 10.25”x12.5” and overall
14.5”x18”, is mounted to photog-
rapher’s mount with title to lower
border. Photograph by G.A.
Tomlinson of Derby. Some wear to
image and mount otherwise in good
condition. Wear to verso of
photograph £100/150

596 Derbyshire C.C.C. circa mid to late
1920’s. Large original mono
photograph of the Derbyshire team,
seated and standing in rows and
wearing county caps. Players
featured include Jackson (Captain),
Storer, Worthington, Alderman,
Hutchinson, Elliott, Slater etc.
photographers mount. The
photograph measures 14”x12” and
overall approx 20”x15.5”.
Photograph by ‘Albert Wilkes & Son
of West Bromwich’. Excellent image.
Some wear to mount, minor light
vertical crease and creasing to lower
right hand corner otherwise in good
condition. Sold with a similar
photograph by Wilkes of a slightly
later Derbyshire team (1930’s) with
Richardson as Captain, spoilt by
folds. 14”x11”. Qty 2 £100/150

597 Derbyshire C.C.C. mainly mid to late
1920’s. Selection of items, one real
photograph postcard of the team,
wearing blazers and caps, one of
Storer batting in the nets (trimmed),
another a joint team photograph
and the other showing former
players of the club including Storer

sitting in the stand (1955). Various
sizes. Sold with a selection of related
ephemera including ‘The Rise of
Derbyshire Cricket 1919-1935’.
Llewellyn E. Simpson. Derby 1936.
Original light blue wrappers.
Splitting to spine. Also press cuttings,
newspapers, magazines featuring
Storer and Derbyshire cricket. G 

£40/60

598 Gentlemen v Players, Scarborough
1956. Original Walkers photograph
of Gentlemen 1956. Players in front
of the pavilion at Scarborough,
including T. Bailey, W.H. Sutcliffe,
W.J. Edrich etc. Without stamp
otherwise in good condition£25/35

Players won by 7 wickets

599 Gentlemen v Players, Scarborough
1958. Original Walkers photograph
of Gentlemen 1958. Players in front
of the pavilion at Scarborough,
including E. R Dexter, M. I. K Smith,
T. Bailey etc. Walkers Stamp to rear.
Good condition £25/35

Players won by 55 runs

600 Gentlemen v Players, Scarborough
1958. Original Walkers photograph
of the Players team of 1958 in front
of the pavilion at Scarborough,
including R. A Gale, T. W. Graveney,
J. V. Reynolds etc. Walkers Stamp to
rear. Good condition £25/35

Players won by 55 runs

601 Herbert Sutcliffe. Mono copy
photograph of Hobbs and Sutcliffe
walking out to bat with facsimile
signatures of the two players to the
photograph. Hand written signed
dedication from Sutcliffe to verso
‘Heartiest Congratulations to the
winner from Herbert Sutcliffe’.
Framed and glazed, overall
12.5”x10.5”. G £30/40

602 Nottinghamshire C.C.C. c1869/70.
Excellent early sepia photograph of
the team standing and seated in
rows in cricket attire. Players are F.
Wyld, W. Mackentire, W. Oscroft,
J.C. Shaw, R. Daft, J. Grundy, G.
Wotton, A. Shaw, W. Price, G.
Summers, S. Biddulph and T. Bignall.
The photograph appears to be a
later restrike from the original. Laid
to photographer’s mount with
players names printed to lower
border. Overall 10.5”x8.5”. Minor
faults, otherwise G/VG £50/80

603 Cricket reporters. Original sepia
carte de visite of W.H. Mills, cricket
reporter for the Manchester
Guardian in the early 20th century.
Full length in formal attire, ink
annotation to lower border ‘Mr
Mills:- The London Cricket
Reporter’. The photograph by
McLean of London. 2.5”x4”. Minor
fading and wear, adhesive marks to
verso, otherwise G. Also a sepia
cabinet card photograph of Sydney
H. Pardon in younger years, later
editor of Wisden 1891-1925.
Photograph by Stilliard & Co,
Oxford. Diagonal crease and small
loss to lower left corner, otherwise G.
Qty 2 £60/90

In 1917, W.H. MIlls was the head
reporter at the Manchester Office,
when the young Neville Cardus was
advised by C.P. Scott to approach
Mills to experience in the reporter’s
office (The Elusive Cardus, Hilton)

604 Record partnership. Surrey v
Lancashire 1990. This was the
famous match which featured many
records broken. Mono press
photograph of Atherton and
Fairbrother in front of the
scoreboard at the Oval having put
on a record partnership of 364 for
the 3rd wicket. Fairbrother making
366no, the highest score ever on the
ground and Atherton made 191.
Mounted. Overall 10”x14”. G 

£20/30

605 Australia 1983-1994. Large green
photograph album containing forty
mono and odd colour postcard size
press photograph of Australian Test
players loosely laid down to pages.
Each photograph signed by the
player featured. Signatures include
G. Matthews, D. Jones, Boon,
Holland, McDermott, M. Hughes, G.
Marsh, Reid, S. Waugh, P.Taylor,
May, Healy, M.Taylor, M. Waugh,
Warne, Reiffel, Langer, Slater,
McGrath etc. Nicely presented
album. VG  £100/150

The majority press photographs,
some by Patrick Eagar, odd copy
photograph included. 

606 Australia 1994-2010. Two large
green and red photograph albums
containing seventy five colour, odd
mono postcard size press and copy
photograph of Australian Test
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players loosely laid down to pages.
Each photograph signed by the
player featured. Signatures include
Blewett, McIntyre, Ponting, Law,
Hogg, Elliott, Bichel, McGill,
Lehmann, Gilchrist, C. Miller, B. Lee,
Katich, Symonds, S.Watson, Rogers,
Siedle, North, Harris, S. Smith, Lyon,
Pattinson, Warner, Starc etc. Nicely
presented albums. VG  £70/100

607 West Indies. Three mono postcard
size press photographs of J.
Stollmeyer, C.B. Clarke and J.H.
Cameron. All signed by the player
featured in ink. G £30/50

608 West Indies. Three mono postcard
size press photographs of Roy
Fredericks, John Shepherd and
Maurice Foster. All signed by the
player featured in ink. G £30/40

609 Clive Lloyd. Lancashire & West
Indies. Mono postcard size press
photograph of Lloyd batting for the
West Indies. Nicely signed by Lloyd
in ink. Photograph by Patrick Eagar.
VG £30/40

610 Vanburn Holder. Worcestershire &
West Indies. Mono postcard size
press photograph of Holder in
bowling for the West Indies. Nicely
signed by Holder in ink. Photograph
by Patrick Eagar. VG  £25/35

611 New Zealand. Three mono postcard
size press photographs of Walter
Hadlee, J.L. Kerr and H.G. Vivian. All
signed by the player featured in ink.
G £30/40

612 Australia. Three mono postcard size
press photographs of Lindsay
Hassett, Ernie McCormick and
Arthur Chipperfield.. All signed by
the player featured in ink. G £50/70

613 South Africa. Three mono postcard
size press photographs of R.J. Crisp,
Eric Rowan and X.C. Balaskas. All
signed by the player featured in ink.
G £30/50

614 England v Pakistan 1982, 1983 &
1987. Twelve official mono press
photographs from the 1982 and
1987 Test series, and the 1983
Prudential World Cup, 1983. Players
featured include Ian Botham, Imran
Khan, Javed Miandad, Mike Gatting,
Mohsin Khan etc. 9.5”x7”. G/VG 

£30/40

615 England v South Africa 1955. Mono
printed photograph of the England
team for the first Test at Trent
Bridge, 9th-13th June 1955. The
photograph, laid to card, is signed in
ink by seven England players.
Signatures are May (Captain), Evans,
Bailey, Appleyard, Tyson, Graveney
and Statham. 7.25”x5.5”. G 

£25/35

616 Australia tour to England,
1953/1956?. Eight small mono
candid photographs, which appear
to have been taken at Scarborough,
although one is marked Bramall Lane
to verso. Players featured include
Watson, Simpson, Miller,
Washbrook, A. Bedser, Evans,
Hutton, Johnston, Lindwall etc.
Approx. 3.25”x2.5”. Also two small
real photograph round edge
postcards dated May 1909, of a
match in progress, teams unidenti-
fiable. Sold with two 1978 official
Sussex C.C.C. autograph sheets, a
signed TCCB postcard of
Mohammed Azharudhin, official
mono press photographs of Brian
Close, David Sayers, Mike Gatting
etc. Also other assorted ephemera.
G/VG £40/60

617 Maurice William Tate, Sussex &
England 1912-1938. Printed
photograph of Tate in bowling pose
taken from the Supplement to
“Pals”, dated 7th March 1925.
8.5”x5.5”. G/VG £40/60

618 Middlesex C.C.C 1892. Printed
photograph of the Middlesex team
seated and standing in rows wearing
caps and blazers taken from the
Supplement to “Cricket: A Weekly
Record of the Game”, dated 18th
August 1892. From a photograph by
R.W. Thomas, Cheapside.
10.75”x8.5”. Sold with an original
copy of the magazine of the same
date. G £30/40

619 Surrey C.C.C 1892. Printed
photograph of the Surrey team
seated and standing in rows wearing
caps and blazers taken from the
Supplement to “Cricket: A Weekly
Record of the Game”, dated 28th
August 1892. 10.75”x8.5”. Sold
with an original copy of the
magazine of the same date. G 

£30/40

620 Joe Hulme. Middlesex 1929-1939.
Original postcard size mono press
photograph of Hulme, head and
shoulders in cricket attire. Signed in
ink by Hulme. Photograph by City
Press of London. VG £25/35

621 Francis Thomas Mann. Cambridge
University, Middlesex & England
1908-1931. Original postcard size
mono press photograph of Mann,
head and shoulders in cricket attire.
Nicely signed in ink by Mann.
Photograph by Reuter of London.
G/VG £25/35

622 William Greswell. Somerset 1908-
1930. Original sepia studio
photograph of Greswell, half length
in blazer. Signed in ink by Greswell,
dated 14th May 1931. The
photograph laid down to card. VG 

£50/70

623 Vernon Tickell Hill. Somerset 1891-
1912. Excellent mounted
photograph of Hill posed at the
wicket, wearing cap. The
photograph laid down to photog-
raphers mount and signed to lower
border. G £40/60

624a Northamptonshire. Three original
photographs of V. Murdin (1913-
27), A. Thomas (1919-33) and
William ‘Bumper’ Wells (1905-26).
All laid down to card and trimmed at
the top, minor damage otherwise in
good condition £20/30 

624 Arthur Shrewsbury. Nottinghamshire
& England 1875-1902. Printed
photograph of Shrewsbury seated
wearing cap and blazer, printed
signature to lower border. Taken
from the Supplement to “Cricket”,
dated 29th December 1892.
Includes an original copy of the
magazine of the same date. The
photograph in good condition,
magazine lacking front cover 

£25/35

WISDEN CRICKETERS’ ALMANACKS

625 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1980-
2005. 1980-1987, 1989-1998,
2002, 2003, 2005 are all original
hardbacks with dustwrappers. 1988,
1999, 2000, 2001, 2004 are original
cloth covers. Titles and date to spine.
‘A.P.L library’ stamps to inside cover.
Hand written library code to preface
and to lower spine. The hardbacks
have marks left by tape to inside
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front and rear pages, the 1991
lacking dustwrapper otherwise in
good condition. Sold with a copy of
‘A Century of Wisden’. Qty 27 

£50/70 

626 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1957.
Original hard back. 94th edition.
Slight breaking to internal hinges
and dulling to gilts, otherwise good
condition. Sold with Wisden
Cricketers’ Almanack  Australia
2000-01 (third edition). Original
hardback with dustwrapper. ‘Light’
fading to dustwrapper, otherwise
G/VG. Qty 5. Sold with eight other
cricket books £20/30

627 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1955
and 1957. Original limp cloth covers.
The 1955 edition has foxing to spine
paper with slight tear to head of
spine paper otherwise in good
condition. The 1957 edition has very
minor bowing to spine, minor folds
to six rear pages otherwise in very
good condition. Qty 2 £15/25

628 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1950
to 1954. Original hardbacks with the
exception of the 1951 edition which
has cloth covers. All copies with
some faults, the 1950 edition with
crease to spine paper and nick to
head and base of spine paper,
broken rear internal hinges, fading to
gilts and evidence of damp to edge
of boards, the 1951 edition with
broken front and rear internal hinges
and minor damp staining, the 1952
edition with broken internal hinges
and fading gilts, the 1953 edition
with broken front internal hinges,
tear to head of spine paper, fading
gilts, some warping to book and the
1954 edition with fading to gilts and
slight warping to book otherwise in
generally good condition. All
editions with some wear to boards.
Qty 5 £25/35

629 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1942.
79th edition. Original hardback.
Only 900 copies of the hard back
edition were printed in this war year.
Minor crease to top of front board,
some fading to spine gilt, minor
bumping to board extremities and
odd corner otherwise in good/very
good condition. Rare wartime
hardback  £600/800

630 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1941.
78th edition. Original limp cloth

covers. Only 3200 paper copies
printed in this war year. Lacking
pages 3 - 8. Stain to very top of
border of front cover, breaking to
front internal hinges, odd minor
faults otherwise in good condition.
Rare war time edition £50/80

631 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1932.
69th edition. Bound in brown
boards, with original front paper
wrapper preserved, lacking rear
wrapper, with titles and date in gilt
to front board and spine. Some
soiling and wear to front wrapper,
signature of ownership to title page
otherwise in good condition  

£30/50

632 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1926.
63rd edition. Original paper
wrappers. Front wrapper detached,
old tape mark to border of front
wrapper where it meets the spine,
some wear and nicks to wrappers,
some wear with small loss to spine
paper otherwise in good condition  

£40/60

633 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1925.
62nd edition. Original paper
wrappers. The book appears to have
been bound at some point, lacking
spine paper, adhesive marks to spine
affecting borders of wrappers near
to spine, some soiling to page block
edges otherwise in good condition  

£30/40

634 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1923.
60th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Some minor wear to
wrappers, some loss to spine paper,
broken spine block, old tape to spine
affecting borders of wrappers near
to spine, contents loose, Tape repairs
to odd internal pages. Viewing
essential £15/25

635 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1922.
59th edition. Original hardback.
Some wear to board and spine paper
extremities, very minor breaking to
front internal hinges otherwise in
good condition £400/600

636 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1921.
58th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Some wear to wrappers
with some nicks to edges, some
minor loss to spine paper, old tape to
spine affecting borders of wrappers
near to spine, some breaking to
spine block otherwise in good
condition £40/60

637 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1920.
57th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Minor wear, staining and
soiling to wrappers with small loss,
wear with some loss to spine paper,
some age toning to spine paper and
edge of wrapper near spine
otherwise in good/very good
condition £50/70

638 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1920.
57th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Major loss to spine paper,
wear and some staining to wrappers,
breaking to spine block, contents
becoming loose, some staining to
back of wrappers, front wrapper
almost detached otherwise in good
condition £40/60

639 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1920.
57th edition. Bound in full green
leather boards, with marbled end
papers, gilt to all page edges and gilt
titles to spine paper. Formerly the
property of the family of E.M. Grace,
he died in 1911. Lacking the normal
gilt signature of ‘Edward Mills Grace’
to front cover as in previous editions.
Signs of old damp, wear to
extremities, darkened spine paper
and slight warping to covers
otherwise in good condition £40/60

640 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1915.
52nd edition. Original hardback.
Dulled spine gilts, some dulling to
gilts on front board, some wear to
head and base of spine paper, odd
minor marks to boards and light
bumping to corners otherwise in
good condition  £400/600

641 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1913.
50th (Jubilee) edition. Original
hardback. Some light wear and
wrinkling to spine paper, some
fading to spine gilts, odd minor
faults to boards otherwise in
good/very good condition  

£400/600

642 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1911.
48th edition. Original hardback.
Minor wear to board extremities,
Minor wear to head and base of
spine paper otherwise in good/very
good condition £450/650

643 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1909.
46th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Old tape marks to spine
paper, wear with some loss to spine
paper, minor soiling, staining and
wear to wrappers, lacking
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photographic plate otherwise in
good condition £30/50

644 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1905.
42nd edition. Original paper
wrappers. Front wrapper neatly
detached. Some wear with minor
loss to wrapper extremities and
corners. Some loss to spine paper,
breaking to spine block otherwise in
generally good/very good condition 

£40/60

645 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1905.
42nd edition. Original paper
wrappers. Front wrapper detached,
some wear with loss to edges of
front wrapper, heavy loss to spine
block, contents becoming slightly
loose otherwise in good+ condition 

£50/70

646 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1904.
41st edition. Original paper
wrappers. Front wrapper neatly
detached. Some wear with minor
loss to wrapper extremities and
corners. Almost total loss to spine
paper, old tape to spine affecting
borders of wrappers near to
spine,breaking to spine block,
contents in good condition £30/50

647 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1904.
41st edition. Original paper
wrappers. Almost total loss to spine
paper, small loss to bottom corners
of front and rear wrapper, minor
foxing otherwise in good/ very good
condition £70/100

648 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1899.
36th edition. Original paper
wrappers. Wear with loss to front
wrapper extremities, loss to corner
and top edge of rear wrapper.
Almost total loss to spine paper, old
tape to spine affecting borders of
wrappers near to spine, contents in
good condition £30/50

649 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1893.
Willows softback reprint (1992) in
light brown hardback covers with gilt
lettering. Limited edition 439/500.
G/VG  £40/60

650 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1892.
Willows softback reprint (1992) in
light brown hardback covers with gilt
lettering. Limited edition 78/500.
G/VG  £40/60

651 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1877.
14th edition. Facsimile wrappers,
which appear to have the original

wrappers laid down to them. Pages
checked, book complete. Good
condition. Rare £1200/1800

652 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1875.
Facsimile edition with pink wrappers,
second facsimile edition printed by
Lowe & Brydone Ltd, London 1974.
Limited edition. G  £30/40

653 Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack 1870.
7th edition. Original paper wrappers.
Bound in brown boards with title
and date to spine in gilt. Name
handwritten to top border of front
wrapper, minor foxing, minor wear
to wrapper extremities with small
corner loss to rear otherwise in good
condition. Pages checked, complete.
Rare £1500/2500

CRICKET BATS, BALLS &
EQUIPMENT

654 ‘Australian tour of England 1926’.
Herbert Leslie Collins (New South
Wales & Australia 1909-1925-26)
and Warren Bardsley (New South
Wales 1903-1926). A pair of cricket
bats used by the opening batsman
on the tour of England in 1926. The
bat used by Collins (Captain of
Australia in 1926) is a ‘Clapshaw and
Cleave Ltd. Apex’ cricket bat which
has ink signature of ownership to
shoulder of bat. The back of the bat
inscribed ‘To Robert with best wishes
from H.L. Collins, Captain Australian
XI 1926 and signed below by sixteen
members of the Australian touring
party. Signatures are Collins, Taylor,
Richardson, Grimmett, Oldfield,
Gregory, Macartney, Woodfull, Ellis,
Mailey, Hendrey, Ponsford, Bardsley,
Everett, Andrews and Ryder. The bat
was discovered in a house clearance
in Andoversford in the Cotswold’s.
Some wear and perishing to the
rubber handle and slight fading to
inscription and signatures otherwise
in good condition. The bat used by
Bardsley is a ‘Duke & Son, Penshurst
‘Warren Bardsley autograph’ cricket
bat which has ink signature of
ownership to shoulder of bat.
Bardsley used the bat to score 193
not out in the second Test played at
Lord’s in June 1926 and was the
oldest player to carry his bat in Test
cricket history. The bat rubber
perished, some wear and darkening
to the bat otherwise in good
condition. This bat has an interesting
history and provenance. It was

presented by Bardsley to a fifteen
year old page/bell boy, Cornelious
King, at the Hotel Cecil in 1926. The
bat was kept by King and later prior
to his death in 1954 was passed to a
relation Terry Enwright who actually
played with it a few times, writing
his name on the back across from
Bardsley’s. It was also lent to Surrey
and Sussex player Arnold Long for a
short time. A photocopy of a short
article and photograph of Cornelious
King holding the bat, taken from the
Daily Sketch 1926 accompanies the
bat plus a typed sheet detailing the
history of the bat from the vendor.
The openers bats in the Lord’s Test
reunited after eighty nine years apart
-cricket £2500/3500

The first four Tests of the 1926 were
drawn, with England winning the
fifth and final Test by 289 runs and
England won the 1926 Ashes series.
In the Lord’s second Test, Australia
won the toss and batted first and
made 383 with Bardsley making his
score of 193no (which was his
highest Test score), Collins 1. in
reply England scored an impressive
475-3 declared with all the batsman
making scores including centuries
for Hobbs and Hendren. In their
second innings Australia made
194—5 with Collins making 24,
Bardsley did’nt bat and the match
ended in a tame draw.. Harold
Larwood made his Test debut in this
match.

The 1926 tour of England would be
Collins’s last, he had a disappointing
tour, suffering from neuritis and in
constant pain from arthritis. He
missed the Third and Fourth Tests
when admitted to hospital but
recovered to resume his place as
captain for the Fifth Test

655 ‘South African tour of England
1924’. Hubert Gouvaine Deane
(Natal, Transvaal & South Africa
1919-1930). ‘William Sykes of
Horbury ‘Roy Kilner’ Autograph’
cricket bat used by Deane on the
1924 tour. The bat with name of
ownership handwritten to the
shoulder of bat and signed below by
the South African touring party.
Some of the signatures are faded but
legible signatures include H.W.
Taylor (Cpt), Nourse, Carter, Dixon,
Hands, Faulkner, Pegler, Commaille
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etc Some wear to bat and perishing
to the rubber handle otherwise in
good condition. Number 156
handwritten to right hand shoulder
of bat, perhaps a museum number -
cricket £300/500

England won the series by three
Tests to nil with two Tests drawn.
H.G. Deane scored 621 runs at an
average of 22.17 with a highest
score of 80no. He captained South
Africa on the 1929 tour of England

656 Charles Stewart (Stewie) Dempster.
Wellington, Leicestershire,
Warwickshire & New Zealand 1921-
1946. Gunn & Moore ‘Autograph’
full size bat. Nicely inscribed in ink to
face ‘A delightful bat. Three
centuries in a row. C.S. Dempster.
New Zealand XI’.  Ink initials ‘CSD’
of ownership to shoulder of bat.
G/VG £300/500

Dempster twice scored three
centuries in consecutive innings, all
for Leicestershire. In 1937 he scored
110 v Sussex, followed by 133 and
154no v Gloucestershire. In 1938 he
scored 105 v Australia, 110 v
Hampshire and 187 v Oxford
University. Dempster played ten
Tests for New Zealand 1929-1932
and was Captain of Leicestershire
1936-1938 

657 William Wilfred Whysall.
Nottinghamshire & England 1910-
1930. Gunn & Moore ‘Autograph’
full size bat purported to have been
used by Whysall during his cricketing
career. The bat signed in the
‘signature area’ on the shoulder by
Whysall and further signed to the
face by the 1935 South African
touring party and to the verso signed
by Surrey and Nottinghamshire
teams for 1935. The bat previously
sold, some years ago, by Neales of
Nottingham where the vendor
purchased the bat. Significant fading
to the majority of signatures
otherwise in good condition 

£70/100

658 Australia, South Africa, New Zealand
and Yorkshire, 1920s. Gunn &
Moore ‘Autograph’ full size bat
signed to the verso by ten members
of the 1921 Australian touring party
and ten England players, also
fourteen members of the 1924
South African touring party and

approximately fifteen Yorkshire
players. The face contains seven
legible signatures of the 1927 New
Zealand touring party. Australian
signatures include Armstrong
(Captain), Collins, Gregory, Pellow,
Oldfield, Mailey, Smith (Manager)
etc. England signatures include
Doulas, Russell, Hitch, Gunn,
Hendren, Hobbs etc. South African
signatures include Taylor (Captain),
Nourse, Blanckenberg, Meintjes,
Hearne, Susskind etc. Yorkshire
signatures include Sutcliffe,
Robinson, Sheppard, Waddington
etc. New Zealand signatures include
Lowry (Captain), Dempster, Dacre,
Oliver, Cunningham, McGill etc. Bat
maker’s stamp to rubber handle.
Australian and South African
signatures good, fading to others. G 

£100/150

659 Northamptonshire C.C.C. Gunn
Moore ‘Maestro’ full size bat signed
to the face by twelve players.
Signatures include Hewitt, Edwards,
Bailey, Larkins, Felton etc. Sold with
another Northamptonshire c1990s
bat with sixteen signatures. Qty 2. G

£30/50

660 Wales v England 2003 & 2004. Full
size bat signed by eleven Wales and
thirteen England players who played
in the match at Cardiff, 19th June
2004. Wales signatures include Croft
(Captain), Thomas, Cottey,
Maynard, Wallace, Cosker etc.
England signatures include
Trescothick (Captain), Key, Strauss,
Anderson, Collingwood, Gough etc.
Sold with a red and green Welsh
match shirt with embroidered date,
14th June 2003. G/VG £70/100

From 2002 to 2004, Wales played
England each June in a one day
match. In the first game in 2002
they pulled off a shock win, England
winning in 2003 and 2004

661 England v South Africa 1994. Official
Duncan Fearnley ‘Cornhill Insurance
Test Series’ full size bat. Nicely
signed in ink to the face by twelve
England and nineteen South African
players. Signatures include Atherton,
Stewart, Gooch, Fraser, Gough,
Salisbury, White, Wessels, Cronje, P.
Kirsten, G. Kirsten, Donald, Rhodes,
Richardson etc. Titles on strips. VG 

£80/120

662 England v Pakistan 2010. Official
E.C.B. full size bat for the 2010
NatWest one-day series. Nicely
signed in ink to the face by fourteen
England and fifteen Pakistan players.
Signatures include Strauss,
Anderson, Broad, Collingwood,
Morgan, Swann, Trott, Shahid Afridi,
Mohammad Youssuf, Abdul Razzaq,
Saeed Ajmal, Shoaib Akhtar etc. Title
to top of bat and players names in
strip down side of bat. VG £80/120

663 England v Australia 1981. Full size St
Peter ‘Caravelle Test’ bat signed to
face by thirteen England players.
Signatures include Brearley, Knott,
Embury, Gatting, Parker, Boycott,
Old etc. Signed to verso by ‘Old
Yorkshire’, ‘Old England’ players and
members of the Australian team.
Australian signatures include
Hughes, Border, Wood, T. Chappell,
Hogg, Whitney etc. ‘Old Yorkshire’
signatures include Stott, Trueman,
Close, Brennan, R. Hutton, Cope etc.
‘Old England’ signatures include
Parfitt, Titmus, Graveney etc. Fading
to some Australian signatures,
otherwise G £60/90

664 Cricket stumps. Set of six original
wooden cricket stumps with brass
ends and metal spikes, probably
Edwardian. Sold in a wooden
croquet box with ‘Civil Service
Supply Association’ label to inside
lid. G £30/50

665 Miniature cricket bats. Five miniature
cricket bats with printed facsimile
signatures of Test teams. Each 11.5”
long. Teams are Australia 1948, New
Zealand 1949, India 1952, Pakistan
1954, England 1956 and West Indies
1957. Plus a slightly larger bat with
the printed signatures of ‘Surrey
Champion County 1952’. All in
generally good/very good condition 

£30/50

666 Miniature cricket bats. Six miniature
cricket bats with facsimile signatures.
Bats are for M.C.C. South African
Team 1938/9, Australian Touring
Team 1956, England First Test 1961,
Pakistan Touring Team 1962, M.C.C.
1962/3, and West Indies 1963.
G/VG. Various sizes. Sold with seven
Gunn & Moore miniature bats each
representing a county, all signed in
ink, dated 1992. Counties are Essex,
Glamorgan, Hampshire,
Leicestershire, Northamptonshire,



Somerset & Surrey. Some fading to
signatures, otherwise G £30/50

667 Ian and Greg Chappell. One
miniature ‘County’ bat signed to the
face by Ian Chappell, 15”, and a
‘Kookaburra’ miniature bat signed to
the face by Greg Chappell, 17”. Sold
with three miniature ‘Gray Nicholls’
bats signed by Neil Harvey, Wasim
Akram and Javed Miandad. All 15”.
Qty 5. G/VG £30/40

668 Don Bradman. Two signed miniature
cricket bats 12’ in length, one
individually signed by Don Bradman
in later years, the other Gray Nicolls
bat is signed by seven players
including Garry Sobers. Qty 2 

£25/35

669 Australia v England. Five printed
facsimile signed 12’ miniature cricket
bats from Australian tours of
England in 1946/7, 1953, 1956,
1961, 1964 with New Zealand Tour
of England 1965 with minor wear to
face otherwise all in good condition.
Qty 6 £30/40

670 World Series Cup. Five printed
facsimile signed 11’ miniature cricket
bats from 1979/80, 1984/85,
1985/86, 1988/89 and 1990/91. All
with printed signatures of Australia’s
Finest Cricketers in those years.
Minor wear to the 1984/85 bat  and
the 1990/91 has minor staining
down one edge otherwise in good
condition. Qty 5 £25/35

671 Australian tour of England 1999.
Original white cricket ball used in
the Worcestershire v Australia one
day match played at New Road on
the 10th May 1999. This was the
Centenary (of becoming a first class
County) match and was attended by
the Duke of Edinburgh who met
both teams. Sold with note of
provenance on Worcestershire
C.C.C. headed paper from the
secretary of the club, Mike Vockins.
G £40/60

CRICKET CAPS, BLAZERS & 
CRICKET ATTIRE

672 Dennis Amiss. Warwickshire &
England 1960-1987. England navy
blue home Test cap with raised
embroidered emblem of the three
lions and crown of England to cap.
The cap was the property of Amiss
and donated to David Smith (Surrey,

Sussex & England 1973-1994) for
his Benefit Year in 1994. The cap
was sold by Knights in 1994 as part
of the David Smith Benefit auction.
With signed note of authentication
from David Smith. Good condition 

£250/350

673 Australian dark green cloth Test cap
embroidered with the Australia
emblem, by Albion C&D of
Australia. Ownership unknown.
Very good condition. Previously
purchased from Knights by the
vendor in the late 1990’s £500/700 

674 Pakistan (4th) tour of England 1971.
Pakistan green cloth Test cap with
silver wired emblem of Pakistan to
front of cap and ‘Pakistan’ above
and ‘1971’ below the emblem. The
indistinct initials ‘S.N.’ handwritten
to inside label of cap. Cap made by
Shaheen, cap makers of Karachi.
Some fading and wear to cap
otherwise in good condition. Rare  

£140/180

675 Darren Gough. Yorkshire & England.
England navy blue cloth touring cap
worn by Gough during his playing
career. The cap, made by Albion
C&D of Australia,  with embroidered
St. George & Dragon emblem of
England to cap. Given to the vendor
by Gough, a personal friend. VG 

£120/160

676 Darren Gough. Yorkshire & England.
England ‘A’ navy blue cloth interna-
tional cap with embroidered England
‘A’ emblem to cap, worn by Gough
during his playing career. Signatures
of Gough to inside label. Very good
condition. Given to the vendor by
Gough, a personal friend £50/70

677 Darren Gough. England one day
International baseball style cap.
Signed to the peak by Gough. Given
to the vendor by Gough £25/35

678 West Indies maroon baseball style
cap c1990’s, by Bobby Goodman.
The cap with West Indies emblem to
front. Ownership unknown. VG 

£30/50

679 Oxfordshire C.C.C. navy blue
county 1st XI cricket cap with
county emblem embroidered to
front. c1950/60’s. Player unknown.
G £40/60

680 Nick Cook, Northamptonshire &
England. England/M.C.C. Test

baseball cap worn by Nick Cook
with England emblem of St George
and the dragon to front. Initials to
inside of cap. Sold with a
Northamptonshire maroon blazer
also worn by Cook with
Northamptonshire ‘Steelbacks’
emblem to chest. Initials also to
inner blazer. G £30/50

681 Neil Harvey Fairbrother. Lancashire,
Transvaal & England 1982-2002.
Transvaal navy cloth cap worn by
Fairbrother with gold lion emblem
and ‘Transvaal’ embroidered to
front. The cap by ‘Sacap’ of Cape
Town, initialled to the inside ‘NHF’.
Bought by the vendor in Neil
Fairbrother’s Benefit year. VG 

£80/120

682 Kim Barnett. Derbyshire,
Gloucestershire & England 1979-
2002. Derbyshire black cloth cap
worn by Barnett with County
emblem embroidered to front. The
cap by ‘MCM’ of Cape Town,
initialled to the inside ‘KB’. VG 

£70/100

683 Stuart Edward Leary. Kent 1951-
1971. Kent black cloth cap worn by
Leary with raised County emblem
embroidered to front. The cap by
‘O. Hollamby’ of Canterbury, ‘S.
Leary’ handwritten to label. VG 

£100/150

Born in South Africa, Leary came to
Britain in 1949 aged sixteen to play
professional football as centre
forward for Charlton Athletic and
latterly Queens Park Rangers. He
played 381 matches for Kent

684 Peter Bowler. Somerset navy blue
cloth 1st XI cricket cap, by Dege of
London. With embroidered
Somerset emblem to front. Worn by
Bowler in the 1995 cricket season.
‘Tom’ in ink to inner label. Bowler’s
nickname was ‘Tombola’. This was
Bowler’s first season playing for
Somerset. The cap was found in the
dressing room shortly after the end
of the 1995 season by the ground
staff and acquired by the vendor
from the person who rescued it in
July 2005. Sold with signed letter
from the vendor with explanation.
G/VG £70/100

685 Roland Lefebvre. Somerset C.C.C.
navy blue cloth 1st XI cricket cap, by
Dege of London. With embroidered
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Somerset emblem to front. ‘R.L.’ in
ink to inner label. Previously sold by
Knight’s. Very good condition 

£70/100

686 Andrew Hayhurst. Somerset 1990-
1996. Somerset navy blue county
1st XI cricket cap with county
emblem to front. Cap by Dege of
Savile Row. The cap was previously
sold by Knights in 2000 £70/100

687 Neil James Napier Hawke. Western
Australia, South Australia, Tasmania
& Australia 1959-1969. Australian
green wool blazer, by Farmer’s of
Sydney, worn by Hawke during the
Australian tour of England in 1964,
with large beautifully embroidered
Australian emblem to breast pocket
with the date ‘1964’ below,
trimming to pockets and sleeves in
gold. Name ‘N. Hawke’ typed to
label. The blazer in excellent
condition £500/800

The blazer is sold with a small
quantity of correspondence between
Hawke and Maurice Blunden
(collector) regarding the purchase of
the blazer, visit to Australia and
spending a day at the Adelaide Test
match in Hawke’s private box. Plus
excellent letter from Hawke authen-
ticating the blazer, with his
reflections on the tour and life spent
in the Lancashire Leagues

Neil Hawke played 27 Tests for
Australia, taking 91 wickets at an
average of 29.41 his best being 7-
105 against England in the1962/63
series. In all first class cricket he took
458 wickets at 26.39. He had a most
successful tour of England in 1964
taking 83 wickets at an average of
19.80 including eighteen wickets in
the series. Hawke spent eleven years
playing in the Lancashire league
following his retirement from the
first class game. He was also a first-
rate Australian Rules footballer

688 Douglas V.P. Wright. Kent & England
1932-1957. M.C.C. navy blue
touring blazer, by Simpson of
Piccadilly, worn by Wright on the
M.C.C. tour of Australia in 1946/47.
With embroidered M.C.C. emblem
in white of St George & Dragon of
England and below in scroll
‘Australia 1946-1947’ to breast
pocket. Trimming to pockets, sleeves
and blazer edging in M.C.C. colours

of yellow and red. ‘D.V.P. Wright’
handwritten in capitals to neck name
tag. Minor small moth holes
otherwise in good+ condition.
Previously sold at Vennett-Smith’s,
March 2001 auction as part of the
D.V.P. Wright Cricket Collection 

£250/350

The 1946/47 tour of Australia was
the first major tour after the second
World War. Wright took 54 wickets
at 35.48 on the tour. England lost
the series 3-0

689 Lord Tennyson’s tour of India
1937/38. Maharajah of Cooch Behar
(India) team blazer in pastel blue
with chocolate brown silk edging to
blazer edges and sleeves. Elaborate
and raised Maharajah of Cooch
Behar’s with elephant and lion coat
of arms emblazoned to breast
pocket, again in chocolate brown
silk. Silver buttons to jacket and
cuffs, again with the Maharajah’s
coat of arms to each. Arthur Wellard
was presented with the blazer by the
Maharajah as a token of his
friendship, he and Joe Hardstaff
developed quite a relationship with
the Maharajah on the tour, mostly
wining and dining. When Wellard
returned home he gave the blazer to
the previous vendor as it was too
small and ostentatious for Wellard’s
taste. The beautiful and unusual
blazer in good/very good condition 

£200/300

The blazer is mentioned on page
103 of the book ‘Arthur Wellard- No
Mere Slogger’. B.J. Phillips. Oxford
1996

Previously sold by Knights in
February 2003

690 Darren Gough. Yorkshire, Essex &
England. England ‘World Cup 1999’
navy blue blazer worn by Gough
during the competition played in
England. The  blazer with
embroidered England emblem of the
three lions and coronet with the
wording  ‘World Cup 1999’ emblem
to chest. Label to neck signed by
Gough. A rarely seen or sold blazer.
Given to the vendor by Gough, a
personal friend. G £80/120

691 Darren Gough. Yorkshire, Essex &
England. Essex C.C.C. navy blue
blazer worn by Neil Foster. The
blazer with wired Essex emblem

attached to chest pocket. Given to
the vendor by Gough, a personal
friend. G £40/60

692 David Lloyd. Lancashire & England
1965-1983. England home navy
blue Test blazer worn by Lloyd whilst
playing for England. The blazer with
raised emblem of the three lions and
crown of England to chest. Blazer by
Simpson of Piccadilly. Includes notes
for a speech apparently given to
local school children in which he
gives advice on becoming a profes-
sional cricketer and his experiences
growing up. ‘I had no qualifications
at all and was lucky to be offered a
pro. contract when I was 16.’ He
reminisces about his own school
days, and one teacher, Bob Cunliffe,
who used to bowl at Lloyd in the
school yard. ‘We had one mishap
when I hit a cricket ball through Mrs
Archer’s windscreen and Bob told me
I had to take the blame myself and
say he hadn’t been with me.’ He also
warns about manipulation by the
media. ‘In my own sport of cricket,
two world famous players come
across as being brash, loud-mouth
uncouth people when the truth is
they are friendly, courteous people.
You may be surprised to hear that I
refer to Ian Botham [and] Dennis
Lillee’. VG £150/250

693 West Indies. Test match shirt with
West Indies emblem and ‘Cable &
Wireless’ logo to front and sleeve.
Signed to the back by Garry Sobers.
Small stains to shoulder and front,
otherwise G/VG £40/60

694 England training kit. Selection of
official tracksuit tops, bottoms and
shirts. Qty 8. G £30/40

695 Darren Gough. Yorkshire & England.
England white Test shirt worn by
Gough. The shirt with England
emblem of three lions and coronet
plus Vodaphone sponsors logo to
chest. To sleeves ‘Vodafone’ and
‘Admiral’ sponsors logos. Signed by
Gough to chest. The shirt was given
to the vendor by Gough, a personal
friend. G/VG £70/100

696 Darren Gough. Yorkshire & England.
England one day international
/training shirt with England emblem
of three lions and coronet to front.
To sleeves ‘Vodafone’ and ‘Admiral’
sponsors logos. Signed to the front
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by Gough. Sold with a South Africa
replica one day international shirt in
green and gold. S.A. Cricket emblem
and sponsor’s logo, with ‘South
Africa’ to front. Signed to collar by
Gough. The shirts were given to the
vendor by Gough, a personal friend.
Qty 2. G/VG £30/50

697     England v South Africa 1994.
England white Test shirt signed to
chest by ten of the South African
touring party and to back by eleven
of the England team. Signatures
include Wessels, Hudson, Cronje,
Procter, Richardson, De Villiers,
Thorpe, Malcolm, Rhodes, Gough,
Fraser etc. G £30/40

698 South Africa 1993/94. Duncan
Fearnley full size cricket bat signed
by the South African team circa
1993/94. Ten signatures inc Cronje,
Adams, Rhodes, Cullinan, Pollock,
Rundle, Bob Woolmer (coach) etc.
Wear to stickers and edges. G 

£30/40

699 South Africa v Australia 1993/94.
Lazer full size cricket bat signed to
face by the South African and
Australian teams circa 1993/94.
Twenty eight signatures total, inc
South Africans, Cronje, Adams,
Cullinan, Rhodes Pollock, Kallis etc,
and Australians, Taylor, McGrath, M.
Waugh, S. Waugh, Warne, Gillespie,
Marsh etc. G/VG £60/90

CRICKET CERAMICS & 
METALWARE ETC

700 ‘Colman’s Mustard, like Grace,
heads the Field’. Original silver
cigarette case with enamel
advertising design for Colman’s
mustard to front. The oval design
features W.G. Grace walking down
the pavilion steps to walk out to bat.
Fully hallmarked, Cornelius Saunders
and Francis Shepherd of Chester
Birmingham 1895 to inside case. The
case measures 2.5”x3.25”. Odd
very minor dent otherwise in
good/very good condition with
colours bright £500/800

W.G. Grace had promoted cricket
bats for years, but this advert
represents the first time that a
sportsman had crossed over into the
general market. Grace scored his
100th hundred, 288, in May 1895
against Somerset at Bristol at the
age of 47, passed 1000 runs in that

extremely cold May. He went on to
score 2346 runs at 51 that summer,
with nine hundreds. It is 100 years
since Grace died at the age of 67 on
the 23rd October 1915

701 ‘Colman’s Mustard, like Grace,
heads the Field’. Original silver vesta
case, with floral decoration to sides
and lid and ring suspension to
side,with enamel advertising design
for Colman’s mustard to front. The
oval design (very similar in design to
the cigarette case) features W.G.
Grace walking down the pavilion
steps to walk out to bat. Fully
hallmarked, Birmingham 1899 to
inside case. The case measures
1.75”x2”. Odd minor wear
otherwise in good/very good
condition with colours bright 

£400/600

702 William Gilbert Grace.
Gloucestershire & England 1865-
1908. Exquisite gold (?) glass domed
locket with barley twist hinge and
ring attachment with three
dimensional image of W.G. Grace in
batting pose in front of the wicket
and pavilion to side. Impressed
(gold?) mark to base. The locket
measures approx 1” in diameter. A
very attractive item. G/VG 

£100/150

703 W.G. Grace. Silver plated spoon with
figure of Grace in batting pose to the
tip of the handle. Produced for the
Melbourne Cricket Ground with
‘M.C.G.’ imprinted to handle. Made
by ‘Perfection Plate, Australia’.
4.75” long. VG £25/35

704 W.G. Grace. Original cast iron
circular public house table with
circular wooden top, supported by
three legs moulded with portrait
busts of Grace, with imprinted
initials ‘W.G’ above, wearing cricket
cap to top of each leg with pierced
apron of baskets of fruit centred by
rosettes. Registration mark to table.
Circa 1890’s. The table appears to be
in original state. Good condition 

£300/400

705 Cricket Cup. Silver plated cricket cup
with front centre engraving of a
batsman playing a shot to leg, with
expectant wicketkeeper in close
attendance, tent with flag flying to
background. The image within
engraved floral design. Hallmarked

for makers  M.W. & S. 7.5” tall. G 
£60/90

706 Victorian brass sporting hearthback
or flatback figure featuring a rugby
player running with the ball to top.
The figure stands on a moulded base
with smaller images of crossed
cricket bats, stumps and ball, rugby
balls, footballs, football and rugby
goalposts. Registration number to
back ‘RD no 296185- 381’. Approx
8.5” high. Piece broken from back of
hearthback otherwise in good
condition £40/60

These figures were manufactured in
Britain for a long period starting
around 1880

707 W.G. Grace. Excellent wooden
cricket desk set comprising a electro-
plated tulip vase cast with a figure of
Grace standing with bat in front of a
filigree tree in Art Nouveau style
with fluted vase. This is attached to a
wooden mount with groove for
pens. To either side of the figure
there are detachable glass ink wells
with silver plated lids and blank
name plate to front. Made by W.W.
Harrison & Co, Sheffield. c1896 to
base. 10”x6.5”. G £280/350

708 South Africa. Gold metal lapel badge
with head of a springbok to end.
Often seen on players lapels on tours
of the 1950’s. Sold with a cigar box
with various signatures signed to it,
Cork County Cricket Club 1968 and
four cricket bails. G £30/40

709 ‘Australia v England 1950-1951 Test
Souvenir’. Four circular lapel
button/badges of England players
issued by Argus & Australasian Post.
Players featured are Hutton,
McIntyre, Parkhouse and Sheppard.
VG £35/50

710 Lapel button/badges. Five sepia
circular lapel button/badges of
England players. Anonymous issue.
Players featured are Washbrook,
Wright, Smith, Yardley and
Compton. VG £60/80

711 Brass cricket ball gauge 1928.
Hinged cricket ball gauge stamped
H. Kay of Church with maximum
and minimum measurements. G 

£25/35

712 Cricket and sporting medals. Four
small silver medals. One with
crossed bats and stumps emblem to
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centre front, engraved to verso
‘Champions W.&D.L. 1909 W.
Shepherd’, by Fattorini of
Birmingham. One dated 1927
‘Wilsons Athletic 11, also a shield
with initials ‘JEC’ dated 1928, and
another with initials ‘EE’, engraved
to verso ‘L. Div. 1934’. Qty 4. G/VG 

£30/40

713 ‘Darnall Cricket Ground. Grand
Match Admission Ticket’ Pair of early
brass disc admission ticket c1820’s
with ‘Darnall Cricket Ground’ and
the initial ‘W’ to one side and to
verso ‘Grand Match Admission
Ticket’ with cricket scene to centre.
The initials ‘WHW’ are the
proprietors initials, W.H. Woodhouse
who owned the ground in Sheffield.
Darnall Park was one of the first
grounds on which the great matches
in the north were played and was
opened in 1821. The pair of coins
are attractively framed as a pair to
allow sight of both sides. An early
form of entry ticket. Rare £150/250  

The Wisden Book of Cricket
Memorabilia mentions a similar
admission ticket on page 215 with
further details

714 W.G. Grace pipe 1895. Vulcanite
cricket pipe with cricket bat stem
and ‘Grace head’ pipe bowl.
Stamped ‘W.G.G. ET.47. A.D. 1895’.
‘Centuplico’ and ‘Made abroad’.
5.5” long. Lacking ball from base.
Used. G £50/70

715 William Gilbert Grace.
Gloucestershire & England 1865-
1908. A stoneware circular match
holder with transfer printed full
length image of Grace in batting
pose. Produced by Kepple of Bristol.
Approx 2.5” high and 3” diameter.
Registration number R319664 for
1898 and painted mark M615 to
base. Very minor wear otherwise in
good condition. Rare £250/350

716 W.G. Grace. Large oblong Sandland
ashtray with transfer printed image
of Grace in batting pose to centre.
9”x6”. G/VG £40/60

717 W.G. Grace. Shaving mug with
printed full length images of Grace
to either side. Maker unknown. 4”
tall. G/VG £30/50

718 W.G. Grace. Ceramic cricketing mug
with transfer print of W.G. Grace to

centre in batting pose, name
beneath. Brittannia Potteries. Silver
lustre to rim and handle. Minor wear
to handle lustre, otherwise G/VG.
4.5” tall £30/50

719 W.G. Grace. Cold cast bronze relief
of Grace with bronze plaque ‘W.G.’
below. Makers stamp to verso ‘First
Impressions Antique Replica’.
Limited edition no. 38/500. Framed
overall 10”x8”. G £70/100

720 Cricket bag. Large crested china
cricket bag with colour emblem for
‘Hanley’. ‘W’ China ware. Approx
4.25” long. Some soiling to base,
good £25/35

721 Cricket bag. Large crested china
cricket bag with colour emblem for
‘Great Yarmouth’. Dainty China
ware. Approx 4.25” long. G £25/35

722 ‘Young England’. Pair of large
Continental bisque figures of a
young boy dressed in cricket
clothing, tie and hooped cap holding
a cricket ball and young girl dressed
in three-quarter dress and cap
holding a cricket bat on naturalistic
bases. Approx 12.5” tall. Unusual to
see these figures so tall. G 

£150/250

723 ‘Cricket money box’ c1906. Original
Scottish money box in the shape of a
table with slit to take money. The
money box has a scene of ‘Perth
from the Edinburgh Road’ to top and
to the side is printed ‘Made of the
oak of big tree which stood for 150
years at the top of the Perthshire
Cricket Ground, was famous in the
annals of the club and was taken
down on the 21st November 1906 in
consequence of having been
wantonly destroyed’. Some staining
and wear to top image otherwise in
good condition. Not previously seen
by the auctioneer £50/80

724 Cricket spill vase. Majolica glazed
spill vase formed as three hollow
stumps, moulded in relief on each
side with a cricket bat, ball and glove
of disproportionately large size.
c1880’s. Approx 5” high. These are
more often seen in creamware, this
coloured version scarcer to obtain.
Minor wear to base. G/VG 

£150/250 

725 Cricket cup & saucer. Both cup and
saucer with scene of a cricket match

with printed inscription ‘Presented
by William R. Ward, Family Grocer,
Coventry’. The cup with blue glaze
to rim and the saucer with a greener
blue to rim. Hairline crack to cup,
minor wear to rim of saucer £50/70

726 ‘The Imps Cricket Match’. Allertons
9” diameter plate with imps playing
cricket to surface. Chip to rim
otherwise in good condition £25/35

727 Kenneth Frank Barrington, Surrey &
England 1953-1968. Large wooden
cigarette box presented to
Barrington during the England v
Australia Test series in England 1961
by W.D. & H.O. Wills. With metal
plaque to top with engraved details.
10.5”x3.5”. Indistinct engraving.
Previously sold by Phillips. G 

£40/60

728 ‘The Bulldog Cricketer’. Ceramic
figure of a cricketing bulldog in
batting pose by Kevin Francis.
Limited edition 105/350. Made in
Staffordshire. 9” tall in original box.
VG £60/80

729 Cricket Serving Dish. An attractive
hand painted dish by Joan Allen. The
oval dish with scalloped edges and
handles features an image of three
teddy bears and two gollywogs
preparing to play cricket. Title to
lower right corner, ‘The chums warm
up for a jolly game’. Signed ‘JA’.
14”x12.5”. Unusual to see work by
this artist in this size. VG £140/180

Joan Allen worked in the Derby
Potteries during the 1930s and
1940s as an illustrator under Clarice
Cliff and in other Wilkinson
Potteries where Clarice Cliff worked

730 Commemorative plates. Royal
Stafford ‘Australia 1997 Touring
Team’. Royal Albert ‘England v
Australia July 1981. Howzat?’
(Botham and Willis’s Test). Royal
Doulton Harold ‘Dickie’ Bird 1997,
limited edition no. 132/9500. Royal
Doulton ‘The History of the Ashes’
1997, limited edition no. 47/7500.
Surrey County Champions 1999,
limited edition no. 139. Qty 5. VG 

£30/40

731 Small wooden paper knife in the
form of a cricket bat. 5” long. Sold
with ‘Owzthat’ cricket game in small
tin box. G/VG £30/40
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732 Novelty cricket figure by Hassall.
Elasticated nodding head, mounted
to form an ashtray. 4.5” tall. G 

£40/60

733 Sussex C.C.C. 1839-1989. Royal
Grafton bone china plate commem-
orating Sussex’s 150th anniversary in
1989. Limited edition no. 93/150. In
presentation box. Sold with a
modern biscuit tin with a
reproduction of Kent v Lancashire at
Canterbury by Chevallier Tayler to
lid. Qty 2. VG £20/30

734 Art Deco magic lantern slides
c1920s. Two glass slides, one titled
‘The Game of Cricket’ with stumps
bat and ball motif to background,
the other titled’ The innings is over
and there is no further play so
“Ashes to Ashes”!’ with outline of a
batsman walking away. Produced by
Morgan’s Projected Publicity. 3.25”
square. Qty 2. VG £25/35

Publicity slides such as these were
often used for advertising
commercial products or as ‘mood’
slides for projection at British
cinemas during the interval between
films. The Morgan’s Projected
Publicity method involved covering
the glass with a semi-opaque paint.
When dry the design was then hand
etched and coloured

735 Cricket ceramics etc. Collection of
modern mugs and cups. Makers
include Crown Trent, James Sadler,
Portmeirion, a decorative teapot and
lid in the form of a cricket pavilion,
‘Lilley Cricket Club’ by Leonardo etc.
Also a bronze resin figure of a
batsman by Peter Hicks of Seend, a
pewter tankard by Falstaff, and a
matchstick holder with bronze bat
and ball to lid with original glass liner
etc. Qty 11. G/VG £25/35

736 Cricket figure. Large colour painted
ceramic figure of a batsman wearing
pads and M.C.C. striped cap, blue
shirt leaning on a cricket bat. Date
unknown. Possibly used as an
advertising figure. Approx 16” tall.
Minor chips to paint, otherwise G 

£50/70

737 Cricket ceramics. Collection of ten
cricket ceramics. Colman’s Mustard.
Very large modern Colman’s
Mustard jug depicting W.G. Grace
walking out to bat to both sides.
Amberglade, Derbyshire Potteries.

8.5” tall. A Coalport ‘Punch’ dish, 4”
diameter and two ‘Punch’ mugs, 4”
tall. ‘Mr Punch Series - Cricketer’
plate 10” diameter, Phoenix Pottery.
Two ‘Great Cricketers Series No. 2’
tiles of Colin Cowdrey in original
presentation folders, both broken,
Australian Cricket Society. Three
reproduction Staffordshire figures. G 

£25/35

CRICKET SCORECARDS,
PROGRAMMES, MAGAZINES ETC

738 Western Australia v South Australian
XI 1927. ‘Official souvenir of the
visit to Perth of the South Australian
XI. March 19 to 29 1927’. 48pp.
Original wrappers. Official brochure
for the series of three matches
played, players biographies, match
scoring cards, averages etc. Printed
by Barclay & Sharland Limited, May
Street West. Bound in blue boards,
nick to head of rear wrapper, very
minor wear to wrappers otherwise in
very good condition. Rare £70/100

739 M.C.C. tour of Australia 1946/47.
Official souvenir programme for the
‘M.C.C. Team Australian Tour 1946-
47’. Issued by the New South Wales
Cricket Association. With Itinerary,
pen pictures etc. Original decorative
covers. Minor wear, rusting to
staples otherwise in good condition 

£25/35

740 Australia v New Zealand 1921.
‘Official scoring book. Intercolonial
Cricket 1921. Australia v New
Zealand’. Official programme for the
unofficial Test match held at the
Basin Reserve on 26th, 28th & 29th
of March 1921. Pen pictures,
biographies, scorecards etc. Printed
by Warnes & Stephenson of
Wellington. Some adhesive marks to
rear cover, some rusting to staples
otherwise in good condition. Rare 

£100/150

741 ‘Australia v England 1877-1926.
Book of the Test Matches’. Published
by The Manchester Guardian. Pre
tour publication of the Australian
tour of England 1926. Decorative
covers. Good condition. Sold with a
real photograph postcard of the
England team from the 1956 Test at
Manchester, with facsimile
signatures to verso, old tape marks
to verso, only fair condition £18/25

742 Tour brochures. Official tour
brochures for the Australian tours of
1948 (2), 1953 (2, different), 1956,
1961 and 1964 and West Indies tour
brochures for 1950  (2, different)
and 1957. Plus ‘The Ashes’ Neville
Cardus, pre tour brochure for the
1948 tour. Some tape to spines, odd
faults. G £20/30

743 ‘200th Sheffield Shield Souvenir’.
Eight page booklet produced by the
Australian Cricket Society for the
200th match, New South Wales v
Victoria, played at the Melbourne
Cricket Ground, 20th-23rd
December 1974. Limited edition.
G/VG £15/25

744 ‘The 1965 Tourists’. Official Playfair
tour brochure for the South African
and New Zealand tour of England
1965. Edited by Gordon Ross.
Signed in ink to pen pictures by
seventeen members of the New
Zealand and fifteen members of the
South African touring parties
including Reid, Dowling, Cameron,
Congdon, Vivian, Sutcliffe, Pollard,
W. Hadlee, Van Der Merwe, Barlow,
Bacher, Bland, P&G Pollock etc. G 

£80/120

745 Ashes Test Series 2005. Full set of
five official match programmes. VG 

£20/30

746 ‘Boys of the Empire’. Selection of
five weekly magazines, all dated
1901, all with a caricature and article
of a famous cricketer of the time to
front cover. Some magazines with
other sporting articles to inside
pages. The seven players featured
are Gilbert Jessop, William
Lockwood, A.E. Trott, A.A. Lilley,
and William Gunn. Covers detached,
fair condition £30/50

747 M.C.C. tour of Australia 1946/47.
The Tests. Souvenir programme
1946/47. Adelaide 1946. Pre tour
programme. Minor wear otherwise
in good/very good condition 

£15/25

748 England v Australia 1902. Early
official scorecard for the 5th Test at
the Oval 11th-13th August 1902.
England won this famous match by 1
wicket. Part printed and handwritten
detail. Centre horizontal fold and
minor foxing otherwise in good
condition £100/150
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Australia won the series 2-1. In this
memorable match England came
back against the odds to win by one
wicket. For England, Jessop made
104 in 77 minutes, Hirst made 58no
and Rhodes 6no!. For Australia,
Trumble took 12 wickets in the
match

749 England v Australia 1930. Official
silk scorecard for the 5th Test match
played at the Oval, August 16th-
22nd 1930. Australia won the Test
by an innings and 39 runs.
Highlights include for Australia, Don
Bradman made 232 (thought to be
his greatest and faultless innings),
Ponsford 110, Jackson 73 and
Hornibrook took 7-92 in the England
2nd innings, for England, Sutcliffe
made 161 and Peebles took 6-204.
Light folds, minor fraying otherwise
in very good condition £80/120

750 Jack Hobbs ‘Record’. Somerset v
Surrey 1925. Official silk scorecard
from the match where Hobbs made
his 126th and 127th centuries
equalling and breaking W.G. Grace’s
record of number of centuries
scored. Hobb’s made 101 in the first
and 101no in the second, His 13th
and 14th centuries of the season.
Attractively mounted, framed and
glazed. Overall 9.75”x13.75” 

£80/120

751 ‘England v Australia Centenary Test
1880-1980’. Pair of commemorative
scorecards produced by M.C.C. to
mark the Centenary. In original
presentation folder. G/VG £25/35

752 England v Australia 1953. Official
decorative silk scorecard produced to
commemorate the match played at
the Kennington Oval, 15th-21st
August 1953. The larger format
scorecard with printed heading to
top and match details below.
Scorecard printed by Surrey C.C.C.
Printing Dept. Minor creasing,
otherwise G/VG £60/90

The match was won by England by 8
wickets to take the Ashes series 1-0,
the first four tests being drawn. For
Australia, Lindwall top scored with
62, for  England Bailey made 64 in
the first innings, Lock and Laker
taking 6 and 5 wickets in the match

753 Silk Scorecard for the Surrey v
Lancashire played at the Kennington
Oval on the 29th August 1956.

‘Country Championship Record
[Captain: W.S. Surridge] 1952-53-
54-55-56’. Very minor rust marks to
scorecard extremities, otherwise in
very good condition £20/30

754 ‘Stuart Broad 8-15’. Official
scorecard for the England v
Australia, 4th Test match, played at
Trent Bridge, Nottingham on the
6th-10th August 2015. Signed in
black ink by Broad. Broad took 8-15
in Australia’s first innings and
Australia were bowled out for just 60
runs, twenty minutes before lunch
on the first day. England went on to
win the Test by an innings an 78
runs. The scorecard printed complete
to the end of day Two and signed on
the day England won the Ashes
2015. A remarkable Test match. Rare
in this signed form £80/120

Stuart Broad’s performance was the
third best ever Ashes bowling
figures for England, the best Test
bowling figures since 1994
(Malcolm 9-57), the third cheapest
ever eight wickets taken in a Test
innings and Broad’s 5 wickets in
nineteen balls was the quickest ever
at the beginning of a Test match and
the equal quickest at any part of a
Test innings

755 Australia tour of England 1961.
Glamorgan v Australians. Official
scorecard for the tour match played
at St. Helen’s, Swansea on the 5th-
8th August 1961. The scorecard
signed by players from both teams
including Benaud, Lindwall, Grout,
Hedges, Shepherd, Lewis, Hughes,
Parkhouse etc. Seventeen signatures
in total. Folds, odd marks, good 

£40/60

756 Sir Richard Hadlee. Canterbury,
Nottinghamshire, Tasmania & New
Zealand, 1971-1983. An official
scorecard for the second Test
between England and New Zealand,
Lord’s 21st to 26th June 1990.
Signed in ink by Hadlee. Sold with a
colour copy photograph of Hadlee
signing his autograph, a New
Zealand Cricket Council compliment
slip, and ‘The Richard Hadlee
Testimonial Year Book’, all signed by
Hadlee. G/VG £25/35

The Test match was drawn. The
scorecard is the first to feature
Hadlee’s name printed as ‘Sir

Richard Hadlee’ 

757 Yorkshire v Barbados XI 1981.
Official scorecard for the match
played at Scarborough, 6th-8th
September 1981. Signed in ink by
fifteen players. Yorkshire signatures
include Moxon, Old, Jarvis,
Hampshire. Barbados signatures
include King, Straker, Skeete, Knight,
Padmore etc. G £25/35

The match was drawn

758 Surrey v Glamorgan 1976. Official
scorecard for the match played The
Oval, 28th-30th April 1976. Signed
in felt pen by twelve Glamorgan
players. Signatures include Majid
Khan (Captain), Llewellyn, Solanky,
Williams, Jones, Armstrong, Cordle
etc. Some fading. G £20/30

The match was drawn

759 Surrey v Australians 1956. Official
scorecard for the tour match played
at the Oval on 16th May 1956. Jim
Laker took all ten Australian wickets
in the first innings and finished with
figures of 46 overs, 18 maidens, ten
wickets for 88. In the second innings
he took 2-42. Printed scores. Sold
with Laker’s ink signature on card.
Good condition £70/100

760 England v Australia 1938. Official
scorecard for the 4th Test match
played at Headingley on the 22nd-
26th July 1938. Very nicely signed to
scorecard face by fifteen members of
the England and seven of the
Australian team. Including
Hammond, Paynter, Barnett, Verity,
Compton, Price, Farnes, Wright,
Edrich, Bowes, Leyland, Hutton,
Hardstaff, Bradman, Chipperfield,
O’Reilly, Badcock, Hassett, Waite,
Barnett. Printed by Crosland & Co,
Leeds. VG £200/300

761 Cricket scorecards 1930s-1980s.
Collection of mainly County official
scorecards, some unusual.
Scorecards include six for Surrey v
Glamorgan at The Oval for 1937,
1949, 1951, 1953 (2) and 1954.
Also Leicestershire v Yorkshire 1939.
Other counties include
Worcestershire, Derbyshire etc, and
a selection of friendlies and
representative matches for the
period. Qty 22. Printed and
handwritten annotations to some
cards. Sold with an official
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programme for the Gillette Cup
Final, Sussex v Gloucestershire, at
Lord’s 1st September 1973. G 

£30/40

762 Test Match and County scorecards
1960s-1990s. Box containing a good
selection of scorecards from Lord’s
and other grounds, tour brochures
etc. Lord’s Test match scorecards
include v India 1971, v Australia
1972, v New Zealand 1973, v West
Indies 1973, v Pakistan 1974, v
Australia 1975, v West Indies 1976,
v Australia 1977, v Australia 1980
(Centenary Test Match), v India
1982 (Golden Jubilee Match) etc.
Also Gillette Cup Finals for
Derbyshire v Yorkshire 6th
September 1969 and Gloucestershire
v Sussex, 1st September 1973.
Printed and handwritten
annotations. G £30/50

763 England v India 1986. Full set of
three official scorecards, all full and
complete for the three Test matches
played in the 1986 series at Lord’s,
Headingley and Edgbaston. VG 

£20/30

India won the series 2-0

764 England v New Zealand and South
Africa. Collection of official
scorecards, the majority for Test
matches played at Lord’s and The
Oval. Series include v New Zealand
1973, 1978, 1983, 1986 & 1990,
and v South Africa 1994, 1998,
2003 & 2013 etc. Some scorecards
complete, some duplication. Qty 24.
VG £25/35

765 England v West Indies 1969-2000.
Official scorecards for Test matches
and One Day Internationals. Various
Test venues including Lord’s, Old
Trafford, Trent Bridge, The Oval,
Headingley. Some scorecards
complete, odd duplication. One with
handwritten annotations. Qty 20.
VG £25/35

766 One day finals 1969-2001. Official
scorecards for finals played at Lord’s.
Gillette Cup 1969, 1975, 1977-
1980. NatWest Trophy 1981-1984,
1987, 1989 & 1996. Benson &
Hedges 1974, 1975, 1978-1984,
1987 & 2001. Also Texaco Trophy,
England v Australia at Lord’s, 3rd
June 1985. Printed and handwritten
scores. Qty 36. VG £20/30

767 ‘Big match scorecards’. Three official
completed scorecards each featuring
a significant performance.
Scorecards are Warwickshire v
Durham 1994, Lara’s record score of
501no, Somerset v Worcestershire
1988, Hick scored 405no, and
England v Sri Lanka at The Oval
1998, Muralitharan took sixteen
wickets. VG £25/35

768 Cricket matchbox covers and labels,
stamps and first day covers. Good
mixed collection of items. G £25/35

769 Signed cricket covers. Three signed
first day covers for Kent Centenary
1970, signed by three Cowdrey,
Knott and Underwood,
Warwickshire Centenary 1982
signed by Bob Willis and Slindon
C.C. 250th Anniversary 1981,
signed by eleven Sussex players
including Ian Greig, Pigott, Wells, Le
Roux, Arnold, Parker, Smith etc. G 

£20/30 

770 Cricket Ephemera. Selection of
ephemera including Gillette Final
programmes 1960/70’s, Benefit
brochures 1950/60’s including
Bedser 1953, Doug Wright 1950
(signed), Arthur Fagg 1951, tour
brochures 1960’s, B&H Cup Finals
1970’s etc. G £25/35 

771 The Cricketer Magazine 1921-1976.
Four boxes containing a nearly
complete run bound in green boards,
the majority lacking original covers
for 1921 (first issue), 1922, 1922/23
(bound in red boards), 1923/24
(loose in green bindings with
covers), 1924/25, 1925 (with
covers), 1927 (in blue boards), 1928,
1929, 1930, 1932-1951, (the 1935
volume signed in ink to title page by
the editor, Plum Warner) and 1952-
1976 with original covers. and a box
of Wisden Cricket Monthly from
1980s. Also Playfair Cricket Monthly
1960- 1962, 1965, 1967 and 1968,
bound in original bindings. Some
early volumes tightly trimmed by the
binder. Five boxes in total. G 

£50/80

772 Cricket scrapbook c1920/21.
Medium sized scrapbook containing
laid down press cuttings, printed
photographs, two Star Series
postcards (stained), Wisden ‘Five
Cricketers of the Year’ plate for
1921, two original real photograph

Pinnace cards of Strudwick and Hitch
etc. Some pages detached,
otherwise in fair condition £30/40

773 Cricket scrapbook 1950s. Black
scrapbook containing laid down
mono photographs and press
cuttings of County and Test players
and teams organised by County. The
majority of the photographs are
signed. Collected by Robert Hand, a
local Nottinghamshire supporter.
Over two hundred signatures
including Cowdrey, Evans,
Barrington, Dexter, Lewis, Shepherd,
Tyson, Bird, Parks, Bailey, Statham,
Lock, Trueman, Simpson, Davison
etc. A comprehensive collection. G 

£80/120

774 Box containing a selection of benefit
books, match programmes tour
brochures etc. Benefit brochures
include Geoff Edrich 1955, signed to
the front in ink by Edrich, Winston
Place 1952, Jack Ikin 1953, Cyril
Washbrook, 1948, Arthur Fagg
1951 etc. Official programme for
West Indies v England 1986 Test
series, signed to pen pictures by
fourteen England players including
Botham, Downton, Edmonds,
Ellison, Foster, French, Gatting,
Gooch etc., Prudential Cup 1979
guides etc. Sold with a Lancashire
C.C. member’s ticket for 1933,
Saddleworth and District Cricket
League Handbook for 1948,
T.C.C.B. postcards. Also a good run
of Cricket Memorabilia Society
magazines, 1991-2014, issue nos.
10-84 and 87-103 £30/40

775 ‘Graham Gooch’s Century of
Centuries’. 1993 commemorative
cover published by Benham, signed
to face by seven England players to
have achieved that goal. Signatures
are Gooch, Dennis Amiss, Tom
Graveney, Colin Cowdrey, Geoff
Boycott, John Edrich and Graeme
Hick. Mounted, framed and glazed,
overall 12”x9”. Sold with a set of
five ‘M.C.C. Match Day’ commemo-
rative covers for matches played at
Lord’s in 2006. Matches are  for two
Test and two one-day internationals,
England v Sri Lanka and England v
Pakistan, also the C&G Trophy Final.
Nicely mounted framed and glazed,
overall 15”x36”. VG £30/50

776 Cricket first day covers. Selection of
ten signed various cricket commem-
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orative covers, individually signed by
various players and one by the
Duchess of Norfolks XI v Australia
1977 featuring Tony Greig,
Woolmer, Randall, Edmunds etc.
Others including Colin Cowdrey,
David Bairstow etc G/VG £25/35

777 Cricket first day covers. Selection of
thirty eight various cricket commem-
orative covers and nineteen trade
and collectors cards. Including some
1970’s Lancashire trade cards,
Cornhill insurance and TCCB cards.
57 in total. Good condition £25/35

778 Cricket first day covers. Selection of
ten signed various cricket commem-
orative covers, individually signed by
various players including Boycott,
Hutton, Hayden, Lehman, Waugh,
Graveney. G/VG £25/35

779 Australian Bicentenary 1988. Official
Royal Mail first day cover
postmarked 21st June 1988. Signed
by eight Australians including
Lawson, Harvey, Lindwall, Simpson
etc. Sold with another Bicentenary
cover jointly issued in England and
Australia, signed by Ian Chappell
and Simon O’Donnell. Qty 2. VG 

£20/30

780 Signed county centenary commemo-
rative covers. Official Sussex C.C.C.
Centenary 1872-1972 cover dated
6th June 1972. Signed by fourteen
Sussex players in ink including
Griffith, Parks, Greig. Barclay, Snow,
Buss, Mansell, Greenidge etc. Also a
Kent C.C.C. Centenary 1870-1970
cover dated 30th May 1970 signed
by fourteen Kent players in ink
including Denness, Underwood,
Shepherd, Knott, Woolmer, Graham,
Cowdrey, Johnson etc. Both with
original printed card insert. Qty 2.
G/VG £25/35

CRICKET PAINTINGS & PRINTS

781 Arthur Shrewsbury. Nottinghamshire
& England 1875-1902. Excellent
attractive large original oil painting
on board by cricket landscape artist
Gerry Wright comprising of full
length study of Nottinghamshire
batsman, Arthur Shrewsbury
wearing striped blazer and cap
holding a cricket bat to side and
standing knee deep in a field of
poppies. Signed by Wright to left
hand lower corner and to the back
and dated 1984. Attractively framed

and glazed. Overall 18.5”x27”. A
colourful, sensitive and lifelike
image. VG. The painting comes with
related ephemera including a copy
of the Exhibition catalogue and a
copy of the book accompanying the
series. Also with the biography of
Shrewsbury ‘Give me Arthur’ by
Peter Wynne-Thomas 1985 that
featured this image on the front
cover £400/600

Wright produced a series of
paintings depicting cricketers of the
Golden Age which were exhibited at
Chris Beetles, Bath in 1994 and
which appeared firstly as prints in
the book ‘Cricket’s Golden Summer’,
published in 1985. 

782 ‘Treasonal Wishes!’. Harry
Hargreaves 1964. Original pen and
ink drawing of a scoreboard tin
scoring plate, with image of a
cunning smiling duck, hanging on
the hook of the scorecard with title
and holly branch to right hand top
corner. Signed by Hargreaves to
lower border. The drawing was
published on the front cover of ‘The
Cricketer’ magazine (Christmas
Edition) in December 1964  and was
printed in Hargreaves book
‘Googlies’. Notes to back of artwork
by Hargreaves plus overlay of the
‘Cricketer’ front cover. Overall
8”x10”. VG. Excellent image   

£100/150

Harry Hargreaves (1922-2004),
cartoonist from Manchester had his
first cartoon published in the
Manchester Evening News when he
was 14 and at 17 was drawing for
the Beano and Dandy. He became a
freelance cartoonist in 1954 and his
work was published in Lilliput,
Blighty, Punch, The Cricketer, The
Telegraph etc. His book ‘Googlies’
1971 features many of his
illustrations. His most most popular
work was a series of drawings
illustrating Michael Bond’s
Paddington Bear stories for the Blue
Peter annuals and in 1980,
Hargreaves was commissioned to
produce illustrations for The Wind
in the Willows

783 ‘Cricketers Traditional Christmas Day
Duck Hunt’. Harry Hargreaves 1965.
Original watercolour and pen and
ink drawing showing cricketers in
the snow firstly, eating mince pies

and drinking tea, the players then
being called to participate in the
duck hunt, scenes showing cricketers
tracking the bird with bats and
stumps aloft and having found two
birds scampering after them and
trying to catch them, throwing
snowballs etc. Signed by Hargreaves
to lower border. The drawing was
published on the front cover of ‘The
Cricketer’ magazine (Christmas
Edition) in December 1965 and was
printed in Hargreaves book
‘Googlies’. Notes to back of artwork
by Hargreaves plus overlay of the
‘Cricketer’ front cover. Overall
7.5”x10”. VG. Excellent image  

£100/150

784 ‘Brighter Cricket. View from Square
Leg’. Harry Hargreaves 1960’s (?).
Original coloured crayon drawing
showing the view of a portly
batsman, from square leg, with huge
moustache facing up to a bowler, his
large rounded backside the
prominent feature. Signed by
Hargreaves to lower border with his
name and address to verso. 8”x10”.
VG. Excellent image  £80/120

785 ‘Cricket ball to orbit- Mars-Project
Ready. Count down begins, five...
four... three...two... one.... duck!’.
Harry Hargreaves 1960’s (?).
Humourous original watercolour
drawing/artwork showing a group
of cricketers about to launch a rocket
into space hoping to arrange a
cricket fixture with Mars. The rocket
made of stumps, bails and a cricket
ball. Signed by Hargreaves to lower
border with his name and address to
verso. 8.5”x11.75”. VG. Excellent
image  £80/120

786 Maurice J.L. Turnbull. Glamorgan &
England 1924-1939. Good pencil
drawing of Turnbull, head and
shoulders. Indistinctly signed with
the numbers ‘09’. Mounted, overall
8.25”x11.5”. G £30/50

787 ‘Repton School’. Attractive original
watercolour painting of a match
being played at Repton School, with
the school building to background,
by an unknown artist c1900. Approx
26”x18.5”. An accomplished copy
or study of the etching published by
Barraud & Stevenson in 1890.
Mounted, framed and glazed.
Overall approx 26”x18.5”. VG 

£200/300 
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788 Reginald Erskine (Tip) Foster. Oxford
University, Worcestershire & England
1897-1912. Original colour artwork
by Mike Tarr of Foster head and
shoulders in brightly coloured striped
blazer and sun hat. Produced for the
County Cricket Trade Card Series
mid-1990s. 7.5”x6.5”. VG £30/40

789 Gentleman Cricketer. A smartly
dressed cricketer in top hat and blue
scarf, standing full length leaning on
a cricket bat. Oil on board, 19th
English School. Unsigned. Framed,
8.5” x 10.5” overall. Previously sold
as lot 2087 by Gorringes of Lewis,
December 2011. Some crazing to
paint, otherwise bright colours. G 

£700/900

790 Royman Browne. Pen and ink
drawing/sketch, highlighted with
colour, entitled ‘More Trouble for
England - the Vikings are Here
Again’. The sketch shows two
bearded Danish cricketers, wearing
batting attire and horned helmets
walking out to bat. Signed by
Browne. Colour code handwritten in
by Browne to right hand border.
Browne’s name and address
handwritten to back of sketch.
7”x9”. VG £60/90

Royman Browne. Cricket artist and
illustrator, produced many cartoons/
illustrations for Playfair Cricket
Monthly in the 1950/60’s

791 Jack Hobbs. Original pen and ink
sketch of Hobbs walking out to bat
by Royman Browne, 1963, signed.
9.5”x5.5”. Some press masking,
otherwise G/VG £50/70

792 ‘The Batsman’. M.A. Dudman 1877.
Excellent pencil drawing, highlighted
with chalk, of a batsman wearing
cricket cap playing a shot to leg by
Dudman. The drawing mounted,
framed and glazed. 8”x10.5” and
overall 13.5”x15.5”. Some foxing
otherwise in good/very good
condition. A fine original early study 

£250/350

793 Victor Thomas Trumper. New South
Wales & Australia 1894-1914.
Excellent iconic photomechanical
process print photograph of
Australian legend Victor Trumper,
‘jumping out  to drive’, taken from
the original action photograph taken
at the Oval during the 1902 tour, by
George William Beldham. Signed to

lower border by Victor Trumper in
pencil. Published by the Swan
Electric Engraving Company on 1st
August 1905. Attractively mounted,
framed and glazed. Overall
24.5”x23”. Good/very good
condition. A rare item £700/900

794 ‘Dr. W.G. Grace. Men of the Day’
1888. Large double page wood
engraving of Grace, head and
shoulders, with title to lower border,
from a photograph by Messrs Martin
& Sallnow of the Strand. Mounted.
Overall 17.5”x21.5”. Light centre
fold. G £40/60

795 ‘W.G. Grace.at the Wicket’. Large
and impressive colour chromolith-
ograph of Grace in batting pose at
the wicket, wearing colourful
hooped cap and sash c1895.
Mounted, framed and glazed, with
facsimile signature to lower border
as issued. Overall 20”x26”. Minor
wear to image surface, good. Rare 

£300/400

796 ‘Australian Cricket Team for England
1926’. Original full page
‘Supplement to ‘the Referee’ March
3rd 1926’. The page shows head
and shoulders images of all members
of the team plus the Manager. Sold
with a further original image of the
1926 tourists advertising Pickfords
Ltd and another for the 1934
Australian tourists advertising
Burton’s Taylors. G £30/50

797 ‘Run Out, Bravo!!’. Colour
lithograph depicting a rather portly
batsman being run out by the wicket
keeper, with Public House, tent and
spectators to back ground. Published
by Dean & Co, Threadneedle Street
circa 1880/90’s. 10”x7”. Some
staining to top border of image,
slight wear to extremities. Rare 

£50/70

798 ‘W.G. Grace. Eminent Victorian
Cricketer’. Unusual collage of mixed
media fabrics on a cloth background
depicting Grace full length in batting
attire leaning on a bat. Label to verso
with handwritten title, Farrington
1976. Framed and glazed, overall
19”x24”. G £30/50

799 W.G. Grace. Small colour printed
image of Grace at the crease in
batting stance, wearing M.C.C. cap,
buildings in the background. Nicely
mounted, framed and glazed in

period frame, overall 6.25”x5”. G 
£30/50

800 England cricketers. Seven original
and distinctive caricatures in bold
black ink by Fred Midgley. Subjects
are Norman Yardley, Cyril
Washbrook, L.B. Fishlock, T.P.B.
Smith, Joseph Hardstaff Jnr, Bill Voce
and James Langridge. Mounted,
framed and glazed 19.5”x15.5”. VG

£150/250

801 International Test Players 1960s/70s.
Eight original ink illustrations,
highlighted in brown watercolour.
Subjects are Chandresekhar, Sobers,
Kanhai, Lewis, Denness, Holder, Bedi
and Boycott. Possibly produced for a
cricket magazine or book
illustrations. Uniformly mounted,
framed and glazed, overall
16.5”x12.5”. G £150/250

802 Bookplate prints. Prints include ‘Our
Sporting Wickets’ and ‘Our Village
Captain’. Both hand coloured,
mounted framed and glazed overall
12”x9.5”. Hand coloured framed
engraving of H.H. Stephenson and
Caffyn, ‘The only two cricketers who
visited both America and Australia’.
Also three mono engravings each
mounted with printed biography
below. Players are George A.
Lohmann, John Briggs and William
Yardley, framed and glazed approx
20”x12”. Also a hand coloured page
from ‘The Graphic’, 18th June 1887,
‘Centenary of the Marylebone
Cricket Club’, in card mount, overall
17”x14.5”, a framed bookplate of
Ranjitsinhji in batting pose, a framed
set of eight mounted miniature
cricket bats depicting ‘The History of
the Cricket Bat’ c1720-c1930., and a
framed set of twenty five John
Players and Sons ‘Cricketers 1938’
cigarette cards. Qty 10. VG £30/50

803 Lord Harris. Kent & England. Vanity
Fair. ‘Kent’. Colour chromolith-
ograph of Harris by Spy dated 16th
July 1881. Nicely framed and glazed.
Overall 12.5”x18”. A rarer Vanity
Fair image. VG £60/80

804 Lord Martin Bladen Hawke. Vanity
Fair. ‘Yorkshire Cricket’. Colour
chromolithograph of Harris by Spy
dated 24th September 1892. Nicely
framed and glazed. Overall
12.5”x18”. A rarer Vanity Fair
image. VG £80/120
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805 William Gilbert Grace.
Gloucestershire & England 1865-
1908. Original Vanity Fair colour
chromolithograph of Grace.
‘Cricket’. July 9th 1877 by Spy.
Unframed. Some ageing and wear to
page edges, otherwise G £60/90

806 Kumar Shri Ranjitsinhji. Vanity Fair
colour chromolithograph of
Ranjitsinhji. ‘Ranji’. August 26th
1897 by Spy. Unframed. G/VG 

£50/80

807 Vanity Fair prints. Four original
colour chromolithograph prints.
Kumar Shri Ranjitsinhji ‘Ranji’.
August 26th 1897 by Spy. Edward
Wynyard ‘Hampshire’ by CG. Gilbert
Laird Jessop ‘The Croucher’ by Spy.
Mounted framed and glazed, overall
13”x19”, glass cracked to the
Jessop. Also Samuel Woods ‘Sammy’
by Stuff. Trimmed, framed and
glazed 11.5”x14.5”. Qty 4. G/VG 

£60/90

808 Vanity Fair and Chevallier Taylor.
Three original Vanity Fair colour
chromolithograph prints of George
Bonnor ‘Australian Cricket’
September 13th 1884 by Apey, A.E.
Stoddart ‘A bit hitter’, July 9th 1892
by Stuff, and Hylton Philipson
‘Oxford Cricket’ June 29th 1889 by
Spy. Sold with two original Albert
Chevallier prints of Wynyard and
Hesketh-Prichard. All unframed.
Sold with a mono print of John
Wisden of John Wisden by R.J.
Brown, 1970. Some ageing and
wear to some prints, otherwise G.
Qty 6 £50/80

809 Vanity Fair Prints. Four Vanity Fair
prints of Jephson ‘The Lobster’,
Palairet ‘Repton, Oxford &
Somerset’, Read ‘W.W.’, and
Stoddart ‘A Big Hitter’. Mounted,
framed and glazed, overall 15”x10”.
Some fading, creasing and tight
trimming, otherwise G £40/60

810 Chevallier-Taylor. Four Chevallier-
Taylor lithographs of L. Braund,
W.H.B. Evans, Clem Hill and G.
McGregor. Uniformly mounted,
framed and glazed, 14”x19”. VG 

£40/60

811 Alan Fearnley prints. Two prints by
Fearnley, ‘Lords’, signed to the
mount by Denis Compton. Framed
and glazed, 21.5”x16”. ‘The Oval’
signed to the mount by the artist.

Limited edition no. 54/840. Both
prints with nice, bright colours. Sold
with colour oleographic
reproduction of ‘Cricket Match at
Christchurch’, Thomas Musgrave Joy
c1850. Framed 33”x22”. Qty 3.
G/VG £30/50

812 Cricket prints and engravings. Three
limited edition prints, two by Alan
Fearnley. ‘The County Ground at
Hove’, limited edition no. 370/850,
and ‘The County Ground, Taunton’,
95/850. Both signed to the mount in
pencil by the artist. ‘The Kent Eleven
of 1906 in the Field at Canterbury’,
reproduction print from the original
by A. Chevallier Taylor. Signed in
pencil to mount by David Frith,
limited edition no. 63/100. Fading to
prints. All three mounted, framed
and glazed, overall approx.
22”x15”. Also a mono print of
Dickie Bird signed by the artist,
David Byrne, limited edition no.
180/250. Mounted, framed and
glazed, overall 16.5”x12.5”. Sold
with a selection of hand coloured
engravings from publications
including Punch, ‘Humours of the
Cricket-Field’, ‘The Surrey Eleven’
etc. Sold with four reproductions
from originals by Felix of ‘Play’,
‘Forward’, ‘The Draw’ and ‘The Cut’,
limited edition no. 2/500, mounted,
framed and glazed overall 14”x18”.
Also Six ‘Cricketing’ Happy Families
playing cards, mounted, overall
14”x13” etc and other prints and
photographs. Qty 28. G/VG 

£30/50

SPORTING EPHEMERA

813 Olympic and Commonwealth
Games. Collection of tickets from
Moscow 1980 to Sydney 2000,
including some Winter Olympics.
Approx. 150 £40/60

814 Mixed sporting tickets and cards
including Commonwealth Games
1986, Scottish Football between
1970/80, Ice Hockey, Rugby,
Baseball etc. Including eighteen
football players cigarette cards and
an England World Cup holders 1966
pennant. 50+ items total. Good
condition £20/30

815 Formula 1. Selection of Formula 1
Grand Prix programmes from
Monaco 1983 & 1993, Hockenheim
1987 & Sao Paulo 1997. Sold with

three various programmes of races
held at Silverstone in 1981. Qty 7. 

£15/25

816 Motor Racing. Collection of
Silverstone marshall arm bands
1975-1991. Various named races
including Daily Express International
Trophy, RAC Tourist Trophy, World
Endurance Six Hours, BRDC
Championship Finals, 1992 British
Grand Prix etc. Qty 19. G/VG 

£30/50

817 Motor Racing 1970s. Collection of
approximately forty official tickets
and passes, mainly Brands Hatch and
Silverstone. Various named races
including Grand Prix, Vintage Sports
Club, Tourist Trophy, Daily Mail Race
of Champions etc. G/VG £30/50

818 Motor Racing 1980s. Collection of
twenty four official tickets and
passes, mainly Silverstone. Various
named races including Pentax
Trophy Meeting, BRDC International
Trophy, World Endurance, Formula 2
etc. G/VG £25/35

819 Motor Racing. Official programme
for the 1957 British Grand Prix held
at Aintree. Odd faults, cover partially
detached otherwise in good
condition. Sold with a collection of
thirty four official tickets for the
Goodwood Festival of Speed 1997
and other Goodwood meetings
2001-2004. G/VG £30/40

820 Motor racing first day covers.
Selection of twelve signed various
motor sport commemorative covers
and one photo, individually signed
by Sterling Moss in later years,
Thackwell, Redman, Coulthard etc.
G/VG £30/50

821 Horse Racing. Collection of official
tickets and passes. Courses are
Aintree Hawke’s Bay Jockey Club,
Hastings 1948, Aintree Grand
National 1998, Cheltenham 1995,
Goodwood 2001, Mumbai 2002
and Tryall Club Jamaica 1992. Qty
17. G/VG £20/30

822 Various first day covers. Selection of
thirty four commemorative covers of
various sports including Tennis, Golf,
Olympics etc and eighty five
post/promotional cards of various
sportsman and woman. 119 in total.
Good condition £20/30
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823 Sporting Ephemera. Various items of
signed sporting ephemera including
football first day covers,
programmes, cards, book, paper
pieces etc. Signatures include
Charlton, Peters, Summerbee, Mary
Peters, Hemery, Sanderson, John
Parrot, Docherty, Bobby George, Eric
Bristow etc. Some unsigned items
including World Cup 1966 covers.
Good condition £20/30

RUGBY

824 ‘Legends of World Rugby’. Paul
Verdon. Auckland 2007. Limited
edition 213 of 530 copies, signed by
the author and by ‘seventy five of
the finest rugby players from around
the world during the amateur era’.
Seventy five signatures to dedicated
pages. Signatures include Campese,
Eales, Ella, Farr-Jones, Horan,
Lynagh, Beaumont, Carling,
Duckham, Jeeps, Ripley,
Underwood, Sella, Crauste, Maso,
Mias, Gibson, McBride, Slattery,
Fitzpatrick, Fox, Kirkpatrick,
Whineray, Hastings, Irvine,
McGeechan, Williams, Du Preez,
Claassen, Botha, Stransky, Bennett,
Davies, Edwards, John, Quinnell,
Williams etc. In slip case, with
broken side. VG £100/150

825 ‘Kings of Rugby’. The 1959 Lion’s
Tour & Series and the Lives Beyond’.
Paul Verdon. Auckland 2008.
Limited edition 148 of 490 copies,
signed by the author and by ‘the
surviving All Black and Lions players
who played on the tour of 1959’.
Forty three signatures to dedicated
pages. Signatures include Briscoe,
Caulton, Clarke, Diack, Hill, Irwin,
MacEwan, McCullough, Meads,
Walsh, Whineray, Ashcroft, Davies,
Dawson, English, Hewitt, Horrocks-
Taylor, Jeeps, Meredith, Millar,
Morgan, Murphy, Prosser, Pisman,
Scotland, Thomas, Waddell, Young
etc. In slip case. VG £70/100

826 Swansea v South Africa 1960.
Official programme for the tour
match played at the St Helen’s
Ground, Swansea on the 26th
November 1960. Signed by many of
the South African players including
Lockyer (Cpt), Wilson, Hopwood,
Oxlee, Hill, Gainford, Uys, Van Zyl
etc. Also signed by Cliff Morgan.
Fold otherwise in good condition 

£30/50  

827 Rugby League match tickets 1970s-
2000s. Collection of approximately
one hundred official tickets including
Challenge Cup Finals (12), World
Cup Finals (3), Internationals, Super
League Finals etc. G/VG £30/50

828 Rugby Union. Rare official match
ticket for England v Wales, Cardiff
Arms Park, 18th January 1930 in
very good condition. Sold with a
collection of over 350 match tickets
from 1970s-1990s, mainly for Five
Nations, Internationals, touring
matches, Barbarians, Cup Finals etc.
G/VG £50/80

829 Rugby Union. Gareth Edwards,
Wales. Signature in ink with
dedication signed by Edwards to
verso of a ticket for a dinner event,
1981. Sold with an official match
ticket for Barbarians v New Zealand,
Cardiff Arms Park, 27th January
1973. One original sepia
photograph of a Varsity match in
progress in snowy conditions
c1940s/50s, presumably at
Twickenham and a mono
photograph from the same period of
a lineout. Teams and location
unknown. The photographs, approx
10”x8” are laid to mount, overall
14.5”x12”. Official colour
photograph of the British Lions for
the 1971 tour to New Zealand, the
players seated and standing in rows
in blazers. Printed signatures to
lower border. Front cover of the
Twickenham Jubilee Match
programme, England & Wales v
Scotland & Ireland with two
signatures. Official programme for
England v Italy February 2009 with
match ticket, and six Club
programmes for Saracens and
Harlequins, 2000-2009. G £25/35

830 Rugby union. Replica British Lions
rugby shirt signed to the front by
Gareth Edwards. G/VG £30/40

831 Rugby union. Replica British Lions
rugby shirt signed to the front by
Phil Bennett. G/VG £30/40

832 Rugby Union and League
programmes 1949-1973. Thirteen
match programmes. Clubs include
Leicester, Kendal, Swinton, Widnes,
St Helens etc. and the 1955 Varsity
match played at Twickenham. G 

£25/35

833 British Isles v New Zealand 1959.
PYE 33 1/3 rpm record with
highlights of all four test between
the New Zealand and The British
Isles (Lions). Odd minor scratch to
record otherwise in good condition. 

£20/30

834 Signed rugby books. Selection of
four books, all with dustwrappper,
‘Thanks to Rugby’. Bill Beaumont
1982, signed by Beaumont to title
page, ‘Dusty’ Dusty Hare, with
David Norrie 1985, signed by Hare
to title page, ‘Rugby from the Front’.
Peter Wheeler 1983, signed by
Wheeler to title page and ‘The
Greatest Lions’. J.B.G. Thomas 1974,
signed by Andy Ripley. G £20/30

835 Signed rugby books. Selection of
four books, all with dustwrappper,
‘Dusty’ Dusty Hare, with David
Norrie 1985, signed by Hare to title
page, ‘Rugby in Focus’. J.B.G.
Thomas, signed by Thomas to title
page, ‘British Lions 1980’. John
Hopkins, signed by three players to
front end paper including Peter
Wheeler and ‘The Book of English
International Rugby 1871-1982’.
John Griffiths 1982, signed by nine
England players to front end paper,
signatures include Cusworth, Ripley,
Hare, Youngs, Wheeler etc. G 

£20/30

836 Rugby Union 1950’s-2000’s. Box
containing twenty rugby books
including good British Lions interest.
Authors include Jenkins, Reason etc.
Plus four rugby DVD’s  and three
football items, one signed. G  

£20/30

BOXING

837 Ernie Roderick boxing programmes
1938. Four programmes for bouts
held at the Liverpool Stadium. Fights
were v Cleto Locatelli, 10th February
1938, v Kid Janas, 20th October
1938, v Al Baker 10th November
1938, and v Beb Donnars, 1st
December 1938. Odd faults and
some annotations, otherwise G/VG 

£30/40

838 Freddie Miller boxing programmes
1938. Three programmes for bouts
held at the Liverpool Stadium. Fights
were v Billy Charlton, 10th March
1938, v John Cusick, 28th April
1938, and v Jack Garrick, 21st July
1938. Odd faults and some
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annotations, otherwise G/VG 
£25/35

839 Johnny King boxing programmes
1938. Three programmes for bouts
held at the Liverpool Stadium. Fights
were v Dan McAllister, 3rd March
1938, v Freddie Miller, 1st
September 1938, and v Frank Kenny,
8th December 1938. Odd faults and
some annotations, otherwise G/VG

£25/35

840 Boxing programmes 1938. Three
programmes for bouts held at the
Liverpool Stadium. Fights were Peter
Kane v Bernard Leroux, 2nd June
1938, Nel Tarleton v Arnold
Lagrand, 13th October 1938, and
Nel Tarleton v Fred Morris, 24th
November 1938. Odd faults and
some annotations, otherwise G/VG 

£25/35

841 Boxing tickets. Collection of boxing
tickets 1950/60. Various tickets for
Empire Championship and
International tournaments, including
Brian Curvis v Micky Leahy 31st
October 1961. Brian Curvis v Johnny
Cooke 28th July 1964. Many
Scottish venues. 22 tickets total.
Good condition £25/35

842 ‘Boxing Writers Club’. Official menu
for the twenty-second Annual
Dinner of the Club held at the Cafe
Royal on the 7th February 1973. The
four page folding menu with printed
titles , ‘Menu & Toasts’ to inner.
Signed to rear cover and inner by
thirteen guests including, Ken
Buchanan, Larry Gains, Len Harvey,
Chris Finnegan, Harry Levene, Harry
Carpenter, et al. G  £30/40

843 ‘Boxing Writers Club’. Official menu
for the Silver Jubilee Dinner of the
Club held at the Cafe Royal on the
21st January 1976. The four page
folding menu with printed titles ,
‘Menu & Toasts’ to inner. Signed to
rear cover and inner by sixteen
guests including, John Conteh, Terry
Downes, Ken Buchanan, Terry
Spinks, Lord Hesketh, Alan Minter et
al. G £30/40

844 ‘Boxing Writers Club’. Official menu
for the twenty-sixth Annual Dinner
of the Club held at Quaglino’s on the
26th January 1977. The eight page
folding menu with printed titles ,
‘Menu & Toasts’ to inner. Signed to
front and rear cover by ten guests

including, John Conteh, Dave ‘Boy’
Green, Joe Bugner, Jack Petersen,
John H. Stracey et al. G £30/40

845 ‘Boxing Writers Club’. Official menu
for the twenty-seventh Annual
Dinner of the Club held at
Quaglino’s on the 25th January
1978. The eight page folding menu
with printed titles , ‘Menu & Toasts’
to inner. Signed to inner by eleven
guests including, Alex Buxton, Lord
Oaksey, Maurice Hope, Billy Aird,
Charlie Magri et al. G £30/40

846 ‘Boxing Writers Club’. Official menu
for the twenty-eighth Annual Dinner
of the Club held at Quaglino’s on the
24th January 1979. The eight page
folding menu with printed titles ,
‘Menu & Toasts’ to inner. Signed to
inner by sixteen guests including,
Dave ‘Boy’ Green, John Conteh,
Howard Winstone, Johnny Owen,
Don Cockell, John H. Stracey, Charlie
Magri et al. G £30/50

847 ‘Boxing Writers Club’. Official menu
for the twenty-ninth Annual Dinner
of the Club held at Quaglino’s on the
23rd January 1980. The eight page
folding menu with printed titles ,
‘Menu & Toasts’ to inner with name
card and official ticket. Signed to
inner by sixteen guests including,
Tony Sibson, Wally Swift, Peter
Marinello, Dave ‘Boy’ Green, Charlie
Magri, Alan Lawless, Alan Minter,
Jim Watt et al. G  £30/40               

848 ‘Boxing Writers Club’. Official menu
for the thirtieth Annual Dinner of the
Club held at Quaglino’s on the 21st
January 1981. The eight page
folding menu with printed titles ,
‘Menu & Toasts’ to inner. Signed to
inner pages by guest speaker Cliff
Morgan and twenty nine of the
guests including Henry Cooper,
Sebastian Coe, Terry Downes, John
H. Stracey, Jim Watt, Howard
Winstone, Maurice Hope, Charlie
Magri, Harry Gibbs et al. G  £30/50

849 Tommy Burns. Sepia real photograph
postcard of Burns, full length in
boxing pose with title ‘9. Guarding
Jaw to avoid right cross. The
photograph by Kerry, Sydney. Also
mono real photograph postcards of
Jem Mace, “Boxing Series” and Kid
Lewis, J. Beagles & Co. Sold with
four other mono real photograph
plain back postcards of Zora Folley,

Stanley Ketchell etc. Qty 7. G/VG 
£20/30

GOLF & TENNIS

850 Henry Cotton. A hand written letter
from Cotton on Club De Golf
Sotogrande (Cadiz) headed paper.
Some golf content. The letter dated
10th January 1976. Also a mono
candid photograph of Cotton in
action with a large crowd in the
background watching on. 4”x3”,
unevenly trimmed to right edge.
Sold with a first day cover signed by
Todd Hamilton and two signed
colour promotional photographs of
Nick Faldo and Ian Woosnam. G 

£30/50

851 Open Golf Champions 1894-1972.
Large red modern photograph
album containing the signatures of
many Open Golf Champions for the
period signed to photographs,
promotional cards, paper and card
pieces, paper snips etc. Signatures
include J.H. Taylor (Open Champion
1894,1895, 1900, 1909 & 1913),
James Braid (1901, 1905, 1906,
1908 & 1910), Alex Herd (1902),
Harry Vardon (1896, 1898, 1899,
1903, 1911 & 1914), E. Ray (1912),
George Duncan (1920), Walter
Hagen (1922, 1924, 1928 & 1929),
Gene Sarazen (1932), Henry Cotton
(1934, 1937 & 1948), Alf Perry
(1935), Reg Whitcombe (1938),
Dick Burton (1939), Sam Snead
(1946), Fred Daly (1947), Bobby
Locke (1949, 1950, 1952 & 1957),
Max Faulkner (1951), Ben Hogan
(1953), Gary Player, Ken Nagle,
Arnold Palmer, Jack Nicklaus, Tony
Jacklin, Lee Trevino etc. A total of
twenty six signatures in year order of
winning. The majority of the ink
signatures on paper pieces mounted
with photograph of the player. Good
condition £300/500

852 Open Golf Champions 1973-2013.
Large red modern photograph
album containing the signatures of
many Open Golf Champions for the
period signed to colour photographs
of the players. Signatures include
Tom Weiskopf, Tom Watson, Johnny
Miller, Seve Ballesteros, Bill Rogers,
Sandy Lyle, Greg Norman, Nick
Faldo, Mark Calcavecchia, Nick
Price, John Daly, Tom Lehman, Mark
O’Meara, Tiger Woods, David
Duval, Ernie Els, Ben Curtis, Todd
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Hamilton, Padraig Harrington, Phil
Mickelson etc. A total of twenty six
signatures in year order of winning.
Good condition £150/250

853 Golf. Box containing over thirty golf
books mainly covering the British
Open and Ryder Cup. Sold with
official programmes for the 1993
Ryder Cup (Belfry) and The Open
2003 (Royal St Georges) Plus a
selection of golf videos. In two
boxes. G  £25/35

854 Golf. Collection of official tickets and
passes 1990s. Tournaments include
British Masters, European Open,
Benson & Hedges International
Open. Volvo PGA Championship,
Variety Club Celebrity Classic etc.
Qty 35. G/VG £25/35

855 Golf signed photographs. Seventeen
signed colour copy photographs of
Golfers including Rory McIlroy, Steve
Stricker, Graeme McDowell, Michael
Campbell, Martin Kaymer, Jim Furyk
etc G £40/60

856 Golf signed photographs. Eighteen
signed colour copy photographs of
Golfers including Steve Elkington,
Tom Kite, Curtis Strange, Lucas
Glover, Hal Sutton, Rich Beam, Mark
Brooks, Corey Pavin etc G £40/60

857 Golf. Official programmes for the
1991 and 1993 Ryder Cup. Sold
with the Masters Journal programme
from 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1995
and various other programmes such
as World Match Play Championship
and The Walker Cup 1987. Qty 13.
G £25/35

858 Open Golf Championships. Official
programmes for 1988, 1989, 199,
1993 & 1995. Qty 5. G £25/35

859 Golf. ‘Sweet Swinger’. Original pen
and ink drawing by J.A. Gowing of a
scene of a young couple playing
golf. Date unknown. G £20/30

859a Tennis racket. Crested china tennis
racket with colour emblem for
'Margate'. Alexandra China. Approx
5.5" long. G £25/35

859b Golf club. Crested china golf club.
Colour emblem for 'Chipping
Norton'. Approx 4". Arcadia China.
G £20/30

860 Andy Murray. Original and official
Wimbledon Championship Tennis
poster 2013. The official poster in

2013 was designed as part of a
children’s competition by BBC TV’s
Blue Peter. The poster is nicely
signed by Murray. 20”x28”. With
letter of authentication. VG. Rare in
this signed form - tennis £100/150

2013 was the year Murray won the
Wimbledon Men’s Singles title. The
first British males singles Champion
since 1936. Each player was
presented with a copy of the poster
in their ‘arrival pack’. A friend of the
vendor arranged to have it signed by
Murray through a steward

861 Tennis first day covers. Selection of
six signed tennis commemorative
covers, individually signed by various
players, Budge, Riggs, Seixes,
Goolagong, Wade, Newcombe.
G/VG £25/35

862 Tennis. Collection of official tickets
and passes 1980s/1990s.
Tournaments include Wimbledon,
David Cup, Queen’s Club, Masters
Doubles (Royal Albert Hall) etc. Qty
64. G/VG £25/35

863 Jack H. Crawford. Australia. Mono
real photograph postcard of
Crawford, half length, wearing
sweater and tie with name to lower
border. Nicely signed in ink by
Crawford. Series unknown. G -
tennis £20/30

Jack Crawford was the World No. 1
player for 1933, during which year
he won the Australian Open, the
French Open, and Wimbledon, and
was runner-up at the U.S. Open. He
also won the Australian Open in
1931, 1932, and 1935.

FOOTBALL EPHEMERA

The following lot was formerly
the property of Arthur Shrewsbury
(1856-1903), Nottinghamshire &
England cricketer by direct
descent. Previously sold in 2015
by Christie’s Auctioneers

864 ‘Meadow Imperial Football Club
(Nottingham) 1873-74, Committee’s
Report‚ To the members of this
Club,’ a six page folio manuscript,
folded, signed R. Simpkin Hon. Sec.
28 March 1874, congratulating the
members on reaching ‘a position in
the football circle second to no local
club in Nottingham’ and listing
match results during the club’s ‘first
season 1872-73’. Its founders are

described as ‘several members of the
Meadow Imperial Cricket Club.’ The
report stated in full that ‘It was
about the latter end of November
1872, when the game of football
was just beginning to gain popularity
with the public that several members
of the then Meadow Imperial Cricket
Club resolved to form and start a
club under the name of Meadow
Imperial Football Club. Peter
Wynne-Thomas reports that three of
the Shrewsbury brothers, William,
Arthur and Edward, played for this
football club in its first season, the
Meadows being ‘an area of cheap
terraced two-storey brick houses
which spread down to Trent Bridge’
(see ‘Give Me Arthur’. Peter Wynne-
Thomas’s Biography of Shrewsbury
1985. pp. 4 & 7). Very good
condition for its age. A rare and
unique document £400/600

865 Celtic Director match tickets 1973-
1997. Collection of tickets mainly for
Celtic home European games. Other
clubs include Albion Rovers, Partick
Thistle, Airdrieonans. Qty 67. G 

£30/50

866 Scottish European home tickets
1979-2001. Collection of tickets
mainly for Rangers home European
games. Rangers tickets include v
Valencia 1979, v Fortuna Dusseldorf
1979, v Gornik 1987, v Katovice
1988 etc. Other clubs include Celtic,
Motherwell and Aberdeen. Qty 45.
G £30/40

867 ‘Old Firm’ match tickets 1973-2002.
Collection of tickets for matches
between Celtic and Rangers for
Scottish Cup, Scottish League Cup,
semi-finals and finals etc. Qty 30. G 
£30/40

868 Celtic European home tickets 1974-
2001. Collection of twenty six match
tickets for Celtic home European
games. Tickets include v Basle 1974,
v Real Madrid 1980, v Juventus
1981, v Nottingham Forest 1983, v
Liverpool 1987, v Belo Horizonte
1988 etc. Other clubs include
Rangers, Motherwell, Manchester
United, Aston Villa etc. Qty 41. G 

£30/40

869 Scottish match tickets 1976-2000.
Collection of over one hundred
match tickets for Scottish League,
Cup and friendlies. Clubs featured
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include Aberdeen, Rangers, Celtic,
Heart of Midlothian, Hamilton
Academicals, Hearts, Kilmarnock,
Motherwell, Clydebank etc. G 

£30/40

870 Scottish Cup and League Cup Finals,
Semi and Quarter Finals match
tickets 1980-2001. Collection of
over one hundred and fifty match
tickets for Scottish League, Cup and
friendlies. Clubs featured include
Celtic, Rangers, Hibernian, Falkirk,
Dundee United, Aberdeen etc. G 

£40/60

871 Scottish International home match
tickets 1967-2001. Collection of
seventy six mainly home match
tickets for World Cup and European
Championship qualifiers, friendlies
etc. Teams featured include New
Zealand Under-23 1967,
Czechoslovakia 1973, England 1978,
Northern Ireland 1978, Peru 1979,
Argentina 1979, Brazil 1998 etc. G 

£30/50

872 Scottish football ephemera 1970s-
1990s. Large collection of match
tickets, supporters’ event tickets,
trade cards, membership cards,
leaflets, testimonial events etc. Clubs
featured include Celtic, Rangers,
Motherwell, Aberdeen, Hamilton
Academicals etc. G £30/50

873 Celtic F.C. 1970s-1990s. Over six
hundred mainly away match tickets,
mainly Scottish league. Clubs
featured include Aberdeen,
Dunfermline, Motherwell, Hearts,
Ayr United, Dundee United,
Greenock Morton, Falkirk, Stirling
Albion etc. G £50/70

874 Scottish Cup and League Cup tickets
1957-1979. Twenty five official
match tickets mainly for Finals,
Semi-finals etc held at Hampden
Park. Matches include Stranraer v
Airdrieonians, Scottish Cup Fifth
Round at Stair Park, 1957. Also Cup
Finals for 1974, 1978, 1979 etc,
League Cup Finals 1973-1976,
1978, 1979 etc. Sold with sixteen
official 1970s Hampden Park Cup
Final police parking passes. G 

£40/60

875 Rare match tickets 1920s-1970s.
Official match ticket for the friendly
match played on 2nd September
1924, Partick Thistle v Rangers, held
to celebrate the opening of the

Glasgow Corporation Tramways
Recreation Club Ground, Parkhead,
2nd September 1924. Plus two
official tickets for Yoker Athletic v
Clydebank Juniors 1946. Sold with
an official match ticket for the F.A.
Cup Final at Wembley, 24th April
1926 (very worn condition),
Newcastle United v Aston Villa. Also
a selection of UEFA Cup tickets,
Scottish Club season tickets for
Celtic, Lanark, Motherwell, Rangers
etc. Qty 22. G  £50/80

Rangers beat Partick Thistle 6-1. The
1926 F.A. Cup Final was won by
Newcastle United 2-0

876 Celtic and Rangers away European
match tickets. Twenty three official
away match tickets include Rangers
v BVB 1982/83, Bayern Munich
1989/90, Sparta Prague 1991 etc.
Also Celtic v Dortmund 1987/88,
Inter CableTel (Cardiff Metropolitan
University) 1997, Stehplatz
Nordkurve 1992/93 etc. Other clubs
featured include Aberdeen,
Portadown, Swansea City etc. Some
rare tickets. G £40/60

877 European and International away
tickets 1990s. Fifty four tickets for
European competitions, mainly early
qualifying rounds, including
Champions League, Cup Winners
Cup, UEFA Cup, also International
friendlies etc. British clubs include
Fulham, Sheffield Wednesday, Leeds
United, Celtic etc. G £30/40

878 European away tickets 1990s/2000s.
Thirty eight away tickets for mainly
English clubs. European competitions
including Champions League, UEFA
Cup, Inter Toto Cup etc. Clubs
include Manchester United,
Liverpool, Aston Villa, Manchester
City, Leeds United, Nottingham
Forest etc. G  £30/40

879 European competition tickets
1980s/1990s. Sixteen tickets for
Finals, Semi-finals and Quarter-finals
matches, mainly UEFA Cup. Tickets
include Dundee United v Barcelona
1987, A.S. Monaco v Newcastle
United 1997, Athletic Madrid v
Aston Villa 1998 (home and away)
etc. G/VG £20/30

880 International match tickets 1954-
1990s. Fourteen official match
tickets including Scotland v Hungary,
8th December 1954, Scotland v

Argentina, 2nd June 1979 and other
World Cup Qualifiers, British Home
Championships etc. Sold with thirty
ticket stubs from Euro 96. G £30/40

881 European International tickets
1980s-1990s. Fifty eight official
match tickets, mainly Scotland and
England for Euro ‘92, Italia ‘90,
Spain ‘82, European Championship
qualifiers etc. G £30/40

882 England v Scotland International
match tickets 1951-1989. Eighteen
official match tickets for matches
played at Wembley and Hampden
Park. Wembley tickets are 1951,
1955, 1957, 1961, 1963 (3), 1965,
1967, 1977 (2) and 1981 (2).
Hampden tickets are 1956 (2), 1960,
1978 and 1989. G £40/60

883 England v Scotland International
match tickets 1951-1996. Twenty
seven official match tickets for
matches played at Wembley and
Hampden Park. Wembley tickets are
1951, 1955, 1957, 1959, 1961 (2),
1963 (2), 1965, 1967 (2), 1971,
1973, 1977, 1979 (2) and 1981.
Hampden tickets are 1954, 1956,
1960, 1962, 1977, 1978 (2), 1980,
1989 and 1996. G £40/60

884 England International, Cup Finals,
Premiership, European etc match
tickets 1980s-2000s. Seven official
England match tickets for matches
played at Wembley. Tickets are v
Hungary 1978, v Argentina 1980, v
Brazil 1981, v Hungary 1981, v
Finland 1984. Club tickets include
Chelsea, Newcastle United, Everton,
Wimbledon, Manchester United etc.
Qty 45. G £25/35

885 England International match tickets
1953-1968. Twenty one official
match tickets for matches played at
Wembley. Tickets are v Rest of the
World 1953, v Germany 1954, v
Wales 1956 (2), v Yugoslavia 1956,
v Ireland 1957, v France 1957, v
USSR 1958 (4), v Sweden 1959, v
Spain 1960 (2), v Ireland 1961, v
Portugal 1961, v Rest of the World
1963, v Brazil 1963, v Wales 1966, v
Sweden 1968 and v Malta 1971.
G/VG £40/60

886 English match tickets 1950s-1970s.
Twenty five official match tickets for
F.A. Cup, F.A. Charity Shield, League
Cup, League and Premiership. Early
tickets include Nottingham Forest v
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Lincoln City 1954, Bristol Rovers v
Preston North End 1960, Aston Villa
v Tottenham Hotspur 1961,
Wolverhampton Wanderers v Aston
Villa 1965 etc. G/VG  £30/50

887 Testimonial, friendly and club
tournament match tickets 1950s-
2000s. Testimonial match tickets
include Billy McNeill, Celtic v
Liverpool 1974, Willy Miller,
Aberdeen v Tottenham Hotspur
1981, David Provan, Celtic v
Tottenham Hotspur 1987, Paul
McStay, Celtic v Manchester United
1995, Mick McCarthy, Republic of
Ireland XI v Celtic 1996 etc. Other
early match tickets include London
Police v Edinburgh Police, Highbury
1955 and Hamilton Academicals v
Leeds United 1973. Qty 71. G/VG

£40/60

888 England match tickets. Four official
passes to the Royal Box for England
Internationals v Turkey 1987, v
Columbia 1995, v Japan 1995 and v
Portugal 1995. Sold with an original
copy of the ‘Topical Times Football
Handbook’, 3rd September 1921, a
Victorian colour football scrap, ‘Alf’
etc. G £30/40

889 Football magazines 1938-1990s.
Magazines include ‘Boy’s Own’,
April 1938, ‘Picture Post’, 26th April
1947 including feature on Charlton
Athletic, ‘Sport’, 28th November
1952 etc, ‘Football Picture Story
Monthly’ issue nos. 4 and 114. Sold
with an official programme for
England v Denmark 2003 etc. Qty 8 

£20/30

890 Celtic F.C. Selection of Celtic
handbooks, programmes,
magazines, book etc. Celtic
Supporters Association Handbook
1960-61 and Celtic Football Guide
1975-76. ‘Celtic Triumphant’, Ian
Peebles 1967. Official souvenir
programme for the Queen’s Park F.c.
Centenary 1867-1967 which
matches between Queen’s Park v
British Amateur Select, 4th August
1967 and Celtic v Tottenham
Hotspur 5th August 1967. Official
programme for Celtic v Fiorentina,
4th March 1970, European Cup
Quarter Final 1st Leg. Sold with two
copies of ‘The Celtic View’ 1970s,
and ‘The View Celtic Fanzine’ 1980s.
Qty 19. G £20/30

891 Wales. Collection of official Wales
football embroidered blazer badges.
Including one large full international
1950 and 1951, Welsh trial & Welsh
Schools FA etc. 4 badges total.
Good/Very good condition. Football
- £30/50

FOOTBALL BOOKS, AUTOGRAPHS &
PHOTOGRAPHS

892 ‘The Football Association 75th
Anniversary ‘1863-1938’
Celebrations- 26th October 1938’.
Official booklet with detail to covers
tied with blue cord at spine. Details
of the England v Europe match held
at Highbury, Gifts presented to the
Football Association and details of
the Anniversary Banquet to inside
pages. Some creasing and wear,
otherwise G £30/50

893 Stanley Matthews. A collection of
ephemera relating to Stanley
Matthews. Items include an original
mono photograph of Matthews as a
boy shaking hands with the
opposition Captain prior to the kick
off. The photograph stamped ‘J.
Matthews. Hairdresser, Market St.
Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent. The
photograph laid to card has some
loss to lower corners and edges and
creasing. Also includes an official
programme for the University of
Keele ‘Congregation for the
Conferment of Degrees’ held on
30th June 1987, at which Honorary
Degrees were conferred on
Matthews and the playwright, Alan
Ayckbourn. Sold with an official
programme for the ‘Sir Stan
Matthews XI v World Stars’ match
played at the Victoria Ground, Stoke,
28th April 1965. G/VG £30/50

894 ‘The Football Association 75th
Anniversary Banquet 1938’. Official
leather bound brochure for the
banquet held at The King’s Hall,
Holborn Restaurant, London on 26th
October 1938. The brochure with
tabbed index for programme of
music, menu, toast list, artists list,
welcome, guest list, table plan etc
with decorative cover to the printed
menu, gilt lettering and F.A. emblem
to leather front cover and ribbon tie.
VG £50/70

895 England away programmes 1970s.
Four rare official away programmes
for European Championship

qualifying matches v Malta, Gzira,
3rd February 1971, v Portugal,
Estadio Josa Alvalade, Lisbon, 19th
November 1975, v Cyprus, 11th
May 1975 and v Bulgaria, Vassil
Levski, 6th June 1979. Also an
international friendly programme v
Austria, Praterstadion, Vienna, 13th
June 1979. Annotations by the press
correspondent to the fear cover of
the Bulgaria programme,  otherwise
VG. Qty 5 £30/50

896 Stanley Matthews and Stan
Mortensen, Blackpool F.C. Page with
two good ink signatures of
Matthews and Mortensen on pieces
laid down. To verso, signature of
Peter Doherty, Huddersfield Town,
on piece laid down. G  £30/40

897 England football autographs. A
collection of twenty autographs on
slips, cards, album pages etc, some
on pieces laid down. Signatures
include Bobby Moore (faint), Alan
Ball, Roger Hunt, Geoff Hurst,
Martin Peters, Gordon Banks, Glen
Hoddle, Ralph Coates, Kevin
O’Flanagan (Arsenal 1946) etc. G 

£40/60

898 England football autographs.
Collection of autographs on slips,
cards, album pages etc, some on
pieces laid down. Manchester United
signatures include Tommy Connell,
Martin Buchan, Stuart Pearson, Mike
Phelan, Arthur Albiston, Willie
Morgan, Gordon McQueen, Steve
Coppell etc. Other signatures include
Tom Finney, Ian Rush, Peter Reid,
Howard Kendall, Neil Webb etc.
Over thirty autographs. G £40/60

899 ‘Finney on Football’. The autobi-
ography of Tom Finney told by
David R. Jack, 1958. Includes tatty
dust wrapper. Signed to title page by
Tom Finney. G  £25/35

900 ‘Finney on Football’. The autobi-
ography of Tom Finney told by
David R. Jack, 1958. Includes tatty
dust wrapper. Signed to title page by
Tom Finney. Sold with ‘Captain of
Wales’. The autobiography of
Walley Barnes, 1953. Includes tatty
dustwrapper. Signed to front end
paper by Barnes. G  £30/50

901 Official ‘FIFA World Cup Italia 1990’.
Official Report published by FIFA.
Hardback first edition. 300 pages.
VG. Rare £80/120
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902 Official ‘FIFA World Cup USA 94’.
Official Report published by FIFA.
Hardback first edition. 208 pages.
Complete with addendum Statistics
booklet to back. Sold with similar
book ‘USA World Cup 94’ Robert
Pariente, John Rodda and Karl Adolf
Scherer 1994. Scarce. Qty 2. VG - 

£80/120

Harry Storer (Junior). Derbyshire
C.C.C. 1920-1936. The following
photographs and ephemera are from
the collection of Harry Storer. Storer
as well as being an accomplished
cricketer, played professional
football for Burnley, Grimsby Town,
Derby County  and made two
international appearances for
England in 1924 and 1927

903 Derby County F.C. 1925-26 Large
original sepia photograph of the
Derby County playing staff, seated
and standing in four rows, twenty
nine players and staff featured. The
photograph, by W.W. Winter of
Derby, measures 11.25”x9” and
overall approx 15”x13”. Good
image. Some wear to mount and
photograph, generally good
condition  £50/70

904 Burnley F.C. circa 1929. Large and
impressive official photograph of the
Burnley team with Harry Storer to
front row. The photograph laid
down to official photographers
mount. Photograph by Albert Wilkes
& Son of West Bromwich. The
photograph measures 14.25” x
11.25” and overall 21” x 16”. Some
wear to mount otherwise in good
condition. Sold with a similar
photograph by Wilkes of the same
image but this one measures 6.5” x
4.75”, odd faults, good £80/120

905 Derby County F.C. Selection of nine
various press photographs taken in
the period when Harry Storer either
played for Derby County (1921-
1928) or managed the club (1955-
1963). Images include team groups
(5), groups of various players(2) and
Storer (2). Photographers include
Pinnace (large), Albert Wilkes, Allied
Newspapers Ltd, Topical Times,
Derby Evening Telegraph etc.
Various size photographs from
4”x6” to 12”x10”. G/VG £50/80

906 Derby County F.C. Selection of
thirteen various press photographs

taken in the period when Harry
Storer either played for Derby
County (1921-1928) or managed
the club (1955-1963). Images
include team groups (8), groups of
various players(3), crowd scene (1)
and Storer (1). Photographers
include Albert Wilkes, Derby Evening
Telegraph, Raymonds News Agency,
Manchester Daily Mail etc. Various
size photographs from 8”x7” to
12”x10”. Some faults to one
photograph otherwise in good/very
good condition £70/100

907 Colin Todd. Mono copy photograph
of Todd, head and shoulders in
Everton shirt. Signed in ink by Todd.
10”x8”. Sold with a colour copy
photograph of the Manchester City
squad 1968/69, the players seated
with the F.A. Cup, League and
Charity Shield trophies. Signed in ink
by five players including Tony Book,
Colin Bell, Mike Summerbee etc.
12”x8”. Also three signed colour
copy photographs of Hoddle,
Armstrong and Koeman. Qty 5 

£30/40

908 Fulham F.C. 1925-1978. Good
selection of original and some copy
photographs and postcards etc of
Fulham teams and officials. Qty 41

£50/70

909 Windsor FC v Eton FC 1910/11.
Glossy sepia real photograph
postcard featuring trophy to centre,
surrounded by players. Football -
Good condition £15/20

910 Windsor FC v Ilford 1922. Mono real
photograph postcard, ‘Mold saves’.
Photo taken during F.A. Amateur
Cup 3rd round 1921/22. ‘At Ilford
Feb 11th 1922’ in ink to front right
corner. Football - Good condition 

£15/20

Windsor went on to win 1-0. 

912 Football first day covers. Selection of
ten signed various football
commemorative covers, individually
signed by various players including
Matt Busby, Nat Lofthouse, Derek
Dooley etc. G/VG £50/80

913 Football first day covers. Selection of
ten signed various football
commemorative covers, individually
signed by various players including
Matt Busby, Alan Ball, Gordon
Banks, Franz Beckenbauer etc. G/VG

£50/80

914 Football first day covers. Selection of
twenty seven various football
commemorative covers and forty
two football post/trade cards. 69 in
total. Good condition £20/30

FOOTBALL PROGRAMMES

915 F.C. Carl Zeiss Jena v
Wolverhampton Wanderers 1971.
Rare away programme for the UEFA
Cup 3rd round match played at
Mittwoch, East Germany on the
24th November 1971. Good
condition £50/80

Wolves won the away leg 1-0 and
the return home leg 3-0

This was first ever UEFA Cup
football tournament and Wolves
played Spurs in the Final, Spurs
winning 3-2

916 East Germany (DDR) v England
1974. Official programme for the
International match played in Leipzig
on 29th May 1974. Hand written
annotations in ink to team lists,
vertical fold, otherwise G £40/60

The match was drawn 1-1

917 Italy v England 1973. Rare official
away programme for the
International friendly match played
at the Stadio Comunale, Turin, 14th
June 1973. Wear to rear cover,
otherwise G/VG  £40/60

Italy won 2-0

918 Barcelona v Leeds United 1974/75.
Official rare away European Cup
semi-final programme for the match
played at the Camp Nou on the 23rd
April 1975. Also Real Madrid v
Derby County, European Cup
second round, second leg, played at
the Bernabeu Stadium on 5th
November 1975. Qty 2. VG £20/30

919 Scotland International programmes
1960-2006. Collection of mainly
home programmes including v
Republic of Ireland 1961, v Austria
1968, v West Germany 1969, v
Denmark 1970, v Peru 1972 etc.
Also includes three Under-23 home
programmes, including v England
1960, and two Scottish League v
English League programmes from
1969 and 1973. Qty 42. Odd
duplicates. G/VG  £30/40
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920 England International programmes
1955-1969. Collection of home
programmes including v Spain 1955,
v Brazil 1956, v Republic of Ireland
1957, v France 1957, v Portugal
1958, v U.S.S.R. 1958, v Italy 1959
etc. Odd faults, annotations to some
programmes, otherwise G. Qty 24 

£30/50

921 Northern Ireland, Republic of Ireland
and Wales International home
programmes 1960s-2000s. Northern
Ireland programmes include v West
Germany 1960, v Wales 1961, v
England 1969, v U.S.S.R. 1971 etc.
Republic of Ireland programmes
include v Wales 1960, v Scotland
1961, v Czechoslovakia 1969 etc.
Wales programmes include v
England 1967 and 1968 etc.
Includes some Under-23 and Inter-
League programmes. Some
duplicates. Odd faults, annotations
to some programmes, otherwise G.
Qty 45 £25/35

922 England away programmes 1960-
2006. Programmes include v
Luxembourg 1960, v East Germany
1972 (Under-23), v West Germany
1978, v Austria 1979 etc. Some
programmes with official team sheet
released to the press on the day of
the match. Odd faults, annotations
to some programmes, otherwise G.
Qty 15 £40/60

923 England away programmes 1975-
2008. Programmes include v Cyprus
1975, v Austria 1979, v Bulgaria
1979, Spain 1980, Hungary 1981 (2
copies), Norway 1981 etc. The
majority with official team sheet
released to the press on the day of
the match. Odd faults, annotations
to some programmes, otherwise G.
Qty 15 £40/60

924 Celtic and Rangers programmes
1960-2004. Collection of European,
Scottish League, Inter-Continental
Cup and friendly programmes. Celtic
programmes include v Racing Club
(Buenos Aires) 1967, v Benfica 1969,
v Ujpest Dozsa 1972 etc. Rangers
programmes include v Eintracht
Frankfurt 1960, v Arsenal 1973, v
Motherwell 1975, v Celtic 1976 etc.
Odd faults, annotations to some
programmes, otherwise G. Qty 18 

£30/40

925 England home and away
programmes 1970-2014. Box
containing 150 home and eight
away programmes for World Cup
and European Championship
qualifiers, friendlies, Amateur
Internationals, British Championship,
Under-23, Under-21 matches etc.
Away programmes are v Hungary
1981 (2 copies), v Austria 2004v
Sweden 2004, v Germany 2008 (2)
and v Sweden (Under-21) 1979 (2).
The majority with official team sheet
released to the press on the day of
the match. Some duplication. Odd
faults, annotations to some
programmes, otherwise G. Qty 158 

£30/50

926 England Schools’ Internationals. Two
official programmes for matches
held at Wembley. Matches are v
Wales 23rd April 1955, and v
Germany 25th April 1959. Both
programmes with official match
ticket. Ink annotation to front page
and tear to internal page of the 1955
programme, otherwise G/VG 

£10/20

927 European Finals 1979-1991. UEFA
Cup Final programme for Dusseldorf
v Barcelona 1979. Also four
European Cup Winners’ Cup
programmes for  Arsenal v Valencia
1980, Juventus v Porto 1984,
Everton v Rapid Vienn, 1985 and
Manchester United v Barcelona
1991. Qty 5. G/VG £30/40

928 European Championship 1976.
Official match programme for the
Final, Czechoslovakia v West
Germany, Belgrade, 20th June 1976.
Sold with official match ticket and
official team sheet released to the
press on the day of the Final with
hand written notes to verso. VG 

£25/35

The match finished 2-2 after extra
time, Czechoslovakia winning 5-3
on penalties

929 World Cup, Mexico 1958. Three
official match programmes for
Mexico v Wales and Sweden v
Hungary (group matches), and the
quarter final for France v Northern
Ireland. Ink annotations to team lists
on two programmes, other odd
faults and minor wear, otherwise G 

£50/80

The results for the three matches
were 3-0 Sweden v Mexico, 2-1
Sweden v Hungary, and 4-0 France v
Northern Ireland

930 Barcelona v Leeds United 1974/75.
Official rarer away European Cup
semi-final programme for the match
played at the Camp Nou on the 23rd
April 1975. VG - football £20/30

The second leg was drawn 1-1,
Leeds winning on aggregate 3-2,
before losing in the Final against
Bayern Munich

931 Turkey v England 1991 and 1993.
Two official rare programmes for
International matches played at the
Ataturk Stadium. Programmes are
for the European Championship
Group 7 match, 1st May 1991, with
official team sheet released to the
press on the day of the match with
handwritten annotations. Also the
rarer programme for the World Cup
Group 2 Qualifying Match, 31st
March 1993, with typed squad sheet
and travel itinerary issued to the
press. VG £50/70

England won the 1991 1-0 and the
1993 match 2-0

932 European Championships 1968 and
1972. Combined official programme
for the Semi-finals, Third Place play-
off and Final of the 1968
Championship held in Italy, featuring
England, Italy, Yugoslavia and USSR.
Hand written annotations in ink to
rear cover. Also a programme for the
European Championship Final, West
Germany v USSR, played at the
Heysel Stadium, 18th June 1972,
with official team sheet issued to the
press. Qty 2. VG  £70/100

In the 1968 Championship Semi-
finals Italy beat USSR on the toss of
a coin after a 0-0 draw and
Yugoslavia beat England 1-0.
England beat USSR 2-0 in the third
place play-off, and in the Final Italy
beat Yugoslavia 2-0 in a replay after
a 0-0 draw. The 1972 Final was won
by West Germany 3-0

933 F.A. Cup Final Programmes. Official
programme for the 1967 Final,
Chelsea v Tottenham Hotspur with
official ‘Daily Express Community
Singing’ sheet. Also, a rarer
programme for 1996 Final, Liverpool
v Manchester United, and 2001,
Arsenal v Liverpool. Qty 3 £30/50
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934 England v Austria 1951. Official
programme and match ticket for the
International match played at
Wembley on the 28th November
1951. Rusting to the programme
staples otherwise both in very good
condition. Sold with a similar
programme for England v Sweden
1959, good £15/25

935 England v Scotland ‘League
International Match’. Official
programme for the match played
31st October 1934 at Stamford
Bridge. Odd faults, otherwise in
good condition  £50/70

Stanley Matthews played in the
England team

936 Ireland v England 1950. Official
programme for the British Home
Championship match played at
Windsor Park, Belfast, 7th October
1950. Tape repair to spine, wear to
front cover, otherwise G £15/25

England won 4-1

937 Burnley. Official Fairs Cup Quarter-
Final programme, Burnley v
Frankfurt 1967, away leg. All in
good/very good condition £15/25

The match finished 1-1, with
Frankfurt winning 3-2 on aggregate
in the return leg.

938 F.C. Twente v Ipswich Town 1973.
Official home and away leg
programmes for the UEFA Cup 3rd
round match. Played in November
(23rd) and December (12th) 1973.
G £15/25

Ipswich won the home leg 1-0 and
won 2-1 in the away leg

939 Lokomotiv Leipzig v Tottenham
Hotspur 1974. Rare official
programme for the UEFA Cup semi-
final first leg match played in Leipzig
on the 10th April 1974. Handwritten
notes on loose sheet and
annotations  to team lists by the
press correspondent, otherwise
G/VG £25/35

Spurs won the first leg 2-1 and the
return home leg 2-0

940 Anderlecht v West Ham United.
European Cup Winners Cup Final
1976. Official programme for the
Final played in Brussels on 5th May
1976. Sold with official souvenir
edition of  the ‘Hammer’

{programme] for the ECWC Final on
the 5th May and home leg
programme for the semi-final v
Eintract Frankfurt, 14th April 1976.
Good/very good condition £20/30

Anderlecht won the Final 4-2

941 Benfica v Barcelona, European Cup
Final 1961. Official programme for
the Final played in Berne on 31st
May 1961. G/VG £30/40

Benfica won the Final 3-2

942 England v Scotland 1949. Official
programme for the International
match played at Wembley on 9th
April 1949. Very light vertical fold
otherwise in very good condition -
football £20/30

943 Burnley Season 1960/61. Official
European Cup Quarter-Final
programmes, Burnley v Hamburg
1967, home and away legs. Both in
good/very good condition. Rare.
Sold with official programmes for the
same season v Aston Villa and
Sheffield Wednesday and three later
programmes. Qty 7 £20/30

Burnley beat Hamburg 3-1 in the
first home leg, but lost 4-1 in
Germany to exit the competition

944 Standard Liege v Sunderland 1962.
Official programme for the friendly
match played at Liege, Belgium on
the 3rd October 1962. File holes to
edge otherwise in good condition. A
scarce programme. G £25/35

945 European Cup Winners Cup. Four
official ECWC Cup Final
programmes Everton v Rapid Vienna
1985, Barcelona v Sampdoria 1989,
Sampdoria v Anderlecht 1990,
Chelsea v Stuttgart 1998. All in
good/very good condition. The
1985, 1990 and 1998 programmes
come with official teams sheet
released to the press on the day of
the Final. Qty 6 £20/30

The European Cup Winners Cup
winners in those years were Everton
3-1, Barcelona 2-0, Sampdoria 2-0,
Chelsea 1-0.

946 European Cup Winners Cup Final.
Two official programmes for the
1962 and 1966 matches. Featuring
Atletico Madrid v Fiorentina 1962
and Borussia Dortmund v Liverpool
1966, both held at Hampden Park.
Qty 2. VG £20/30

947 England. Selection of eleven official
international programmes of various
England matches including Austria v
England 1967 (away),  v Scotland
1953,  v Luxembourg 1961, v Rest
of the World 1963, v Uruguay 1964,
v Yugoslavia 1966, v Spain 1967, v
Sweden 1968, v Republic of Ireland
1966, Youth International v Wales
1966, England schools v Germany
1966. Sold with official Jules Rimet
Cup World Championship
tournament programme 1966 and a
selection of thirteen official ‘big
match’ programmes including
Leicester v Borussia Dortmund
(Challenge Match) 1967, Arsenal v
Brasil XI  1965, Tottenham v
Hungarian Select XI 1965, Leeds v
Real Zaragoza 1966, HSV v Post
1966 with filing holes, Chelsea v
Wiener (Inter-cities Fairs Cup) 1965,
Chelsea v Barcelona (Inter-cities Fairs
Cup) 1966, Manchester United v
Vorwarts (European Cup) 1965,
Manchester United v Everton (Inter-
cities Fairs Cup) 1965, Leicester v
Scotland XI 1966, Wolves Past and
Present v All Star XI 1965, Leicester
v All Stars XI 1964, Millwall v All
Stars XI 1967. All G/VG. Qty 25. 

£30/40

948 Nottingham Forest Big Match and
European home programmes 1967
to 1996. Includes Fairs Cup 1st
round v Eintracht Frankfurt, 17th
October 1967, European Cup 1st
round v Liverpool, 13th September
1978, European Cup 2nd round v
Arges Pitesti, 24th October 1979,
European Cup semi-final 1st leg v
F.C. Cologne. 11th April 1979,
League Cup semi-finals, UEFA Cup
quarter-final 2nd leg v Bayern
Munich, 19th March 1996 (with
official team sheets released to the
press on the day of the match, with
annotations by the press
correspondent) etc. Annotations to
programmes, otherwise G. Qty 8 

£20/30

949 Nottingham Forest European Cup
programmes 1979 to 1980. Includes
European Cup v Grasshoppers,
home and away legs, 7th & 21st
March 1979, and v Dynamo Berlin,
home and away legs, 5th & 19th
March 1980. The Grasshoppers
away programme with official team
sheet released to the press on the
day of the match, with annotations
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by the press correspondent. Some
annotations to programmes,
otherwise G. Qty 4. Sold with a large
rosette for the European Cup Final v
Hamburg, 28th May 1980  £25/35

950 Romania v Northern Ireland 1985.
Official programme for the match
played at Bucharest, 16th October
1985. Sold with two official
programmes for the international
friendly, France v Northern Ireland,
Parc des Princes, 26th February
1986. G/VG £15/25

Northern Ireland beat Romania 1-0.
France v Northern Ireland ended 0-0

951 Nantes v Tottenham Hotspur 1971.
Very rare official large programme
for the UEFA Cup 2nd round first leg
match played in Nantes on the 20th
October 1971. Handwritten
annotation to team list, some folds
and creasing, otherwise G £50/80

The first leg ended in a 0-0 draw,
Spurs winning the return home leg
1-0

END OF SALE
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